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Breaking the Barriers 1996
Senate
Passes Faculty, Students Mingle at Yule Ball
SOFC
By Courtney Hartmann
HEIGHTS STAFF

Proposal Would
Raise Activities
Fee to $90
By Sara Yu
HEIGHTS STAFF

Senators passed a constitutional amendment establishing
the Student Organization Funding Committee (SOFC) and
voted to recommend a $28 increase in the *97-'9B student activities fee during a meeting last
Tuesday.
The independent SOFC will
replace the Activities Funding
Council (AFC), which is a subdivision of the UGBC Cabinet's
Finance Committee.
The SOFC will consist of
11 students who will be appointed by a board comprised of
two deans from the Office of the
Dean for Student Development,
a representative of the Vice President of Student Affairs, the outgoing president and vice president of UGBC, the outgoing chair
of Senate and the outgoing chair
of the SOFC. Clubs will be required to submit their budgets
and requests for funds in the
spring, and the committee will
allocate funds for the coming
year.
Although the 28 senators
passed the amendment unanimously, and only two senators
opposed the student activities fee
increase, a great deal of debate
preceded the votes. Proponents
of the amendment cited several
reasons for the change.
"Currently UGBC wastes a
lot of time deciding funding issues,"
Senate Chair John
Minardo, A&S '97, said in a previous discussion of the amendment. "This will allow UGBC to
return to its initial mission as a
representative and programming
body."
In addition, the AFC only
allocates funds on an event by
event basis. Student organizations may only request money
for a particular event, not for an
entire year.
Proponents of the amendment maintain that the SOFC will

See SENATE, p. 14
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On Friday, December 6,
RHA, UGBC and O'Connell
House co-sponsored the 10th
annual Breaking the Barriers Ball
to raise money for the Carol
DiMaiti Stuart Foundation.
In addition to fundraising,
the ball was an opportunity for
faculty, alumni, administration
and members of the Board of
Trustees to interact with students
in a social setting.
"We wanted to get the whole
campus really involved in a
Christmas Party," said Regan
Barnett. UGBC Director of Faculty Student Relations and
CSOM, '97. "We had a good
student turnout and a big positive response froTn faculty."
"I heard a lot of positive
feedback. Father Leahy and administration were here for a long
time," Barnett added.
Leahy himself responded
favorably to the ball."I thought
it an impressive turnout and I

enjoyed myself thoroughly,"
Leahy said.
Many students took advantage of the opportunity to meet
University President William P.
Leahy, SJ.
"It was great that Fr. Leahy
came out to mingle with the students. It was the first time I got
to talk to Father Leahy, and I
think other students felt the
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Administrators, faculty and students danced the night away at O'Connell House last friday night.
same," Andre Lavoie, A&S, '98
meet people 'from different
eryone likes it because it is nonsaid.
threatening to have the a cappella classes.

"Father Leahy made his
presence known. He came up to
students and made conversation," RHA Secretary Jeannette
O'Malley, A&S, '97, added.
Burt Howell, advisor of
RHA, expressed whathe thought
was unique about the Ball.
"I've been here for seven
years, and Breaking The Barriers has been an event I look forward to. I used to come before I
was involved with RHA
Ev...

groups perform," Howell said.
Entertainment was provided
by the BC Sharps, the Acoustics,
the Bostonians, the Heightsmen,
BC Bop and a DJ.
"During the a cappellaeveryone stopped to listen; for BC Bop
everyone started to mingle and
dance; and by the time the DJ
started to play, everyone was
dancing," O'Malley said.
Some students said trey
appreciated the opprtunity to

Students and faculty alike
thought that the night was an
overwhelming success.
"The people who were in
the a cappella graups came back
after the chorale concert," Obert
said.
"It was obviously something
they wanted to get back t0... that
just showed how fun the evening
was from beginning to end."
The ball raised funds for the
Carol DiMaiti Stuart foundation.

Henning Resigns; Search Continues
By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Following a meeting with
Director of Athletics Chet
Gladchuk on Monday, November 25, Dan Henning announced
he would resign as head football
coach of Boston College. The
announcement put an end to rumors that Henning would be fired
following a disappointing 5-7
season, which includeda nationally-publicized gambling scandal and an embarrassing loss to

\u25a0 Search for new BC head
coach continues, p. 26
Pittsburgh.
In a statement released by
the Sports Information Office,
Henning addressed his resignation.
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"This has been a difficult
year. There have been a number
of distractions that have hurt the
focus and clouded the overall
issue.
"I am proud of our accomplishments over the past three
seasons: our recruits; our wins
over Notre Dame, Syracuse and
a marvelous experience in going
to and winning the Aloha Bowl
against No 8-ranked Kansas
State.
"We have had our share of
Boston College's wins in the '90s
against teams with winning
records.
"However, I believe that
someone else may be able to take
a fresh approach that will benefit both Boston College and the
players that are members of this
football program."
In the same release,
Gladchuk also responded to the
announcement. "Boston College
is very appreciative of the efforts and contributions Dan
Henning has made to the University as Head Coach of our
football program."
Henning, who has kept to
himself since the announcement,
finished his tenure at the Heights
with an overall record of 16-19-1,9-11-1 in the BIG EAST. His
first year proved to be his most
successful, as he led the Eagles
to a final record of 7-4-1 (3-3-1
in the BIG EAST) and a 12-7

victory over Kansas State in the
Aloha Bowl. The team, however,
largely belonged to departed
coach Tom Coughlin, who had
moved on to the NFL as the head
coach of the expansion Jacksonville Jaguars. It was all down hill
from there, as BC finished 4-8
during Henning's sophomore
effort. Amid unfounded rumors

that the long-time NFL assistant
and head coach would be fired
after his second season, Henning
received more bad news the following spring when starting
quarterbackMark Hartsell chose
to forgo his final yearof eligibility.

See HENNING, p. 26
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BC Football Coach, Dan Henning, resigned on November 24.
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STAY DOWN TO EARTH
the "Culling Edge" way.

Be

good to yourself and your planet By
eating a plant-based diet you are doing
Mother Earth and your own body a favor.
A well-balanced plant-based diet is a great way to
fuel your engine while reducing your risk of many
chronic diseases. By eating low on the food chain
instead of consuming animal protein, you are
helping take some of the burden off Mother Earth
by contributing less to her pollution and natural
resource dilemmas; it takes ten times as much land
and fuel to feed people meat than it does for a
plant-based diet.
1
College Diniiitg Service recognizes
of food
importance
the
Gutting Edge.program offers plant-based
meals/at everyjunch and dinner at McElroviJjbwer
Halls. Dcrvour part by
Stayii.g Down to Earth" the Cutting EdS e
Even one plant-based meal a week can make
v
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Round-trip airfare
Airport/hotel transfers
7 nights hotel accommodations
Exclusive Party Package

it Book your trip

before the end of first semester and save HOMEY!
i( Key West packages MUST be booked before the end of first semester!

What are you waiting for?
Call BC Travel (552-3034) or stop by Carney
30 to book your Spring Break trip today!
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Board of Trustees Meet with UGBC President
By Christopher Miller
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

The Board of Trustees converged on Boston College amidst
snow and slush for their annual
December meeting last Friday,
December 6.
Issues surrounding the gambling controversy were top on
the agenda in both closed session meetings and the session of
the Student Life Committee.
The Student Life Committee heard from the UGBC President Mea Quinn, A&S '97, and
Vice President Jim Dowden,

A&S '97, as well as Senate President John Minardo, A&S '97. In
addition. Wendy Sanchez A&S
'97, and Chris Quinones, A&S
'97, spoke to the trustees about
racism on BC's campus.
Sanchez, president of the
AHANA Leadership Council
(ALC), spoke about the history
and purpose of the ALC.
Sanchez recommended that
a network similar to the Sexual
Assault Network (S ANet) be created to deal with issues ofracism
on campus effectively. She also
said that ALC requested a formal letter from University Presi-

dent William P. Leahy, SJ. stating that BC will not tolerate racism of any sort.
Quinn and Dowden addressed the Committee on issues
concerning academics on campus. At a previous Trustee meeting, Quinn and Dowden recommended that minors be created
in major disciplines, such as Biology and English. Currently,
each department has been
charged with developing a minor in their respective disciplines.
In addition, the issue of academic advising was added to the

University Academic Planning
Council (UAPC) agenda. Quinn
and Dowden have recommended
that all freshmen have the same
professional advisers who know
the core curriculum. Freshman
would receive an adviser in their
respective majors in the Sophomore and Junior years.
Quinn andDowden also recommended that a course on Jesuits and the Jesuit influence at
Boston College be added to the
core curriculum forhalf a credit.
Director of Athletics, Chet
Gladchuck, spent approximately
an hour briefing the Student Life

Committee on the current status
of the gambling controversy.
According to Patricia
Delaney, director of Media Relations, the BC committee dealing with the controversy is still
in the process of evaluating the
circumstances, issues and students involved.
The Committee is also looking to formulate a policy on gambling, Dowden said. The Committee is really interested in finding out why gambling is so prevalent at Boston College and the
student consensus about the
scandal, Dowden said.

Hume to Teach Irish Studies Seminar at BC
a part of such

By Cassandra Martin
HEIGHTS STAFF

Professor John Hume,
whose voice has been prevalent
in the peace negotiations in
Northern Ireland, will be coteaching an Irish Studies class
entitled "Historical Origins of
the Crisis in Northern Ireland"
at Boston College next semester.
Professor Robert Savage
and BC's Burns Scholar Alvin
Jackson from Queens University
in Belfast will be co-teaching
the class with Hume. Both said
they are extremely excited to be

a course at Boston
College.
"He is a fascinating character, a tireless champion of nonviolence. Through the last 28
years he has remained steadfast
in his support for non-violent
methods to force change in what
remains a very divided province," Savage said
He will be lecturing six to
eight times throughout the semester for the Irish Studies department. However, because of
his busy schedule, as a member
of both British and European
parliaments, peace negotiations
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political crisis in Northern Ireland. Students will be expected
to read a number of books and

articles that consider the history
of modern Ireland and AngloIrish relations with particular
attention paid to political, social
and economic developments in
Northern Ireland.
Born in 1937 in Derry, Ireland to a lower working class
family, Hume worked diligently
to get where he stands today. A
world-renowned peace activist,
Hume is an active member of
both the English parliament and
the European parliament.

It'sHappenin'
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and national elections, the History in Irish Studies seminar will
be flexible.
According to Savage, the
course and Hume's lectures, in
particular, will focus on the peace
processes today and American
involvement in such processes.
Hume will offer insight about
the hostility exhibited toward the
Catholics and the Nationalists in
Ireland. He will present lecture
materials discussing his childhood in a divided and repressed
society.
Hume's seminar will explore in detail the origins of the

Mart

Hume has been a constant
voice of reason since the late
19605, Savage said. He is the
founder of the Social, Democratic, and Labor party. He is a
moderate nationalist and a
teacher by profession.
His main inspiration came
from the American Civil Rights
movement with Martin Luther
King, Jr. and John F. Kennedy as
his main role models. A nonviolence advocate, he has been
nominated numerous times for
the Nobel Peace Prize.
BC awarded Hume an honorary degree from BC in 1995.
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Candlelight Vigil Remembers AIDS Victims
By Cassandra Martin
HEIGHTS STAFF

Dozens of students gathered
in O'Neill Plaza in the bitter cold
last Wednesday evening for a
candlelight vigil, sponsored by
H.A.P.P.E.N, to pay tribute to
the many people who have died
from HIV/AIDS and those who
are still fighting it.
The ceremony began with
performances by the Bostonians
and the Sharps, two of Boston
College's acappellagroups. Both
groups addressed the issue.
"My message to BC is that
it's about .awareness. It's about
not turning away from the problem. Waiting until it hits 'too'
close to home is waiting until
it's too late. AIDS doesn't discriminate. Itdoesn'tcarewhether
you're black or white, male or
female, a' BC student or not.
People need to just know that it
exists, even right here on this
campus," Alianna Inzanza, A&S
'97 and a member of the Sharps,
added.
As part of the vigil, Laura
Shubilla, BC '90, spoke to the
crowd about her personal eacounter with HIV/ AIDS.
Shubilla began her freshman year at BC in 1986 as a
Newton Campus resident. It was
there, Shubilla said, she met the
man who was soon to become

her best friend, her boyfriend,
and her husband: Daniel Murphy.
"Dan was the epitome of
the BC experience,be it his sense
of humor, his smile, or his uncanny ability to make everyone
feel special," Shubilla said.
According to Shubilla,
Daniel Murphy was the youngest of ten children. As a hemophiliac, he received injections of
a blood concentration known as
Factor Eight.
To Murphy, this was a
miracle drug, a lifesaver. Hundreds of different blood types
were compiled to achieve the
concentration necessary to control his hemophilia. It was this
"miracle" drug that would lead
him to his death from AIDS in
1995, Shubrilla said.
She said that in the early
1980s, blood screening for transfusion patients was less than acceptable, for tainted blood was
easily overlooked. Consequently, many innocent people
became victims of a deadly dis-

ease.
Murphy was tested for HIV
his senior year at BC. It was the
positive result from this test that
prompted him to share the news
with both his family and
Shubilla.
Shubilla recalls sitting in the
Eagle's Nest as Murphy told her
of this fatal outcome. Thinking

it over, they kept it to themselves
and their families and left with
the commitment that Shubilla
would journey with him throughout the duration of the disease.
In 1994, Shubilla and
Murphy married. Six months
later, he was forced to quit his
job.
According to Shubilla, taking 32 pills a day to ease the pain
began to wear him down. In the
fall of 1995, Murphy died suddenly.

"It was quite appropriateactually that Dan died suddenly,
for he lived out his very last
breath. Dan was always living,
never dying," Shubilla" said.
"He taught me that we all
possess the power to choose our
own attitudes in life. Dan chose
to live each moment to the fullest," she added. "1 remember one
time I asked Dan how he knew
that he loved me. He told me that
he knew he loved me because
when he was with me he wasn't
afraid. He said that love is the
absence of fear."
After Murphy died, Shubilla
founded Positive Action in his
memory. Positive Action is a
foundation which offers financial support to HIV/AIDS victims who want to live out their
hopes and dreams.
Shubilla's speech touched
the lives and hearts of many stu-
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BC students hold candles in commemoration of AIDS victims.
dents in attendance.
"A lot of students here don't
think that it's part of our community.-Thus, they don't think
about it, so they tend to think
that it won't happen. That's
wrong, it does happen. Many
people think, 'Oh I'm not gay,
I'm not hemophiliac, I go toBC,
I can'fget it.' I beg students to
know that it does in fact touch
BC," Kirn Timpf, dean of alcohol and drug education, said.
"There's approximately 150
BC alumni who have died because of HIV/AIDS, yet, no one's
conscious, no one thinks. Laura's

speech tonight lets people know
face to face that this is a part of
BC. Thus, it should be a part of
us to educate and acknowledge,"
Caryn Vitolo, A&S '97 and
UGBC Liaison to Peer Education Network, added.
Shubilla closed the ceremony by raising the notion that
people with HIV/AIDS are alive
and have just as much of a right
to live their lives just as fully as
everyone else does.
"I truly believe that there
are angels on earth and I know
that Dan was one of them,"
Shubilla said.

In-Service Program Implemented for RAs
Williams, and Roncalli and the

By Karen Palmer

chairperson for the RA In-Service Committee, the program

HEIGHTS STAFF

This semester, a new In-Service Training Program redesigned the on-the-jobtraining for
all resident assistants (RAs) by
offering them a variety of workshops on a number of diverse

topics.
According to Carrie Chutes,
residence hall director of Welch,

W

was created in response to feedback from all levels of the housing staff concerning past training sessions. '.
Chutes said the program
aimed to offer the RAs more
choices and flexibility in scheduling. It also tried to make the
training sessions smaller to al-

V
»

low for more interaction.
"The RAs get to interact
with each other more and build
relationships with others outside
of their own staff," Chutes said.
Chutes added that the new
program aljjows for more intensive training with a wider variety of issues.
Planning for the program
began this summer with a committee composed of hall direc-

M

tors, assistant hall directors, and
RAs.
The program offered 21 possible workshops from which the
RAs could choose. Returning
staff members were required to
attend four workshops, while
new staff members attended five.
"It gave us choices as far as
our own interests are concerned.
It also gave us more flexibility
with our schedules." said Susan

McNeil, A&S '97, an RA in
Walsh Hall.
The workshops focused on
human and personal development, with topics such as Moral
Decision Making and Financial
Management.
Next semester, the program
will offer approximately 30
workshops. Chutes stressed that
the committee is open to new
idea.

»W
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Cassidy Appointed New Dean of Law School
By Amy Martin
HEIGHTS

STAFF

On December 2nd, R.
Michael Cassidy assumed the
role of Administrative Dean of
the Boston College Law School.
Cassidy left his position as
the Chief of the Criminal Bureau
at the Massachusetts Attorney
General's office to pursue a career in legal education. Cassidy
joined the Attorney General's
office in 1988 after two years of
working as an associate at the
Boston law firm Foley, Hoag &

by Professor Robert Smith,
which selected Cassidy.
"This was
a very long and
careful

very

search process,
listening to everyone in the
School
Law
community,
and I am particularly grateful to the search
committee for

its time-consuming atten-

Eliot.

tion

to

detail,"

"I just think I will get much
more satisfaction from being a
teacher and through legal education," Cassidy said.
"The selection process for
this position took almost a year
to complete," Law School Dean
Aviam Soifer said.
Soifer praised the service of
the search committee, chaired

Soifer

said

about selecting

trative staff and services at the
Law School. He will also oversee the ongoing
construction
program there.
Soifer spoke
of Cassidy's
"breadth of experience on all
levels."
"[Cassidy] will
help us in terms
of bolstering our
placement and
admissions, and
getting word out
to the public on
the good things
we do," Soifer
said.
"Mike
Cassidy has supervised a wide
range of people
with differing needs, ranging
from state patrolmen to lawyers
of all levels of responsibility,"

"I just think I
will get much
more

satisfaction
from being a

teacher and
through legal
education."

Cassidy.
Cassidy
graduated from
the University
of Notre Dame
in 1982, and earned a law degree
from Harvard in 1985. He will
be responsible for all adminis-

?R.Michael
Cassidy

Soifer added. "He has done it
with exceptional skill and a rare
quality of personal care and concern. In addition, he is exceptionally articulate, both verbally
and with the written word, and
an exceptionally solid, nice guy."
Soifer said he is confident
Cassidy "brings a richness of
skills to Boston College Law
School.
"He is enthusiastic, lowkey, personable, and has a great
sense of humor," Soifer said of
Cassidy.
Cassidy explained that he
was attracted to BC Law School
"because of its small size and
collegial atmosphere, its high
quality and its mission, which
attracts students interested in
public service. It has a higher
calling than to simply train lawyers to make money."
He went on to claim he is
optimistic about his new position as administrative dean.

In an interview with Brian
E. Falvey, the editor-in-chief of
the BC Law School's newspaper, The Alledger, Cassidy said,
"I think I bring a lot to this position in terms of my experience
as aJawyer, so I hope to contribute through work with mood
court teams and student organizations.
I have a lot of energy and
I hope to get involve in a lot of
areas of academic life here rather
than just the traditional role of
Administrative Dean. I hope I
can bring some experience and
skills as a trial lawyer to the
benefit of the students," he
added.
A resident of Winchester,
Cassidy lives with his wife
Marybeth, a former assistant
Attorney General and a former
Assistant District Attorney in
Middlesex County. They are the
parents of two sons, Seanus and
Jack.
"

Conference Brings West Coast Activism East
By Dave Appleyard
HEIGHTS STAFF

Seven Boston College students drove to the University of
Maryland, joining faculty and
students from over 14 other universities, to attend the East of
California Conference held November 15-17.
The goals of the East ofCalifornia Conference were to create and sustain dialogue to help

college students and faculty address current crucial concerns
and issues, as well as to develop
leadership abilities among all
those who attended.
Held annually since 1990,
the conference consisted of
workshops, caucuses, plenaries
and lectures given by university
faculty.
Some of the issues addressed this year were the
progress of Asian Americans in

Happy 21st, Ames! Thanks for everything. Don't think
I won't call you in Hoboken to tell you a lot about small
couches and just changes of minds. You may have
started as a Features goddess, but you'll always been a
News girl to meJGood luck and happy birthday.

the 20th century, how resources
and the uniqueness of a college
campus assist in developing
Asian American studies programs, how communities develop strategies to organize, and
the effect of student protests.
The caucuses and workshops at the Conference were
directed by graduate and undergraduate students. One such
workshop, entitled "Asian
American Studies at BostonArea

Happy Birthday to the
Esteme Machine! May
you always remember ?you are suade!!!

Colleges" addressed the issues
that BC students face.
"Most of the students in the
Boston area felt Asian American
students weren't getting enough
attention, that they didn't have
enough of a voice on campus,"
Judy Pisnanont, A&S '00, said.
The speakers included the
Director of Asian American
Studies at Cornell University, Dr.
Gary Okihiro, and Associate
Dean of the University of Cali-

fornia Dr. Shirley Hune.
"We realized there is a lot to
be done
if we want to change
anything we have to take an active stance," Pisnanont said.
In an explanation of the
conference's title, Pisnanont
said, "Most AsianAmericansfelt
that all the activists are centered
on the West Coast and that the
conference sought to change that,
to bring that enthusiasm, that
activism to the East Coast."
...

Congrats to the 1997 News staff?Lori,
Kevin Fleck and Cassie Martin. Thanks to all
the'96 writers, you guys are great! Just
remember that I'm still around.

\u25a0Life's
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a day at the virtual beach if you're

an AT&T long distance customer. 'Cause
we give you the first 5 hours of Internet
access free every

month for a whole

year with AT&T WorldNet Service.
Or get unlimited Internet access for just
$19.95 a month!

AT&T WorldNet Service makes the
Net easy to access and easy to use.
It's updated daily and comes

& complete with leading search
\u25a0 directories and global e-mail,
And the software is free!

This is a limited-time offer, so call now.

1800 654-0471, ext. 32189
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very essence of Boston College is impossible. BC lives and breathes from the
students, faculty and administration who make their mission each and every day to make BC the best
it can possibly be. For all these diverse facets of BC life, there is one department which attempts to
weave them all together.
This department, the Office of the Dean for Student Development is led by perhaps one of the most
extraordinary administrators BC has to offer, Dean Robert Sherwood. For almost 11 years, Dean
Sherwood has made the department the most integral facet of BC student life. By developing and
spearheading such programs as the Emerging Leader Program (ELP), 48 hours, and the First Year
Experience Program, the bridge from the administration to the student body has been constructed and
strengthened.
Dean Sherwood has championed the Jesuit ideals of promoting the entire developmentof young
individuals. By giving freedom to the student body, BC students have risen to the occasion of governing
themselves in a just and orderly manner, oy minimalizingthe beauracratic nature of the department and
not merely representing the judicial aspect of the position,Dean Sherwood has succeeded in making
student life alive and well at Boston College. Co-curricular activities, Sherwood believes, are often the
most essential part of a college student's life.
Dean Sherwood has not only preached these beliefs, he has lived them. By traveling with students
to Cape Verde and Jamaica on Volunteer missions, Sherwood has made the effort to reach out to BC life
and beyond, andMherefore gained the respect of his peers and his students who have witnessed his
unyielding dedication to young people's needs.
Undoubtedly,the very position of the Dean for Student Developmenthas been put to the test this
past year when student issues such as the Crosby Road party, racial tensions, and the gambling scandal
arose. By always promoting the integrity of the students and the will of the administration, Dean
Sherwood has been instrumental in bridging the very wide gaps these controversies have created.
For these reasons and the obvious and unprecedented dedication Dean Sherwood has demonstrated
during his time at Boston College, The Heights wishes to commend him as "Person of the Year" for
1996. Aman who truly embodies the epitome of Boston College, Robert Sherwood is held in our highest
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Campus School a rewarding experience
To the Editor:
For the past few weeks,
Boston College's newest club
has been hard at work creating
plans for the 1996-97 school
year. The Campus School Volunteers of BC, CS VBC, is comprised of approximately 90 undergraduate students, along
with their faculty advisor, Dr.
Bill Lambert. The club's primary goal is to promote awareness of, and involvement in the
Campus School.
Thus far, CSVBC has established nine different committees addressing both the

needs and interests of it members. The club's influence and
efforts will be seen not only in
the Campus School classrooms,
but also in community-wide
events like the Boston Marathon and the alumni hockey
game. Last year the BC alumni
vs. Boston Bruins alumni game
raised over $20,000 for the
Campus School. Students will
also be involved in assisting
with monthly theme parties, in
addition to weekly recreation
trips to the recreation complex.
There are opportunities to
participate in this unique and
rewarding experience in a vari-

ety of ways, and CS VBC's officers and chair people are working arduously to create even

activities and opportunities. If you are interested in becoming a Campus School Volunteer, it is not too late. Even if
you've missed the previous
meetings, you can contact either Tom Brooks (5-7450) or
Marguerite Colton (5-8334).
You can still be a part of a club
that will inevitably touch the
lives of some very special individuals.
more

Trisha Weiss
SOE '99

Class deserves inclusion in curriculum
To the Editor:
Anyone who turned on a

TV or opened up a newspaper
during the past presidential election could see how big a role the
media has on politics in
America. Therefore, should we
not all be deeply concerned that
the course, "Politics and the
Media" taught by Professor
Natoli is no longer offered by
the political science department
at Boston College?
The media is perhaps the
most powerful and influential
institution in this country.

THE HEIGHTS

This course was so important because it taught students
how to analyze the role, size,
power, regulation, and business
ofthe media with regard to politics and social issues, both past
and present.
Professor Natoli provided
students with many enriching,
primary source materials such
as the book, The Boys on the
Bus, written byjoumalistTimothy Crouse, which recounts his
coverage of past presidential

campaigns.

Such valuable sources
helped students to think criti-

cally, and formulate original
ideas and opinions.
As a political science major, and Director of the UGBC

Course Guide, I urge the Department to offer this course

again.

Furthermore, the student

body would strongly

support

additional courses on this topic.
No college today should be
without a course on "Politics
and the Media".
Robert Massimi
A&S '97

As members of the Athletics Advisory Board, we would
like to state our strong and
unanimous support for and endorsement of the integrity of
the admissions process with
respect to the recent episode
regarding basketball recruits.
Over the past two years,
the Board has reviewed the admissions procedures for student-athletes with coaches and
with members of the
Admissions Office. The process, when followed, is a good
one. Decisions about admissions to Boston College are
made by the university's Admissions Office, as they should
be, and everyone involved in
the process knows this.
We are very impressed with
the professionalism, integrity
and sound judgment of John L.
Mahoney, Jr., and his staff, as
well as with their understanding of the constraints under
which coaches at Boston Col-

lege operate.
We also appreciate the difficulties of competing at the
Division I level at a university
with very high academic standards. We trust the judgment of
the Admissions staff, thank
them for performing a challenging task, and regret very much
the unwarranted criticism to
which Mr. Mahoney has been
subjected for doing his job and
doing it well.

Joseph F. Quinn, Faculty
Athletics Representative
(Economics)

Jane Ashley (School of

Nursing)

Patricia deLeeuw (Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences)
T Ross Kelly (Chemistry)
Louise M. Lonabocker

(University Registrar)
Michael A. Malec (Sociology)
Hassell McClellan (Carroll
School of Management)
Robert A. Sherwood (Dean
for Student Development)
Paul G. Spagnoli (History)

Homogeneous culture
spurs contemplation
To the Editor:

of helplessness. What else could
I do? And since that day I have
yet to really converse with other
cultures, except for a few

Theother day I came out of
my class, thinking there was
nothing more 1 could do to intepeople.
grate myselfwith othercultures,
Of course in the classroom
when a young lady was speakwords are exchanged, but that
ing in the quad about the priviis all. I have yet to be socially
leges that don't exist for the content at BC, because I feel 1
Black, Latino, and Asian comhave lost my sense of diversity
munities.
that I was given all my life, until
For instance, "there are now.
1 hope that someone will
only 100 more Black students
at BC than there were 25 years read this and realize there is
someone who when they see a
ago, and BC says it is committed to increasing the number of group of black students sitting
Black students" (Black Student together in the cafeteria is alForum). I immediately sat down ways tempted to sit down and
say "hi".
to listen to more of her views
and thought of my past year at
But I guess since a year ago
Boston College.
I have been rather apprehenI came from a public high sive towards the reaction I
school, which was very diverse. would receive. In my Irish and
I had black, white, Asian and Catholic family I was raised to
Latino friends. Yet, I was still always expand my -mind,
confronted with the segregawhether through academics,
tion of races, when a group only athletics, people, or art, to furfeels comfortable around their ther my education, and to give
own culture. This frustrated me,
back to the community so they
I felt helpless, because there can reach the heights I have
were no clubs to integrate all
reached and have yet to reach.
Upon listening to the young
cultures.
woman speaking in the quad I
Mistakenly, 1 thought coming to Boston College would realized Icould write this letter,
change that. Upon immediate
not as an argument, but as an
arrival, I was very disappointed awareness.
with the homogeneous commuI don'tblame anyone about
the fact that I never returned to
nity. I wanted to attend a diverse college to grow and open an NAACP meeting, maybe I
my mind even more, with all blame myself for not being
types of people. 1 actually bestrong enough.
came pretty bitter towards the
Yet I write this to say that I
school.
am confronted every single day
Then I decided that I'm not with the close-mindedness of a
going to sit on my butt anymore large part of BC whether they
and let this anger build inside of are White, Black, Asian,Latino,
me. I wanted to let people know
Native American, Indian, rich
I didn't think I was better than or poor, or any other race or
class.
anyone else because of thecolor
ofmy skin, and I also wanted to
I wish I could do somemeet people who felt the same
thing, or speak to someone to
way. I decided to go to the first let out my anger and frustrameeting of the NAACP, a club tions, but for now I will try
again to involve myself. I reat Boston College.
I have to admit I was a little ceived a schedule for the BJack
nervous, because I was the only Student Forum and hopefully
white person there, and I felt this time I can learn about the
people there thought I was not feelings of others and share my
serious about the issue of race. own feelings.
To my dissatisfaction I was
never called about any more
Erin McGee Manahan
meetings and felt a deep sense
A&S '99
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Misinterpretation of Canon 812
To the Editor:

grees, to the laws of the several communities of which it
Your editorial of Novemis part, including but hot limited to the canon law of the
ber 18, 1996 (Academic freedom preserved) was disturbCatholic Church, the laborand
health regulations of the feding in its apparent lack of understanding of the interrela- eral government, the scholarly
tionship between the Church, guild, and yes, even the zoning laws of the city of Newtheology and academic freedom. This misapprehension ton. Maturity, for individuals
was epitomizedin the sentence and for communities, is a rec"Boston College and [Fr.] ognition of the responsibiliMonan, as his efforts have ties which accompany the
shown, do not feel that our rights which accrue to memUniversity should have its bers of these various communities.
identity determined by external doctrines," a sentence with
The intent of canon 812 is
which, if it refers to Catholic similar to that of so-called
doctrines or canons, I'm sure 'truth in advertising' laws.
Fr. Monan would not agree.
That is, just as it is illegal to
Catholic doctrineis intersell horsemeatbut call it hamnal, as opposed to external, to burger, and just as you would
Boston College. Constant ( I be defrauded if you were
count five times) whining for
taught Astrology in a course
entitled 'Astronomy 100,' so
autonomy comes across as
adolescent or even infantile, a student or parent choosing
and as a doctrine is rooted in and paying for a course in
the so-called 'enlightenment. Catholic Theology ought to
BC is subject, in varying dcreceive exactly that. It would

not prevent qualified Catholic

theologians from using questioning, probing, comparative
or challengingmethodologies.
All the canon seeks to prevent
is the labeling of the private
opinions of the theology
teacher for what they are not,
that is, the salvific teaching of
Jesus Christ handed down
through the centuries in his
Church, as authoritativelyexpressed by the bishops, including the Bishop of Rome. This
is the same faith St. Ignatius
Loyola ascribed to, and on
behalf of which Sts. Francis
Xavier and Edmund Campion
expended their lives, which is
why the words 'Catholic' and
'Jesuit', as in 'education' or
'tradition' must never be used
as if they implied a disjunction.

Henning
sacked by
BC admin
To the Editor:

Boston College owes a lot
height
of the gambling controversy,
the administration, disappeared from view and hung
Henning out to dry. Nevertheless, in that difficult time he
more than anyone upheld the
values and integrity of this
university (and he did so with
the help especially of the
stand-up captains of the football team). Day after day he
had the courage to face the
rightfully inquisitivepress and
the honesty to tell them the
truth. Boston College owes
this man profound respect and
Fr, Joseph M. Hennessey gratitude.
St. Ann Parish, Dorchester
David DeCosse
A&S Honors, '75-76
PhD candidate, Theology
to Dan Henning. At the

Graduate School of A&S

A dissident reflects on the UGBC "war" with BU
Kristen Turick
"War! Huh! What is it good
for?"
I woke up last Monday to a
chilly but otherwise ordinary day
and it wasn't until I left my dorm
that I started to suspect something was up. My first clue was
Addie dispensing her famous
pizza in full military gear. Then
I noticed the marching band go
by with uzi's instead of euphoniums. The last straw was the
firing range the Pro-Life Coalition had set up on the Dustbowl.
What was going on here? Could
there finally have been a revolt
against our ever-popularbus system? Or perhaps the freshman
R.A.s were so upset about missing their holiday dance, they
decided to take matters into their
own hands?
I found out later that it
wasn't internal fighting that had
waged the military regalia, but

actually the actions of our own
student government, who had
somehow declared war on Boston University. Though I'm not
sure why we should even worry
about a school that calls Comm.
Aye. its campus, has a mutt for a
mascot, and athletically can
boast only ota hockey team, war
has been waged and it is our duty
as BC students to stand up for
ourselves (as if our Irish-Catholic heritage hasn't had enough to
deal with already...).
If you think about it, we're
used to living in war-like conditions? an actual reason for them
shouldn't disrupt our lives too
much. Dining hall food is enough
like mess-hall slop that no one
will notice if meals suddenly start
coming in little cardboard containers with the letters "M.R.E"
and instructions to just add water. And it isn'fas if the temperature in Gasson doesn't reach the
sweltering conditions of the Viet-

nam jungles at least once a day
anyway. BC is not only preparing us for the real world, but war
as well.

Boston is rich with the history of revolution, anyway, so
what's one more war? But we

need to be prepared. It shall not
live in infamy that those city
dwellers were able to not only
fend off our attacks, but had the
audacity to actually come out
here and conquer us. This is a
time of war, my friends, and we
are being called to duty.
But before going into any
battle manuevers, what do we
want to conquer BU for, anyway? Not that I don't think we
could do it (although I wouldn't
bet on it), but why? The bill the
Senate passed stated reasons
such as them being bigger than
us and their campus being a wart
on the face of the city. I don't
know where they're going to get
much support with those as their

arguments. Whowouldn'trather

spend their Friday night at Mary
Ann's than cleaning their weapons and spit-shining their boots?
Or a Saturday out tailgating instead of watching some authoritative old man put together plans
of attack that would probably
get us (or our quarterback(killed
anyway?
"You say you want a revolution..." Not that we as students had much choice in this
declaration of war, but now we're
inittogether. An institution with
this much pride does not sit by
and watch another school roll
over us (maybe that's why the
student section clears out by the
end of the third quarter...). Until
our imminent victory, we must
remember that drastic times call
for drastic measures and we must
be willing to make sacrifices,
even if it means offering up our
beloved coach and his infamous
five-page playbook....

Tom Masterman

12 Days of BC...

Just

like it's fall one minute,
and snowing the next, it's
midterms one week, and finals before you know it. How
quickly the time goes by... This is
the final stretch ofthe marathon of
academia. It is a hellish hill we all
must climb
one that is all too
synonymous with heartbreak. As
a result ofthis stressful period, it's
extremely difficult to get in the
spirit of the holidays. It is equally
challenging to sit back and relax,
as papers and projects hang over
one's head like a dark cloud of
?

procrastination.
Humor at a time like this? It
may not be welcomed, but it's
necessary.
On the Ist day of finals, Father
Leahy gave to me...
a parking space reserved on level

three.
On the 2nd day of finals, my professor gave to me...
2 easy essays,
and all the answers to the IDs.
On the 3rd day offinals, my roommate gave to me...
3 quarters for laundry,
2 knocks before he entered,
and all the money that he owed
me.

On the 4th day of finals, the basketball team gave to me...
4 decent quarters,
3 once lost recruits,
2 more solid seasons,
and the number of their favorite
bookie.
On the sth day of finals, my classmate gave to me...
5 tests from yore!
a 4.0 in the class,
3 months «f notes,
2 papers plagiarized,
and a test score of 103.
On the 6th day of finals, my landlord gave to me...
6 hours shoveling,
5 months free rent!
4 working outlets,
3 brand new couches,
2 turtle doves (he's that strange),
and a picture of his wacky family.
On the 7th day of finals, good ol'
Addie gave to me...
7 slimy slices,
6 sickening salads,
5 dozen pies!
4 friendly workers,
3 reasons to go shopping,
2 hours in the bathroom,
and 10,000 empty calories.

Letters to the
Editor Policy
Letters must be typed
or submitted on disk by
Thursdays at 5 pm.

To be consideredfor
publication, letters
must be 500 words or
less, and include the
author's name, school,
year of graduation,
and phone number
(for verification purposes only). Letters
may also be submitted
by e-mail at
tholen @cleo. be. edit

The Editor reserves the
right to reject, edit and
condense all letters.
The letter's author, not
The Heights, is responsible for all
statements.
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Fedora Hats, Smith-Coronas and Deadlines: Goodbye McElroy 113
Oftentiiiies

:

have faded from the sweaty finger
tips of frequent breaking stories.
Newsrooms are filled will) the

gest of the egos

survive.

I've

iei'i hiv uride at the

bly loosened) or provide a shoulder
to cry on. Bui mostly being the boss

hope I've done that. To litcrali/e
has meant that I, along with Kevin ]'. what we have been- through would
Breen. Matt GelbandCexi HamfM be futile: it has all come back to "Stephin.'jusllet me come home! I'd
have-devoted the vast majority of \u25a0' family. Even though 1 may have goback in a minute, you know that.
I'd do itall over again with you. Just
at Boston College to 1 flown away from the nest for a while,
Hjf

it was important for me to learn to ;.; Be My Friend, Meg, Be My Friend,
making sure The Heights could he
leisurely retrieved by passing stuSK fly ori ijiy own. I hope I can someday
and we'll get through this together.
PSents every Monday afternoon. Jg| do it asgtacefully as you have. Trieia « I'll always be your Fruitcake.
& Phatty nights
thanks for
of MP
Gelb? With you at my side
fortune to meet and befriend; those
and breaks full of double doo/ies
a bottle to make it a
who have made their
BC.
See you at Fat Malt's. Mom - My I said good-bye ttfuie part of my life
To FatherNeenan, the first pesson to
best friend, my hug partner. You wjM©ffTliave cherished. Innocently
peeringK j,t-,sou» over a dinner at
my
reach out to me during
tenuous never gave up on me. and for that we
year: as I have said before, a great
vvtll never be apart again. Daddy - I Roggie's has turned into a friendhonor has been to call you my friend. believe m \ on 1 know in many ways ship we've had to tame and nuture.
To
I am you
I ' ove y°4|
To Dr. Bob Capalbo, who made
teJJ the truth, I didn't think we'd
rise to the occasion: my quavering I'm only sorry for not telling yofr;
voice developed into a confidfrft arsooner
To my roommates- The readticulation with your belief in my
ability. To Father Cleary, for pa- J ers have all seen they're names
toughgraced
on these pages in birthday
tientlylisteningat one of the
est times of my life and reaffirming
boxes and last minute stories, but
eh an cc to
i my belief in God's support, you made few ofy
all the difference And lastly,to Dean know mefm Charlotte- voulez-vous
?
Sherwood: thank you to aman whose couches avec moi, se soi Carrie- If
professionalism, sense of justiceand we're the only normal ones why are
fairness, and genuine care for stu- we alwayshaving breakdowns? Will
you marry me? Sarah- thanks for
I dfents has showed me the true essence of a Jesuit education and a always standing by me and never
community.
backing down when you knew I was
Jesuit
My parting wordsfor BC: I've
wrong, you wouldn't let me go down
had a rough go of it. I think my two
without a fight. Beth- Late nights
in Walsh and Gerald with pretzels
semesters were filled with more controversies than most EICs see in the and whatever else we could find,
big leagues, but I'm still here, not philosophizing aspects of love and
triangles. You're a %riter whose
because f my education, but bepassion can touch the very core q||
cause somewhere along the way I
fell in love; withBoston College and us all. I miss you.Kathleen- W herej.
began to call myself an Eagle. For to begin? Four years have chronicled
a friendship which has truly stood
? those I leave behind, cherish every
day you have at the school on the the tests of life. An nice, shy girt
you
know it
from across the hallwho'd moved is
"heights," or before
you'll be saying aloha.
much as I, has turned into a stllljj/.
This job has been the most re- ningly beatiful strong
warding facet of my life to date. whom I hold the highest
Inevitably this undying devotionhas
We' ye always had that thing I eoii||
come at the sacrifice of friendships never put into words, a
and relationships, but also the gain love. And it all started when you told
of the most important and influenme you like the Indigo Girls too.
the perfect dance to "Forever in Blue

careeHlat

*

rlfr

Ji|ij^^S&4rißMflfl|

KJthepapercomingout hours

og||p4»ou§lßne

Then, we sit back, prop our feet on
the desk, pullour hatsdown over our

eyes and watch the fun begin: we've

nothing more rewarding than com-

Pvrhaps this is why when you
may have heard us chuckling while
you walked by. Perhaps you have
ing about, and if you have, these

around our friendships outside The
Heights, we kept it together. I
Sunday s we drive out to Foxwoods
and spill some AMEX ink Oh sorry,
didn't you give that up? Weil maybe
we'll just dish the latest gossip about
our certain roommates who date...
Amy-We started out in Claver and
ended up in Ignacio. Our paths have
led us in the same direction, and
although wemay have diverged, our
half-sisterhood (via Dad) has always
been
jhe'SHtfcKs of the paper this year has
been your unbelievable transformation of the section whose fate was in
jeopardy. A quiet background player,
I hoped you were always in my corner when it all came down, because
I'll always be in yours. Tania-Since
the O'Connell ghost I knew you
were something special. The only
artist, I think your creativity will
emulated forphotographers to come.
Please don't ever cut that beautiful
hair! Michael- A friendship, a companionship and finally an equal I
don't think I'll ever be able to replace. I'm always a phone call away,
my love.
And to the 1997 board, the
"keys to the kingdom" are yours.

Miller, Carrie, Gerken, Philippeit's been a pleasure working with
you. Lori-ITI buy you some hiking

admirauSls

\u25a0\u25a0"'

has ever seen. Spanky, thank you for

I still had nothingexcept
reverberating echo: You truly
are Kevin P. Breen. Thank you does

everything, bailing me out, whole-

not do you justice.
Rob- From the one who remembers the Rhino days (and on
one occasion actuallyhad to witness
it) I wi 11always regret not being able
to spend this last year with you. You
are so special to me, and although
I've never told you this, I have also
entertained thoughts of the convent.
Unfortunately,I think this place has
ruined that chance. Besides, we'd
make such good parents. Hey we
already have... Look at the genera-

laugh and always giving me that
late-night hug. Thanks for driving
with me to Palmer, saving me from

Jeans,"

...

the

heartedly supporting me, being brutally honest with me, making me

Rum and Cokes, and going to bat
when I needed a pinch hitter. You
have made me so very, very proud
and I will always learn from your

integrity and passion. Congratulations, baby.
These pages are tired and so
are my eyes. I'm sorry if I forgot
you, out there. Goodbye paper, I'll
keep you forever in my heart.

*
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Receive

worth of free retail when you get

a

Burritos & Tacos To Go!

haircut

Tintelations Hair Salon. Multiple winner of "Best of Boston".
Located 2 blocks from Cleveland Circle outbound on the ©
Ask for the Corey and Dean Rd. stop. Offer good
Thursday 4-8 p.m. until February 28,

1 997.

Student

Salon \u25a0 1784 Beacon Street

\u25a0

Hair

and

ID required.

TINTELATIO
The

C line.

Tuesday, Wednesday

N

Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
1412 Beacon Street \u2666 Coolidge Corner
Brookline \u2666 739-7300

5

Brookline ? 617-277-5353
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Forum Redefines Women in Society BC Briefs
JohnSalvi Commits Suicide in

By Cassandra Martin
HEIGHTS STAFF

Last Wednesday night at
7:30 p.m. in O'Neill 255, the
Black Student Forum sponsored
a round table discussion to define the role of black women
within society.
The meeting started with a
list of stereotypes and common
perceptions on how the black
woman is perceived. Items on
the list included: "tough attitude,
strong, determined single
mother, diva, welfare and youthful mother."
Shortly after the list was
made, the question of who or
what defines a black woman
arose. While many of the responses varied, the consensus
was that the perception of black
women was mainly attributed to
the media, social experiences,
and personal reflection.
"The main characteristic not
to be forgotten is strength, the
ability to endure, and to then
carry on with pride. One must

been trying to define us. The
whole process of definition needs
to begin with asking ourselves
who we are. We need to redefine
ourselves, no one can do that for
us," Alyssa Beckwith, GSOE
'00, added.
Throughout the entire forum, the discussion kept returning to issues related to the basic
questions posed at the forefront
of the meeting: what defines the
black woman in society and how
and who should redefine it.
"At Boston College, I don't
think black women are ready to
define a role. It's not necessarily
a bad thing. We've had many
struggles put on us by the white
society. What we need to do is
strengthen ourselves as individuals so that collectively we can
redefine ourselves," Ayesha
Hackman, SOE '99, said.
"I think that black women
have traditionally always taken
care of other people, be it their
men, tf'eir children, or others. In
beginning to define our role
within society, we need to define

look at the individual, not necessarily the group or race to which
they belong. Remember that everyone has [his or her] own character," Geraldine Charles, A&S
'99, said.
Others viewed strength in
black women as negative."The
strength i#black women tends
to instill fear in others, be it men,
women, or children. What people
of all races and genders need to
do is to find oneself and be happy
with what one finds," Elissa
Spelman, SOE '99, said.
Also discussed was the
question of how the black
woman's role in society should
be defined.
"You can't define a black
woman's role because each person is different, and each person
can't fit all stereotypes whether
they be negative or positive.
That's the problem in society,
we try to define and categorize
people when there exists no one
definition of a person," Toni Ann
Gaudiosi, SOE '98, said.
"Too many people have

...

Prison

"The strength
in black women
tends to instill
fear in others,
be it men,
women, or
children."
?Elissa
Spelman, SOE
'99
ourselves with ourselves. A perfect example of this is we often
say, T want to be a good wife.
That's not defining ourselves. We
need to say, T want to be a good
person.' The whole idea of dethat is what
fining ourselves
we have complete control over,"
she added.

Ii _i

?

?_,

I

.

John

Salvi 111, the man con
victed of murdering two
women who worked at Brookline
reproductive health clinics in
1994, was found dead in his cell
at Walpole State Prison, an apparent suicide. Salvi was convicted in March of gunning down
Lee Ann Nichols and Shannon
Lowney. Lowney, who worked
at the Planned Parenthood Clinic
on Beacon Street, graduated from
BC in 1991. Salvi was serving
two sentences of life without
parole, plus 18 to 20 years in
prison, after the. jury at Salvi's
trial rejected his plea of not guilty
by reason of insanity, .He was
found dead in his cell around
6:30 am on November 29, a plastic bag around his face. His parents contend their son suffered
from mental illness, and that the
state Department of Correction
ignored their pleas that he receive psychiatric treatment at
Bridgewater State hospital. The
department denies the accusa-

tion.
BC Sponsors Irish Famine Lec-

ture

Irish

Minister of State, Avril
Doyle, TD, Chairwoman of the
Irish government's Famine Commemoration Committee, will
serve as moderator for "The
Great Famine Commemoration:
An Gorta Mor 1845-1850," an
evening of free public lectures
on the Great Famine being held
at Boston College on December
10.
the
Sponsored by
University's Irish Studies Program and the government of Ireland, the lectures are part of a
150th anniversary observance of
the famine, during which an estimated 3 million died or emigrated to the US and other countries. The lecture will be held in
BC's Gasson 100 at 7:30 p.m.
Historian Jaroslav Pelikan
Named Inaugural Joseph

Chair

fi

Pelikan, a renowned
the history ofChristian thought and the president of
the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, has joined Boston
College as the inaugural holder
of the university's Joseph Chair
in Catholic Theology. Established in 1994 by an anonymous
donor, the Joseph Chair will be
filled by distinctive scholars in
Catholic theology who illustrate
the role of effective research,
according to Fr. Barth. Holders
of the chair, which will be filled
every other year with a one-year
appointment, also will teach one
graduate seminar each semester
on the fathers of the early Christian church.

CAN AFFORD TO.

I
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Americans are living longer than ever. So it's quite

possible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford" it? Unless you're independentlywealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pension and Social Security to support the kind of
lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.

with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The importantthing is to start now. Delaying for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire,
can start
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TIAA-CREF:

Your fiscal fitness program.
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SRAs are easy. No
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pain, no sweat.
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The best way to build strength physical or fiscal is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's payroll system. You
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EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU

X
V

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

?

,

TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a widerange of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses. 1
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or

Toy Fundraiser Sponsored by
BCPD for Underprivileged
Kids
for departmental services
Toys
are being gathered by the

http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

5"

1- Standard^Poor'*Insurance Rating AnatyjLt, 1995; Upper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipptr-Dir&lorj'AnalyticalData, 1995 (Quarterly).
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. TIAA-CREF Individual & InstitutionalServices. Inc., distributes CREF certificates.
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Boston College Police Department in the Allston- Brighton
area for underprivilegedchildren
for the holidays. The BCPD has
a list posted in the station with
names, ages, and Christmas
wishes for the children. They
ask that people stop by and pick
up a name and a gift idea and
return it wrapped by December
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So Long and Thanks Goodbye to The Heights

:

To you guys:
This is not a swan song but I guess it has to be something since I'm leaving the
editorial board and becoming a staff member once again. This past year has been amazing
working with you guys. And don't worry I'm not going anywhere. I'll still say stupid
things on Sunday nights and I'm sure those things will be added to the quote wall. I plan
on orderingdinner on the Heights once and a while (when else am I going to eat a full meal
on Sundays?).
Amy?Amester?Amealomolous?Amy?l didn't know you until this year. How
did I miss you? How could I miss you? Andwhydidn't we know each other? Who was that
chick running for news anyway? Yeah, our road has been rocky to say the least, but I think
that we've become closer than we think. There still may be some part of you that despises
me, but at this moment I'd tell you what you told me! From margarilas and missed parties
to our Edmonds' talks last year I don't regret one moment that we've spent together?even
when you wanted to remove my carotid artery from neck. I hope that we stay in touch, even
when you graduate. Hoboken here we come! (Just remember that itsonly 20 minutes away
from me.) Sandals and socks do not complement each other, I'm sorry to say. Maybe 1
could get used to wearingargyles. Just remember me when I'm a poor writer on the street,
saying random things all the time! Thanks for everything. Thanks.
Lori?Good luck! Youknow that I will always be here and when you can't bitch to
anyone else give me a call. Hey, you know that I'll still write and critique thatfront page
(it comes withthe territory), and I won't do those random stories! I know that you will take
the section w here no woman has taken it before. Thanks for everything?from listening
to my random stories, to those days when 1 was distressed and asking for advice. Its been
a roller coastc to say the least, but I think we've done some amazing things with the
section.
LT?Can we say tough? I still don't think we know each other very well and that's
something that I'm sorry we probably won't have time to do. Our goals were always
different and we seemed to be at each others throats most of the time. What does this all
mean? Hmm...l could psychoanalyze, but I'd probably get in more trouble. Lets get to
know each other!!
Lexi?l'm still scared of you! "CLEAN YOUR DESK, NOW!!!" "All right, I'm
doing it. Don't hurt me!" Look out world, here comes Lexi.
Gelb ?I've reused so many of your phrases that I think that I need to compile my
Gelb dictionary soon?before you graduate. Thanks for everything! I still feel like a
midget though but some things neverchange.
KPB?I going to have to start memorizing movie quotes just to keep up. I still want
to know how to developfilm. And I hope we keep in touch?l want to hear your voice over
email.
LT and XX and SM and TV and AM?I barely know you guys. I wish that I knew
more. We've spent so much time here and yet there are still people we don't know. It's a
tale.
sad
I wish all you Seniors luck and I will neverforget you guys!
Love. Chris
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4 Sessions/Month $20
6 Sessions/Month $22
above the rest

10 SESSIONS FOR $35
(must be taken within one month)

ONE MONTH UNLIMITED FOR $45
616 HAMMOND STREET CHESTNUT HILL, MA 02167
?

(617)232-7511

By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

To the News readers, this is
what we at The Heights call our
annual swan Song. Sure it may
seem a little self-serving but it
gives the graduating seniors a
chance to reminisce, get sappy
and really think about what working at the newspaper has meant
to us. Since the first week of my
freshman year I have worked to
produce informative and quality
journalism.The experience looks
great on my resume, but I never
did it as a way to advance my

need anything, remember me, I'll
have plenty of free time next
semester. After that I still might
have free time (unemployment)
but I probably won't be in the
area.

AMB Oh, the baskets of
starch and margaritas we've
shared! How could I not be
friends with someone would can
really appreciate a good enchilada. I am going to make tons of
money when I write the tell-all
book about your life. Seriously,
you have done such an incredible job with the Review section
these past two years, I'm sure
budding journalism career.
you'll be EIC of Vogue or BusiNow, as my formal break ness Week (who knows with
with The Heights looms, I want y0u...) by the time you are 25.
Steph- I hope we can still
to thank those people who I have
depended on these past three
share our job woes next semesyears as an editor. For those of ter. If the career thing doesn't
you who heard my jumbled work out we will always have
speech Friday night, you realize our cardboard box.
why I love journalism,since I'd
LT You think you'll be
much rather hide behind a comremembered as the EIC with nonputer than do anything that instop crises but you should be
volves public speaking.
remembered as the EIC who
Miller - I hope we can still revolutionized the way The
Heights is produced. You're the
meet for our morning coffee in
the office, but now we won't only one who has been around as
have to answer the phones! It is
long as I have (kudos to Hofman)
amazing that we haven't hurt
and you've have done incredible
each other this past year, alwork your entire time at The
though we've come close. Even
Heights.
though neither of us will have an
Wendy How you ever surofficial position at The Heights vive on 2 hours of sleep EVERYDAY, I'll never know. You're
next semester, I know I'll see
you around campus sans socks,
not Barbie, you're Wonder
of course.
Woman!
Lori It makes it much
Tricia I think I made the
easier for me to leave knowing call on you back in your days as
that there is someone so capable a staff writer and the Features
and intelligent to lead the News section has never been better. I
section. Just remember, I taught know you'll bring some of that
you everythingyou know. If you
inside BC craziness to Market-

-

-

-

-

place, and I know you'll do it
with class, style and corduroy.
Matt - You've finally got
what you've wanted since day
one. You'll do a great job and
you can finally put your compulsive perfectionist tendencies to

It's been a rollercoaster to
say the least and it will probably
always be that way.
Kevin and Cassie You two
are in for a year of non-stop work
and late nights, but I guarantee it
will be the best year of your
college career.
Mike Hofman If it wasn't
for you insisting that the Features section needed two assistants I probably wouldn't be here
today. Since it was between me
and EPB, I guess the decision
wasn't really that tough. Thanks
so much for everything.
To all those I have forgotten: Breen, Gelb, Prospero, Carrie, thanks for making the office
an entertaining and a sometimes
dangerous place to spend my
use.

-

-

Sundays.
Special thanks to: the 1995-1996 residents of Crosby Road,
the BC football team, and students with gambling vices for
making my year as Assoc. News

editor so crazy.
Tothe rest of the graduating
seniors, good luck and I'm sure
see
you in the office moochto
ing meals off the underclassman.
You have all been a pleasure to
work with this past year and I'll
miss all of you. To the 1997
board, good bye and good luck. I
leave realizing that the newspaper will go on without me but
I'm certain that a quality product will be produced every week.

Well give you
jlSfiEr]
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Apple* Color StyleWriter* 2500

I

Up to 720x360 dpi
Now $315

done faster.
«
Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.

'or a limited time, you can snag a $150 rebate from Apple Computer when you purchase a iMacintosh'
Ipersonal
make tracks foryour campus computerstore and pick up
computer and an Apple'printer.

Apple" Multiple Scan 14 Display Now $295

Just

Apple Multiple Scan 15 Display Now $395

some 0f (j,e most innovative technology in existence. Better still, using a Mac' means getting stuff done
a whole lot faster. Which should open up your schedule for the real importantthings. Like sleeping.
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Boston College Tech Products Store
Gasson Hall, Room 15 or call 552-8563
Open Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm
www.bc.edu/bc_org/tvp/compstor
Prices above

are subject

to 5% sales tax

last andsubject loavailability, lb
©1996 Apple Computer. Inc. Ml ngbls reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Hue, Macintosh, Performs, Power Macintosh andStykmter are registered trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc. Apple mail-in rebateoffer validfrom November 2.1996, throughJanuary 19,1997, utile supplies
All Macintoshcomputers are designed lo
qualityfor rebate, printer, computer andan Apple monitor i:,'til separately) must he purelmsed on the same invoke Offer good on any Macintosh tlesklop coniputer with any Appleprinter. Void where prohibitedby law. See participatingreseller forfurther rides anddetails.
be accessible lo mdinduabwith disability lbleant more (U.S. only), call 800-600-7808 or 77V 800-7550601-
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Wall Street Watch
Although retail sales increased in
November, the increase was not as
strong as October's causing doubt
about the strength of the holiday
shopping season.

Careers Technology

X Business
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CityScape Web guides the perplexed in the apartment search
By Christopher Miller
Heights Echtok

By Christiana Martin

New Orleans

Many graduating seniors
will be offered the chance of a
lifetime: a new job, a new place
to live and a life very different
from their current existence as a
Boston College student. Although this may sound exciting,
imagine for a minute that you
graduate and land the job ofyour

Facts: The home of Cajun

cooking and the infamous

yearly bash. Mardi Gras. New
Orleans is fast becoming a

mecca for young professionals and students alike. Its comfortable climate and close
proximity lo the Gulf of
Mexico make it an ideal choice
for people avoiding the fourseason blues Vs. it can gel
cold; (the record is 7 degrees
Fahrenheit) but lor those Ining in northern .New England,
that's a sweltering heat wave
during the winter.
New Orleans isacity defined and shaped by its waterways.The mighty Mississippi
has shaped and molded the
city into its proe.nl likeness.
New Orleans rests about Rye
sea level, creating
the characteristic Bayous, the
sluggish marshy aieas that surround the city. Bridges and
causeways allow passage
across the rivets and bayous.
The "iiii-city' of cities,
N'awlnis. boasts a population
of 1.5 million, which is rela
lively small in comparison to
cities life Boston. San Fran
cisco and New York. NewOrleans' tallest building is
only 51 stories high and ils
oldest building dates back to
the 17505.
And if you're thinking of
having children in llie table
city, one of the first things
your child will learn is that
Louisiana calls ils counties
parishes ? a leftover from
the colonial Catholic days.
Business ;ind Economy: New

feet above

Orleans thrives on its tourism
business According to a 1004
economic impact studs by the
University of New Orleans.
the carnival season brought in
than 660 million dollars. New Orleans' many festivals, including the Jazz and
heritage Festival, attract more
than lo million visitors a year.
New- Orleans relies hcaviK .>n
the money that the tourists
brine to the region.
History: Perhaps the biggest
tourist attraction, aside fiom
Mardi Gras. Is the French
Quarter. New Orleans is the
original colony of La Nouvelle
Orleans. After two fires during the Spanish colonial period, very tittle of the colony
actually remain... And as if
religion didn't play a big
enough role in the city, the
first fire swept through on
Good I'udd.v. in 1788. Ihe
Quarter is approximately 90
square blocks of two to threestory structures of brick oi
pastel-painted masonry.
moie

Culture and Entertainment:
Unlike Boston, New Orleans
is open 24 hours a day, and
Bourbon street (could it be
See CityScape p. 13
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Web Watch
dreams. You are ready to take on
the world, but in order to do this,
you must travel hundreds of
miles from home.
The thought of searching
for an apartment in an unfamiliar city while still buried in snow
and books at BC can be quite
overwhelming. Thanks to new
technology, finding an apartment

Holiday gifts
on a budget

Graphic courtesy

on the Net is an easy and efficient way to research a new
home.
When looking for an apartment there are three main points
location, cost and
to solidify
size. With these three objectives
in mind, the cyber apartment
search can begin.
One popular web site is Rent
Net at http://www.rentnet.com/,
which is a "free and easy to
use interactive database of unfurnished and furnished apartments and suites and relocation
related services in over 900 cities." Rent Net also offers an option called Total View 360, which
-

-

By Tricia Campbell
HEIGHTS EDITOR

It's that time of year again.
All over campus, Christmas trees
are being decorated, carols are
being sung, and brightly colored
lights are going up, casting a
cheery glow over the stressedout students cramming for finals.
The holiday season on campus is a paradoxical time. On
one hand, it's a time for festive
decorations and holiday parties;
on the other, it's a time when the
libraries and the OCF are filled
to capacity and the thought of
eight hours of sleep is wishful
thinking. Yet even the fun side of
the holidays can take its toll on
students. In between all the
studying, term papers, and travel
plans, we also have to worry
about thinning wallets and time
wasted in crowded malls as we
search for the perfect Christmas
gift for all three or five or seven
of our roommates, not to mention co-workers, significant others, and family.
How to handle this additional burden in an already busy
season, keep from going bankrupt, and yet still find the perfect
gift for everyone? Here are some
suggestions for holiday shopping
on budgeted time and money.
Arrange a "secret Santa."
This is a perfect way to celebrate
the holidays for students who
have several roommates. Simply place each roommate's name
in a hat and have each person
draw a name, then buy a gift for
that one person only. Set a reasonable price limit so that no one
ends up with a more or less expensive gift than anyone else.
For those who do not have a clue
as to what to get the roommate
that they draw, a "secret Santa"
See Gifts, p. 12

-

allows the user to view apartments from the comfort of the
computer screen.
Another site worth checking out is Apartments On-Line at
http://www.aptline.com/, which
contains a nationwide apartment
database. By entering needs such
as proximity to public transportation, desired rent and number
of bedrooms, the user can customize an on-line apartment
search to fit his or her needs.
The net not only allows the
user to select an apartment, but
offers information on where to
find discounts on a moving truck
as well as movers. Also, phone

of

http:www.rentnet.com/

numbers of agencies, frequently
asked questions and apartment
hot lists are available on these
web sites.
The user can find other sites
by doing a keyword search in
one of the many search engines
such as Lycos or Yahoo. Simply
choose a search engine and type
in "apartments." Most Web sites
are conveniently broken down
by regional area and contain
apartments for only that area.
Whether it is a penthouse on New
York City's Upper East Side or a
studio apartment on the West
Coast, on-line apartment
searches will help find it.

Q&A
Career
career and internship questions answered

by Terry Witherell,
Students'
assistant director of the Boston College Career Center

What is the best/most efficient way to research career opportunities
in the 6government or legal sector?
.p c ft
n
r
A&S
Danielle Forgione,
.?
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Dear Danielle:
Last week we had a program which addressed this issue! As part of our series of
Tuesday Career Talks, we had a
program on "Careers in Government and Politics." The panelists included representatives
from the Secretary of State's
Office, Senator Kennedy's Office, and the Attorney General's
Office; they had a lot of advice
for students about the job search
and where to look for opportunities.
If you missed this event,
you can view it on videotape in
our Career Center Resource Li-

brary.
The panelists in our program stressed the need to do
internships and networking if
you want to get a job. I don't
know if you've done these

Be the first Career Q

things yet, but even as a senior,
it's not too late. Visit our Internship Office (in the lower level of
the Career Center) or our Career
Center Home Page (http://
www.bc.edu/Career.html). From
ourHome Page you will be linked
to BC's internship listings as well
as internships posted at eleven
other universities across the
country. An important note: all
of our panelists found their current positions through internship
experiences they had.
Have you heard of our
Alumni Career Information Network? There are over 4,000
alumni in our Network who have
volunteered to give you advice,
job leads and names of other
people to contact; there are a lot
of alumni working in government or law. As one of our pan-

elists pointed out, working in
these fields is all about networking, so you'd better get
used to doing it. Come into
Room 202 of the Career Center
to get names of alumni to contact.

Another great source of information can be found on our
Career Center Home Page; it's
a link to "Government Resources and Agencies." Someone on our staff has already
done the work of finding great
sites on the Web for you! These
links include the "Federal Job
Database," and "U.S. Federal
Government Agencies," among
others.
1 hope these ideas pull up
some great leads for you. Don't
forget, you need to network,
network, network!

A question of 1997! Submit questions along with your name
and class to The Heights, McElroy 113.

&
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BC Travel sends students to the tropics Searching for X-mas gifts
By Jessica Braun
HEIGHTS ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

Most students probably are
not looking forward to the upcoming winter that is sure to include brisk temperatures and
plenty of snow. New England
winters are always brutal, but
one of the
perks of be-

from the airport and a seven night
accommodation. Party packages
are also available, and these deals
offer wrist bands for discount
drinks at selected bars, free admission to various clubs and discount opportunities for activities such as daily cruises.
NojLpnlv hasßC Travel re-

ing a college
student is that

each student
gets a week
off in March.
This is always a perfect time to
escape the
snow and hit
the tropics.
BC Travel,
one of seven
BC student

The agency also provides
firsthand knowledge of each vacation area because members of
BC Travel have already been on
these trips. Students from the
agency have put together their
own books with personal pictures and descriptions of each
destination, Andrighetto said.
Package
prices are usuallycomparable
to a regular
travel agency,
Andrighetto
said. For example, a trip to
Jamaica for four
people costs
$669 while a
trip to Cancun
for four costs

$619.

Continued from

doesn't

something that really reflects the
recipient's personality, something that they know they'll really love.
Take a night on the town.
Shoppers who want to avoid the
shopping mentality completely,
but still want to have a fun holiday

celebration with friends,

/»AAi£r/
?
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People have had more exposure to the futures markets
than they give themselves credit
for. Eddie Murphy's Trading
Places is a comedy about the
market and how it is used to
reduce the rich to poor and raise
the poor to rich. The Simpsons
even mention the futures market in the episode when Bart
gets a fake driver'slicense and
his friends go to the World's
Fair. One may remember, it was
the gains of one of Bart's
friend's father who works at
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange that paid for the trip.
The futures market, for
most people, is seen as a confusing game for high-risk
speculators, when in reality it
is neither. While speculators
play an important role and can
gain huge sums of money in the
futures game, they are only a
part of the market.
The market provides a
place where producers and users of goods such as wheat,
gasoline, sugar and gold can
decide on prices in advance.
These price decisions are called
forward contracts, where, for
example, a farmer may agree to
sell 100,000 bushels of wheat

on September 1 for $ 10,000 to a
bread producer. This forward
contract allows the farmer to
know even before he plants his
fields that he is going to sell his
crop at a certain price, thus removing a significant amount of

risk.
From

this simple forward

contract, the futures market
evolves. An important step in

the development of the market
was to standardize the forward
contract This works well in the
case of gold, where there are
specific dates throughout the
year when it must be delivered
in contract sizes of 100 troy
ounces.

This standardization allows
contracts to be traded easily between many different users, pro-

ducers and speculators.
There are two sides to every
long side and the
short side. When one longs a
contract, the

contract they are taking a position as a buyer, similar to the

bread producer, and going short

means taking a position as a
seller, like the farmer. There is
often a difference in price between the day a futures contract

is created and when the product
must

be delivered. The standard-

ization in the market allows the
farmer and the bread producer
to hedge his position or take
opposite positions in the market; thus any loss that happens
between the creation date and
the delivery date is off set by
the equal but opposite gain from
the other contract. This removes
almost all the risk of price fluctuation.
A great deal of the futures
contracts are created by speculators. This is beneficial in creating a market that is easier to
enter and leave, and they also
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"By searching for bargains,
I managed to find a $36 tic for
$6, and a really nice coffee-table
book for $5," says one junior
student.
Of course, one drawback is
that these places are often packed
with eager bargain-hunters
around the holidays. If you can
brave the crowds, stores like
Filene's Basement and Buck-aBook are great places to find
expensive gifts that have been
marked down to meet your price
range.
Give homemade gifts. One
might think that the recipient of
a homemade gift will think the
gift-giver is a cheapskate, but
the truth is that a gift one makes
often has more sentimental value
than a store-bought present. An

AA&^AA

Where to Shop

Beadworks: 23 Church St., Cambridge; 868-9777
349 Newbury St., Boston; 247-7227
Buck-a-Book: 647 Boylston St., Boston; 266-0019

La Famiglia Georgio's: 112 Salem St.,
Boston; 367-6711
Filene's Basement: 426 Washington St., Boston; 542-2001
?

Also,

A column by the Investment Club

be secret,

Although in a "secret
Santa," each roommate only gets
one gift, the benefit is that with
only one gift to buy, students can
spend more time and money on,
and put more thought into, that
one gift. This allows one to buy

gani zat ion.

Inside Investing

to

tion.

count

the
agency is holding contests
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ MELISSA CODY
where students
Spring
to
BC
on
Break.
ready
BC Travel is
send
can win a free
students on their dream Spring searched the companies through trip by entering a raffle when a
Break destination.
which these package deals are pizza is purchased from Pizza
BC Travel offers spring offered, but they provide 24-hour Ring. Students can also win a
$ 100 discount by entering a raffle
break packages to vacation arassistance. A staff of BC stueas such as the Bahamas,
dents and company employees at local stores such as White
Cancun, Jamaica, Key West and
Mountain Creamery.
are available throughout the
Regardless of the packages
Panama City Beach in Florida. seven days of the trip, Gina
Each package includes round trip Andrighetto, student manager of students choose, BC Travel ofairfare, transportation to and BC Travel said.
fers safe and reliable trips.

have

altiiough this adds some extra
spice to your Christmas celebra-

BC Travel
does offer disdeals to
large groups
such as an entire floor or or-

agencies established by
the Office of
the Dean for
Student Development,
has played an
integral part
in sending
numerousBC I

even

p. 11
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should explore this option. Instead of buying gifts, get a group
of friends together, pool your
money, and set aside a night when
everyone is free to really dothe
?
go out for
town. Go all out
dinner, then catch a performance
or
a musiof"The Nutcracker"
cal, such as Rent.
For those on abudget, many
restaurants in the North End offer delicious, multiple-course
dinners for a fraction of what
you'd pay elsewhere; La
Famiglia Georgio's is a good bet.
In addition, you can get reducedprice tickets for some shows by
buying "rush tickets" at the box
office at 6 p.m. the night of the
performance. These aren't usually the best seats, but they're
definitely worth the price.
Find the best bargains. In
a large city like Boston, the variety of stores runs the gamut from
Ann Taylor to thrift shops. In
between, there's a variety of
places where you can find brandname items for significantly
lower prices.

artist

or photographer can give
pieces of their work as gifts. Students into arts and crafts can
give handmade jewelry or photo
frames. Baked goods are always
a holiday favorite. Students who
have access to a kitchen can whip
up a batch of cookies or cake. A
homemade gift says that the giftgiver is willing to put in a little
more time, and a little more of
oneself, than if he just picked up
something at a store at the last

minute.
The end of the semester is a
stressful time no matter what;
holidays
the
should be a welcome distraction from the endless cramming, not an addition
to one's anxiety. Reducing the
time and money spent in planning one's holiday gifts and celebrations doesn't mean the shopper is cheap, or does not care
about the recipient. Instead, it
allows the gift-giver to find better, more meaningful gifts, and
to have a lot more fun by reducing the stress level at an already
stressful time.

create an accurate representa-

tion of the factors that determine the price. A popular misconception is that somehow
these speculators are cheating
the publicor the producers. One
should remember that every
dollar a speculator gains comes
from the pocket of the speculator on the other side of the contract.

While it is easy to
caught in the excitement
money of futures markets,
important to remember

get

and
it is
that
these markets contain advantages for both the speculators
and the producers and both are
dependent on the other.

I want to thank everyone for a great year. I learned so
much as an editor of The Heights. Thanks, Stephanie,
for being so patient with my computer illiteracy. I
wish the best of luck to everyone! Love, Jessica

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/ KEVIN P. BREEN

Congratulations Tom Guida! Tom is the
Fall 1996 Stock Contest winner.
Stephanie and Jessica wish Tricia and Karen best of
luck as the 1997 Business editors!
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CityScape The birth of the vision I like to call Marketplace
can be heard oozing out onto
the street from the doors oi
the jazzand cajun clubs thati
are scattered up and dowiigl
Bourbon street. Just remember, one can't renovate a
residence or any part of the

Quarter without prior ap-

proval from the Vieux

Carre' Commission.
In February and March,
New Orleans becomes a
übiquitous party. Every student in the country wishes
he or she attended Tulane
University during this time,;

Mardi Gras

can

occur

on

any Tuesday from February
sand M.irch 9. Thanks again
to the Catholic church (do
you sec a pattern yet?) the
Gregorian calendar, with a
fixed date For Christmas, but;:

movabledatesforEaster atKfjf
other religious holidays.
Easter can fall on any Sunday March 23 to April 25.
Mardi Gras is always scheduled 47 days before Easter.

There is no general
theme for Mardi Gras but
each parade depicts a specific subject. Maskers are
costumed in a manner that
illustrates the overall parade
theme.And if you have arty:*;:
doubt about your costume
color, gold, purple or gi i en
are key because these have
been the official colors of
Mardi Gras since 1872.
...

=

-

1

.

...

hope I was able to do this.
I knew Marketplace was a

Heights editors can say they have
had.
With all my changes and
hard work I wanted to create a
section which would educate and
inform BC students on the intricacies of landing a job, how to
save some money and the ins
and outs of the Internet, and I

success when a certain Features

Goddess named Tricia Campbell
informed me she was interested
in taking over my position. With
her creativity and guiding force
Marketplace will live on without me.

Goodbye!
Scammer: The Bee-Atch. One of my closest friends at The Heights Thanks for always listening to me and
putting up with my questions. Your impression of a certain someone has consistently improved over the year
but I'm afraid your dancing hasn't. What are you going to do without me, huh? Who else is going to understand
the need to include Sully in every conversation? The Heights is in good hands next year. I wish you the best of
luck...Fool! Borrego: The one the only Borrego. What can I say. Well, you had the wonderful opportunity of
witnessing my driving skills. If you weren't there I think I would still be looking for Harbor Lights. I will miss
discussing the latest trends in music with you. I knew you had to be cool when I realized we had similar tastes
in music. Tori and Ani rule! This may be the end of our time together on The Heights, but we will meet again.
See you in the Big Apple Baby! Amy: Ihear that somewhere in the East Village there are reasonably priced card
board boxes. Something to keep in mind when you start the apartment search. I hope you find shoes to match
your business suit, and find an ultra cool job in publishing. It was fun working with you and thanksfor keeping
me company in the back office on Sundays, it gets lonely back there! Lori A. Lefevre: I think you are the only
one who understands the meaning behind that dog with the furry hat. He rules! The News section couldn't ask
for a better editor. I know you will cover BC News in true Dance La-Fever style. Kara: How can we forget Spring
Semester '96, the semester we both spent in group project Hell. I don't know if I ever thanked you for taking
the time to help me when I needed it that semester. I haven't forgotten that, it really meant a lot. Gelb: I will
never forget when I saw you on top of the Empire State Building, how random! Thanks for all thecomic relief
in the office. Your awesome Knits! Sandra: "The cool girl." I will never forget the first Heights party we ever
went to. That night at JD's began our assimilation into The Heights culture, and we've never been the same
since!. Thanks for being a great friend and for continuing that certain little tradition we started last year at the
X-Mas '95 j-arty. Wendy: "Are you sure your OK? I' m kind of concerned." Thanks for looking out for me. May
the Copy revolution live on. Laura: You were one of the few people at The Heights who really understood what
I was going through last semester, thanks for the support and for being a friend. Chris B. Atch Miller: We have
mastered the use of the word. The silent method is the best of course, it attaches more meaning to it. Don't forget
Idon't eat chicken Bee-atch! Tricia and Karen: Thank God someone is crazy enough to take over this section!
You will both do a wonderful job. Don't forget: Marketplace is still a baby and needs a lot of attention. Iwish
you both the best of luck and if you screw up I know where you live! Kevin: One of the nicest guys to grace
The Heights with his presence. Your talent as a photographer is immense, and unfortunately so is your talent
to loose Marketplace's pictures! No offence taken, best of luck. Shawn: Your car is pretty cool but I have to
admit, my Honda Civic is the coolest car in that gravel pit we call a parking lot. Thanks for helping Kevin loose
my pictures, only kidding! Lexi, Tania, Amanda, Liz: It's been great working with you guys. Good luck in all
you do. Jessica: My assistant. Thanks for putting up with me. PG, JG, MP, JB, PG, CS and the rest of the
'97 Board: Best of luck and don'twork too hard. My advice to you is to have more parties, and don't forget what
it's all about, having fun. Maura, the rest of my roomies, Sully, Loraine, Jen, Danielle, Liz and The Crust:
Thanks for your support and putting up with my crazy schedule. My section would not have been the same
without your input If I left anyone out I am sorry. I love you all. The Heights means so much to me and I will
miss each of you. OK, I have to stop. I getting misty and that never happens to me! God Bless.
?
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related to the whiskey?) is
one wants to be for
itertainment and music. At
any time of the day, music

aspect of this section. From the
addition of CityScape, Web
Watch and The Investment Club
and Terry Witherell's help with
Inside Investing and Career Q &
A the section is very different
then it was a year ago. I have in
essence reinvented the section,
an opportunity which few

;

Close to three years ago, in
the middle of freshman bliss, I
first discovered The Heights. As
a new comer, The Heights can be
overwhelming and kind ofscary,
but once I realized how whacked
out everybody was here and how
messy the office can get I knew
I would fit in just fine.
Since my first News story,
under Emily Hancock's guidance, I knew The Heights would
become my home. Now I was on
a mission to find my place here.
Writing for News and working
with Lexi towards the ultimate
goal of 2000 column inches was
a blast, but they just didn't do it
for me. Then, after taking Dennis Goett's advice I discovered
the Business section. I finally
did it, I found my niche. Wait a
minute, this sounds way too easy.
Lets not forget who we are dealing with, it's Stephanie Patafio.
The girl who attracts bad luck, a
prime example of Murphy's Law
in action, a modern day Job if
you will, and things did go
wrong. One cold November day
a few short weeks before the
1996 Board was to take over Ed
Barnaby left one Dennis Goett a
certain memo that would change
the future of The Heights, the
memo included a proposition to
cut the Business section. Fortunately someone believed in Marketplace and it would not be cut,
although its future was left with
a big question mark hanging over
its pages. I had one year to turn
the section around. The future of
Marketplace was in my hands.
Congratulations Steph and welcome to The Board!
One year later Marketplace
is no longer in danger of being
cut. I changed just about every

Continuedfrom p. 11

Stephanie Patafio
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Work faster with it.
Simplify your life with it.
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Communicate to the world with it.
Have fun with it.
gl Get $150 back with it.
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15" display/keyboard
Now $2,135

Boston College Tech Products Store
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Apple' Color Style Writer* 2500
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Check out Apple's Holiday

Sayings.

Right now Apple Computer is it, offering a $150 rebatewhen you purchase
a Macintosh" personalcomputer and an Apple* printer. Fact is, your timing
couldn't be better to get your Mac,' a machine that features some of the
world's most innovative technology. And it's easier to use than anything
you'll encounter in your classschedule. So get to your campus computer
store and pick out your Mac. It'll help keep you ahead in your classes (or
at least tied). And right now, you'll come out $150 ahead on the price.

Apple* color styiewnter* 1500
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up m720x360 dpi now $235

Personal LaserWnter 300300x300 dpi bap now $565
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Apple' Multiple Scan 14 Display Now $295
Apple* Multiple Scan 15 Display Now $395

©1996 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserted. Apple, theApple logo, Mac, Macintosh, Performa, Power Macintosh and StyteWhter are registcml iraikmarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Apple mail-in rebate offer validfrom November2.1996, thoughJanuary 19,1997. while supplies last and subject lo availability, lb qualifyfor rebate, printer, computer andan A)iple monitor lifsold separately/ must bepurchased on the same invoice Offer good on an;' Maa'tloai desktop computer will' aw, ,\jipleprinter Voidwhere prohibitedby law. See participating reseller for further rules and details All Macintosh computers are designed lo be
accessible lo individuals with duabilit); To learn more (U.S. only), call 800-600-7808 or IT)' 800-755-0601.
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Senate OKs SOFC; Recommends $28 Increase
Continued from p.

1

create more equalityamong clubs

and better enable them to serve
the student body. Currently, there
are 11 clubs, such as Black Student Forum, O'Connell House
and Senate, designated as externals: clubs that are not part of
UGBC but that receive money
directly from the student governmentforthe entire year. However, the existence of externals
is a result of a precedent set by a
former UGBC president; there is
no mention of such organizations in the Constitution.
Under the current system,
the remaining 115 student organizations on campus must turn

W?i-_;l%«"
v«st

A

to other sources for funding. Proponents of the amendment maintain that these alternative sources
of money are not adequate. Clubs
that request money from deans
or departments are increasingly

being denied because of Project

Delta, a program designed to cut
expenses at BC.
Furthermore, dining ser-

vices may place further restrictions on the amount of money
organizations may raise from
point drives.
"The reason we created
SOFC was because of the huge
cry on campus to give equal treatment to clubs," Minardo said.
Some senators expressed
concern that the SOFC will be

wlHfi__*__/

less democratic than the AFC
the members will be
appointed,not elected. However,
Minardo stipulated that UGBC
will have an opportunity to review the SOFC during the budgetary period at the beginning of
the year. In addition, any clubs
denied adequate funding may
state their case before the Senate, which will investigate the
because

matter.

Coupled with the amendment to establish the SOFC was
a resolution to suggest an increase of the student activities
fee from $62 to $90. According
to supporters of the increase, the

additional money will enable
UGBC to continue its work while

£J

*|?

decreasing the need for student
organizations to raise funds in

various other manners.
The senators arrived at the
$90 figure by examining several
factors. If some 8300 students
each pay $90, a total of $747,000
will be raised annually. UGBC
currently takes $400,000 from
the student activities fee money,
which would leave $347,000.
The amount of money raised by
clubs and the amount given to
externals every year totals approximately $450,000.
"Clubs deserve more funding so they don't have to go door

Minardo said.
Last night, University PresiWilliam P. Leahv. SJ . ad-

to door,"

dent

iXvPs- -rH 'I, Wfmmrm?
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dressed the senators. He spoke
of his eagerness to work to make
BC "even greater, even stronger
as an academic institution."
He reflected upon his experiences during the past semester
and invited the senators to ask
any questions or voice any concerns they might have.
Among the issues he addressed were the racial climate
on campus, academic advising,
the relationship between academics and athletics and BC's
Catholic tradition. He encouraged the senators to "keep identifying issues and bringing them
forward," because "we are all
called to make our contribution
to our world."
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Dear members of the Boston College community,
solid start. As one of the largest full service banks
north of Boston, we offer comprehensive commercial lending, trust
and consumer financial services, stability for the future, and these
challenging management training programs.
career off to a

Commercial Loan

Bank Operations

Commercial lending is one of the
fastest growing segments of our
business. As a trainee in this program,
you'll progress through the department, and ideally be promoted to a
Commercial Loan Officer. You'll be
encouraged to build your strengths in
a variety of skill areas, includingrisk
assessment and analysis. This program
glves you the opportunity and support
you need to get ahead.

Banking Office
Manadement
a ct-tjenieill

i

While acquiring valuable management
skills, you'll be trained in operations,
banking systems, and data and item
process. As a trainee, you'll supervise
one or more Operations units, and
learn to implementyour ideas as you
help us to grow in our leadership

i.

?

Working in our retail environment,
you'll be trainingfor twelve months.
You'll progress through all phases of
retail banking, with a detailed introduction to all of our products and
services. Training involves a balance of

hands-on and classroom exposure to
policies and procedures, assignment as
a Customer Service Representative, and
eventual progression to a management
position. All college majors are
encouraged to apply.

AS DIFFERENT AS

position. You'll actively formulate
strategies for meeting the bank's objectives in this hands-on management
trainingprogram, an be an important
contributing member of our team.

Get involveci in one of New England's
financial institutions, and get
the cmcz\, hands-on training you need to
-l?
-u?» x?
Wrth yo Career planS
mOVe
' To
f programs you
join one of
must have a G.R A.of 3.0 or above.All
majors are encouraged to apply.
most
__??
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j
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We will be visiting the Boston
on January 31.
Please contact yotar careerserrtces
departmentabout interviews.
An equal opportunityemployer.
MemberFDlC/DIFM..

A BANK CAN BE

Check out our web site at www.easterttbank.com

As many of you know, the Campus School is a day
school for children with severe multiple disabilities. It was
established in 1970 for these children who were not being
served in their own community school programs.
This year, the gift wrapping station will be open from
Monday, December 9 until Sunday, December 21, during
regular Bookstore hours (Monday-Thursday 9-6:30, and Friday-Saturday 9-5).

??___.

College campus

Qft

Greetings to one and all. We'd like to let you know
about a unique opportunity to help the children of the BC
Campus School. The plan is simple: Each year the Bookstore
offers free gift wrapping to our customers, staffed by volunteer
gift wrappers. For every hour that one volunteers, the Bookstore donates $10 to the Campus School.

Last year almost 100 hours of volunteer gift wrapping
were accumulated, earning $1,000 for the children of the Campus School. We're trying to beat that total this year, but to do
that of course we need many volunteers. If you are interested
in giving even an hour of your time earning money for a great
cause, please contact Brenda Osborne at the Bookstore, at 552-0900, or through e-mail at "brenda.osborne@bc.edu". Or you
can just stop in and sign up at the store.

We are grateful for any help that you can give. We wish
you luck in all of your work, and a peaceful holiday season.
With sincere thanks,
Tom McKenna
Don Ricciato
Campus School Principal
Bookstore Director
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Braving the wilds of the OCF print room
STAFF

You are standing in a small
white room, anxiously awaiting
the opening of the door to a mysterious adjacent room and the
emergence of a curiously stoical
person who, when he finally
makes his appearance, will be
nearly trampled and hoarded
with questions from a group of
frustrated students.
The OCF print room: what
an adventure.
Most students have discovered that retrieving a copy of a
document typed in the OCF is
not always as easy as it may
seem.

Here's the ideal situation:
you type your 20-page, graphicsaturated research paper in the
OCF, and immediately after selecting the "print" option, you
stroll over to the print room and
receive your paper within the
half hour. Unfortunately, this is
not reality, but yet another "if
only BC could be perfect" fantasy.
Especially during midterms
and finals, the number of OCF
crises skyrocket, leaving many
students very irritated. Why do
students have to sometimes wait
over two hours for a printout?
A large part of the problem
is "sheer volume," according to
David Vautour. Technical Support Advisor and Acting Supervisor for the OCF.
Vautour said that during

ers is the cause for OCF backups. Does one person sit in that

may
also cause a
delay.
Technical
ment

problems
that

may

cause delays

and one not significant enough
to make it worth the increase in
the BC tuition.
As students wait for their
printed documents, they
often have
large amounts
of time during
which they
formulate
their own solutions for the
backups. Supa
plying

printer at ev-

include the
selection of
the wrong

ery computer
station in the
OCF is a common suggestion for improvement,
assuming BC
can afford to
buy 152 new
printers. More

printer
driver

(or

printer description,

f'

or

Macintosh

users), corrupt files.
viruses, and
employees
and increased
printer malfunctions.
organization
The
first
in the print
heights photo editor/kevin p. breen
three
of It's a iuntile in there
room would
these can be
also be help?
..?
ful, students say.
easily solved by consulting the back room and write all the paOCF staff. Printer malfunctions,
"This whole system is ripers by hand? 1 ?
The OCF actually uses three diculous," says Stephanie Lin,
however cannot always be prevented.
black and white Digital LPS 32 an SOE graduate student who
Paulo Jacome, Systems Netlaser printers, which print 32 has attended two other universities, neither of which had a comwork Operations Manager for the
pages of straight text per minute.
Computer Center said, "We're Purchasing an additional printer, puter system as problematic as
an investment of about $30,000
the OCF system.
always doing preventative maintenance,"but, heexplained, since would only prove beneficial for
Others expressed their disthe printers are pieces of maabout eight weeks per year, when appointment in the system's reOCF usage peaks. Jacome conchinery, occasional malfunctions
liability.
are inevitable.
siders this an extraneous expense
"You can't trust the OCF,"
..
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Resident dance company

continues tradition

versity by teaching master
classes in Sacred and LiturgiHEIGHTS STAFF
cal Dance, as well as receiving
some additional- funding.
Boston College has a resiVerEecke hopes to further exdent dance company.
pand their role within BC by
This may surprise many teaching more classes, espeBC students, as well as the fact cially for undergraduates.
that the Boston Liturgical
The Ensemble will also
Dance Ensemble, named BC's be holding a two-week sumresident dance company last mer study program at BC in
January, has received worldsacred and liturgical dance
wide recognition for their talfrom July 21 to August 1,
ents. Their 16-year traditionof
which is expected to draw prostaging "ADancer's Christmas" fessional dancers fromall over
at BC returns to Robsham Thethe U.S.
ater starting December 13.
The Ensemble has always
The troupe, founded in felt BC is its home, as
i 980, is made up of30 dancers,
VerEecke started it here 16
15 of which are BC alumni or years ago with a combination
students, and 20 children. In ofstudents and Boston profesaddition to putting on shows in sionals,
because BC
Boston, the group has also perprovides the majority of the
formed throughout the US, in group's funding.
Canada, France and England.
Even though being BC's
Robert VerEecke. S J, BC's resident dance company, the
Jesuit artist-in-restdence and ensembleis not in any way an
the director and founderof the amateur group, featuring some
troupe, says their artistic misofthe moreprominent dancers
sion is "exploring the integrain Boston and New York protion of dance and religious exfessional groups.
pression," and to,"rediscover
Janetand Jamie Huggins,
the religious roots of this art for example, have been critiform."
cally acclaimed for their work
VerEecke sees dance as "a in many professional daace
wayof expressing great joy and groups.
intenseemotion, similarto that
While the company is
in the liturgy," though many made up of both students and
people today associate the lit- professionals,VerEecke states
urgy with a verbal process.
the chemistry among the dancBeing named BC'sresident ers is brilliant: "It is a very
dance company lets the group
p.1<^
get more involved with the Uni8e«
By Charlie Murphy

Many students believe that

an inadequate number of print-
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one student said. "Sometimes it
[a document] just doesn : t print
out,"added Anne Carabillo,A&S

'98.
To prevent further agitation
in the print room, Vautour recommends "conscientious" utilization of the computer facility.
"A lot of it depends on the
users, Vautour said, mentioning
that an average of 2,000 people
use the facility daily. Many faculty, staff, and students in their
dorm rooms also print out
through the OCF.
When using the OCF, typing your username allows you to
identify your document quickly
and avoids time consuming printing of additional copies. Large
projects, especially those containing Netscape files, should be
printed later in the day because
they usually require an overnight
wait.
To alleviate the stress
reslting from the time factor,
Jacome pointed out that documents are distributed every half
hour, but whether or not your
paper is in the stack depends on
the number of documents in the
queue(the place where documents sit while they wait to be
printed). The OCF does not guarantee delivery within 30 minutes.

The
does look for
and apply technological advancements which will improve
the system. Jacome, speaking for
the Computer Center staff,
stressed that "We try to provide
the best service that we can."

'Tis the season...for finals
By Nancy Delpidio
HEIGHTS STAFF

Christmas is in the air. Students rush into McElroy to escape the cold, eat lunch, use the
ATM machines and now, to buy

Resident Assistants across
campus organize Secret Santa
exchanges and gift grabs, while
others plan trips into the city for
the Nutcracker. Musical groups
practice their carols for various
Christmas concerts around campus. And Frosty, Rudolph, the

cry student, obscuring their view
of the 300 mini-flashing lights
surrounding them. No one can
seem to find the time to go Christmas shopping at Downtown
Crossing or Faneuil Hall; most
friends and family of BC students will be receiving an over-

sized wool sweater
or a Boston College
sweatshirt again this
year.
As these students watch Frosty
melt and Rudolph
glow, their stress
hinders them from
completely enjoyshoppers bypass
ing the season, and
to those extra ambithese tables and
head for the booktious studiers, from
even watching these
store, where they
annual,
are bound to find a
joyous
movies at all. After
T-shirt, hat, or shot
finals, however,
glass appropriate
for each and every
they will be able to
enjoy the "prefamily member and
friend. C'mon, what
Christmas" activimother in her right
ties to their fullest
mind would not fall
for a few days at
home, depending on
in love with a "BC
Mom" T-shirt from
the date of their last
her son or daughfinal (for those with
ter?
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/DAN HAGAN the dreadful Delook
like
Christmas...
*~
?a lot
. U *...W
-WW-,
-W....W
V ...
U ..
Dorm rooms It's beginning to
cember 19th final,
Grinch, Charlie Brown and "pre-Christmas" fun will be cut
reflect the Christmas spirit as
short.) But, everyone must try to
well. Strings upon strings of Macauley Culkin inevitably invade every TV network.
enjoy the prelude to Christmas
multi-colored and white blinkYes, Christmas is certainly
as much as possible, because of
ing lights cover the perimeters
of students' rooms. Wreaths,
in the air, but unfortunately, course, Christmas comes but
miniature plastic Christmas many students can't fully appreonce a year. Hopefully one can
trees, Santa figurines and mistleciate these "pre-Christmas" fesovercome the stress of finals and
tivities to their fullest. The dark enjoy the real meaning ol the
toe fill the rooms to capacity,
shadows offinals loom overevChristmas season.
keeping the spirit alive.
presents. They are
welcomed
by
Christmas carols
playing under the
buzz of vendors trying to sell their
sweaters and jewelry to the throngs
of Boston College
students.
Other

i

HEIGHTS

busy times, the printing of large
documents, or those with graphics, consumes a great deal of
time, backing up the system. The
printing of
several copies of a
single docu-

.

By Jessica Pulzetti
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BC comedy troupes are a laughing matter
By Jorge Ribas
HEIGHTS EDITOR

In the seriousness of college life, where exams, grades
and certain deans of students all
work to purposely transform students into stress-filled lunatics,
there is one aspect of life in which
everyone can turn to for relief

and solace?humor.
Humor can be found almost
anywhere at Boston College,
from the slippery Higgins stairs
on an icy day to the drunken
naked student at Friday night's
party to our obsession with Caesar roll-ups. Yet, for those of us
who are comically inept, who
can't find the humor in anything,
let alone in our own lives, we
have Hello...Shovelhead! and its
comedic offspring, Rimshot, to
show us just how damn funny
everything can be.
"We take most of our material from life, everyday routines
like what we as people do everyday," describes long-time
Shovelhead member and assistant director Simeon Buresch.
For Buresch, along with the rest
of the cast: director Dave Petitti,
Erica Browne, Erin Brown, Steve
Fitzgerald, Mike Ferrara, Tim
"Two-face" O'Hara, Sascha
Rothchild, and Karl Ring, workingas part of the premier BC skit
comedy group has been a rewarding experience.

Yet, it has not been easy.
names one of the big-

Buresch

gest challenges of working in
Shovelhead as, "Trying to be
funny consistently and trying to
get past all the different personalities of the cast to find some-

thing universally funny.... What
mightbe funny to you, mightnot

be

me."
As far as working on a team,
Buresch claims one of the biggest assets is the various personalities of the cast. "It creates a
strong dynamic that strengthens
to

titled "Shovel vs. Head,"
Shovelhead's cohesiveness and
group dynamics were clearly apparent as the show was a complete success.

The opening video gave a
taste of what was to come, with
the actors in a variety of spoofs,
such as "Mighty Ducks 12: Ducks
in the hood," as well as skits that
centered around odd occurrences,
like a scene in which Buresch's
character encounters an unfortu-

also amusing.
While Shovelhead and My
Mother's Fleabag, BC's improv
comedy group, have been the
only comedy groups on the campus until now, the past two semesters have seen a new comedy
force branch off the Shovelhead
tree and into a territory all their
own: the BC Cable channel.
Under the leadership of
former-Shovelheader
Jim
Casale, the new comedy show
was

For those of us who are comically inept, who can't
find the humor in anything, let alone our own lives,
we have Hello...Shovelhead! and its comedic offspring, Rimshot, to show us just how damn funny
everything can be.
the comedy." The technical aspects of Hello...Shovelhead! are
mainly handled by directorDave
Petitti, although each of the cast
members is responsible for coming up with new ideas, writing
skits and assisting in the production. The video presentation,
which has become a more integral part of the show, is supervised by Buresch and Karl Ring.
through
Yet
all
Shovelhead's hard work and
dedication, everything pays off
when the audience reacts with
great enthusiasm and laughter at
their semester show. During their
fall show two weeks ago, en-

nate
incident with his has begun to take form. Named
roommate's parents seeing him Rimshot, the group began last
in the nude. The video, however, spring when, according to memwas a mere sampling of ber Conor Sullivan, who hasbeen
Shovelhead's abilities, as the cast with the group since the beginheaded to the stage for two hours ning of the
semester,
of strong skit comedy.
"Hello...Shovelhead began usstage
one
ing
The skits included
about
video in their
show and
the OCF, in which Ring truly Jim Casale and some others
shocked the audience with his wanted to do more, so they
over-the-top portrayal of an OCF brought some Shovelhead people
technician, as well as a hilarious
and recruited some others to
first date scene with O'Hara and start."
Rimshot, which officially
Browne as the nervous couple.
A skit about BC's gambling began its production this semescontrovery, set in a prison to a
Matt
ter, also includes:
blues riff, was timely, and an McLaughlin, Linda Cugno,
Kelly Matthews, Homer Marrs,
odd one about Greek emperors

Dan Howarth, Mike Grant, Kerry

Niedermeier, Ryan McCann,

Laura Higgins and Mike Zullo.
Having not yet aired a show, the
group is still in the process of
settling down and gainingchemistry.

"This semester ended up be-

ing just a building semester,"

stated Sullivan.

"Next semester
we plan to put out a show every

three weeks?about five shows
for the entire semester."
Not satisfied with having
the soap opera as the only thing
on the cable channel, Sullivan
hopes the show gains "as faithful a following as Friends, ER
and Seinfeld. I hope it at least
becomes as popular as Saved by
the Bell"
But, as Sullivan and the rest
of Shovelhead andRimshot have
discovered, comedy is not as
simple as it looks. "The logistics
of filming are hard
just getting everybody together and getting the scene done right is a lot
more work than it looks," says
Sullivan.
College life can be draining, that's true, but next time
...

you're walking around, cursing
the day you decided to become
an accounting major, just think
of the students like those in
Hello...Shovehead! and Rimshot
whose jobs are to make the entire campus laugh.
Maybe then you'll chuckle
to yourself the next time you see
someone slip and fall on the ice
in the Dustbowl.

Dancers continue 16-year holiday tradition
Continued from p. 13
good learningexperience for students, and the relationship among
the dancers is ver*y positive."

VerEecke

states that

the

group has a "real family atmosphere," and this is more telling
than one would at first think, as
many of the dancers are in fact
parents, children or
each other.

spouses

to

Carol Flaherty, assistant director of the ensemble and a BC
grad, appears in "A Dancer's
Christmas" this year with her
13-year-old daughter and 11-year-old son.
The troupe rehearses every
Sunday morning, having to rent

space in Cambridge. They were
one of the many groups connected with BC to see the new
Student Center delayed, as space
for performing groups to practice in is severely lacking at BC.
One thing that VerEecke
wishes he had more of is male
dancers in the Ensemble, as in
there are only eight men among
the 35 adults. He commented that
at one point men were more interested in dance, but for some
reason it is not as popular now.
Though the ensemble does
workshops and various liturgical events and religious conferences throughout the year, and
have even produced their own
video on dance and Christian
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worship, "A Dancer's Christmas" is undeniably their most
important production.

some glimpses
own life.
VerEecke,

While local newspapers like
The Boston Globe, The Boston
Herald, and The Pilot have described the show as "uplifting,"
"joyous," and "striking,"
VerEecke calls it"a celebration
of the spirit." "deeply spiritual,"
and that it "captures the essence

choreographed the show, updates
it somewhat each year to keep it
new, such as making a major
renovation to the third act a few
years ago, putting in a tribute to

liturgical expression."
"A Dancer's Christmas" is
also called by many "a religious

New England and even as far as
Great Britain, every year to
Robsham Theater, yet BC students are often noticeably ab-

of

alternative to the Nutcracker."
The three-act production weaves
together the Nativity saga with
throughout
different historical periods to the
presence of Christ, and even
various celebrations

into VerEecke's
who

wrote

and

his parents.
The show draws thousands
of devout fans, from all over

sent.

This troubles VerEecke, and
wishes he could

students to

see

bring out more

the show. He ac-

knowledges, however, that not

only is BC a giant school and so
many events are constantly happening, but that "A Dancer's
Christmas" also occurs during
final exam time.
Nevertheless, he would
to see more students at

like
"A
Dancer's Christmas" this year,
considering it"a great study
break during exam," and at $7
for a student ticket, it is undeniably one of the cheapest ways to
see a professional holiday show.
Perhaps this season, despite
the myriad of other events going
on for students, BC's resident
dance company, the Boston Liturgical Dance Ensemble, will
finally get the recognition from
students that it deserves.

At the site of the Miracle of Miami, 12 years later,
1
X\T
Ffl/i//t... BC students share a religious moment of their own
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Burlington, VT: Diverse diversions
When writing a column,
some writers must have to plan
and configure what they desire
to write within their rows of
words and phrases. In my case, I
never know what I am going to
write about until I have taken a
seat before my Performa 6110
and begin to type my little heart
out. I never know whether what
1 say will be witty and wise or
dumb and boring. What, I do
know is that I enjoy having my
fingers dart across a pad of keys,
gently pummeling buttons to
form sentences which are going
to be placed within type and
placed upon a page for my fel-

What: Phish <
Where: FleetCenter
When: December 30, 31

!

Though

tickets went on

sale on Sunday, you might
still be lucky enoughto find a
way to get to oneofthese two
shows, which are 'sure to be
outstanding; Ifyou'reoneof
the lucky few to be around
overbreak,- -be sure to check
this out. For ticket info, call
31-2000.

X

Vhat: Blues Traveler

Where: Matthews Arena,
Northeastern'University
When: December 28

More fun things to do
over break include one of

BC's favorite bands coming
to Boston, with froafman John
Popper suretoprovide a great
performance. For more info,

call 423-NEXT.
What: "A Dancer> Christmas"
Where: Robsham Theater
When: December 13-15,20-

I

~

BC's Resident Dance

Company, the Boston Liturgical Dance Ensemble, puts
on its big production for the

sixteenth consecutive year at
BC. With student tickets *at
$7, this is a great break du'rfinals at a great value.
all 552-4800 for tix.

Ptg

What: "A Leap of Faith"
Wher-e: Coolidge Corner
Theatre, 290 Harvard Aye.
When: December 9-13
This film, about a school
providing hope in the midst
of ayearof turmoil in Northern Ireland, was an official
selection of the Sundance

Film Festival and is playing
an exclusive engagement in
Boston. Call 734-2500. .
What:

Mighty Mighty
B osstones'Hometown

Throwdown
Where: TT the Bears Place,
The Rat, Mama Kin, Middle
East, Paradise

When: December 11-15
The Mighty. Mighty
Bosstones, a hometown favorite, host theirthird annual

HometownThrowdown with
ahordeoflocalbands. Spread
over five nights, try to catch
at least one show.

low classmates tt*read.

\ , ',

It is with this in mind that I
have yet to come up with an idea
for this particular column. Certainly, this is not a good omen
my not being able to come up
with a topic for my seventh article for The Heights. Perhaps
this is not a time for me to be
writing this
perhaps I should
wait for a more apt time to concoct my ideas and my visions.
Perhaps I should use this time to
give a sermon or praise a cause.
Perhaps I should just stop procrastinating and get on with my
destination of the week...
If you have never been to
Burlington, Vermont, you have
not experienced New England.
?

?

Durlinglon iz approximatelv 24Iiour drive from Lo8ton and 8it8
a mere 45 minutez from tbe danadian border and an liour and 2
balf from

reallv bard !o go wrong anvvvbere
vou go. doffee barz abound 2nd
tbe be8l bv far iz Ivluddv XValer8,
wliere lbe atmo8pbere iz second
to none wilb it8 log caoin and

Situated
on
Lake
Champlain, Burlington offers the
unique charms of old Vermont
and New York "yuppie."
Burlington is a college town that
supports the University of Vermont, St. Michael's, Trinity and
other lesser-known centers of
higher learning.
The downtown area of"the
safest city in America" is made
up of a shopping district located
on Church Street. If offers a variety of shopping experiences,
from the traditional mall to local
stores that are uniquely Vermont.
Church Street and the surrounding area offers good food,
whether you're in the mood for a
great meal or a fast bite. It's

outdoorsy ambiance complete
with fireplace.
Clubs and bars encompass
the downtown area and are dominated by the local college scene.
Rasputin's, SheNeNe, What
Ale's You, and the Vermont
Brewery are all safe bets. Unlike
the Boston club scene, these establishments offer a more laidback and friendly environment.
Of course, the cold weather
is always a factor
especially
this time of year
and you either have to choose to freeze
outside and not wear your jacket,
so that you won't sweat to death
once you get inside, or else be
nice and toasty outside and find
yourself with a cumbersome ex?

?

tra layer to handle inside. The
locals seem to be immune to the

cold and choose the first option.
If you want culture, then
Burlington offers culture in the
form of the Flynn Theater that
has concerts and plays year
round, specializing in classical
and jazz.
But the best that Burlington
has to offer besides atmosphere
and a beautiful view of the Lake
is the surrounding area, which
provides entertainment all
through the year.
With Stowe and Sugarbush
nearby, one gains a year-round
wonderland with hiking and "leaf
peeping" (as the locals call it) in
the fall, and skiing in the winter.
Grand Isle to the north provides
continued beauty, as well as antique stores and farmstands that
sell hot cider, apples, cheese, and
donuts.
In Burlington, there always
seem to be some kind of special
event going on at any given time
of the year
whether it's a balloon festival, a country fair, or a
Ben and Jerry's charity concert.
(The Ben and Jerry's factory is
in nearby Waterbury and is worth
?

a visit).
For more information about
Burlington, and Vermont in general, contact the Vermont Tourist Bureau at 1-800-837-6668.

This Wonderland's no place for Alice
By Brian Thomas
HEIGHTS STAFF

Wonderland Dog Track may
not be the best place to take a
date, but it is certainly oneof the
places that everyone should visit
during their years at BC. While
it may be a rather unconventional thing to do on a Friday
night, a trip to the dog track will
have you returning to campus
with a smile on your face, unless
you lose all of your money. But
either way, you will not be able
to stop yourself from going back,
either to win more money or just
get back what you lost.
Wonderland, located in Revere, is a little difficult to get to
even though it is off of the Blue
Line. The T ride takes in excess
of an hour, so if you have a car,
it would be advisable to drive
because it only takes twenty minutes. Once you are there, admission is only a dollar or two depending on the night of the week.
To gain admission, you are not
required to have big, hairsprayed bangs, but you must be
eighteen years old.
Now. when you first enter

Wonderland, do not be discouraged by your initial impression
of the place. The ambiance of
the dog track is not the most
upscale, which is probably why
there is no dress code. On a list
of the classiest places in Boston,

the winners of two consecutive
races. Odds are constantly altered by the number of people
betting on each dog. Once all
bets are in, the race can begin.
The race begins when a
mechanical rabbit (just like the

Trips to Wonderland usually are
very enjoyable, especially if you
win. But if you decide to go, keep
a level head about your money.
Wonderland would fall somewhere between Mary Ann's and
a bus station. But appearance
does not matter when you are
there to win money.
A typical race night at Wonderland consists of twelve races
beginning around 8:00 p.m. Yet,
the schedule varies all of the
time, so it would be advisable to
call ahead. The races vary in
length and according to the ability of the dogs. There are several
betting options, ranging from
picking the dog you think will
finish in the top three lo picking

one from Bugs Bunny cartoons)

is released. The rabbit ap-

proaches the starting line, and
the race announcer makes the
command "Here goes Swifty"
which initiates the release of the
dogs. The dogs scurry after
Swifty and for the next fortyfive seconds everyone yells at
the dogs as if they were their
kids. The winners are determined
and the bettors have one of two
reactions. They either produce a
large grin on their face and run
off to collect their winnings or
the) tear their tickets up. usualK

Over the Counter Culture
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At Wonderland, there is not
much to do besides gamble and
watch the races. There are a
countless number of televisions
located throughout the track
which show horse and dog races
from other tracks fls well as other
sporting events. This easily kills
the time between races. If you
cannot go ten minutes without
gambling, you can purchase lottery scratch tickets from a variety of vending machines.
Trips to Wonderland usually are very enjoyable, especially if you win. But if you decide to go. keep a level head
about your money. While the
track provides an outlet for BC
students to take their gambling
off campus and do it in a legal
way, the owners of Wonderland
keep your money just the same.
The track, open 365 days a year,
is a great opportunity to get away
from the BC scene for a night.
And after a few visits, you may
be ready to move up to horse
racing at Suffolk Downs, which
is conveniently located right
down the street.

B y Jeremy Yuenger
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swear, and then grab the program to find a dog that will win
back their money in the next race.
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What: Final Exams

Where: Everywhere at BC
When: December 12-19

If your tired of relaxing
and having fun, this may be
just the thing you need. One
full week of stress and no
sleep. Enjoy it before it is
over.
The Features Section is always looking for new Best
Bets. If you know of any interesting events in the near
future, call 552-2221 and ask
for Charlie or Brian (Ray).

Come to the Features Meeting Monday, January 13 at
4:30 p.m. in McElroy 113, and meet the new sheriffs in
town. Ask for Charlie or Brian, or stop by to help them
out if you have any time on your hands. They need it.

'
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Environmental law course earns acclaim
By Jan Hasselman
SPECIAL TO THE HEIGHTS

unique and offers something no
other undergraduate class can:
an immersion into the complex
techniques and methods of the
legal process while learning
about the substantively fascinating topic of environmental law,"

studies. However, the class
does not assume students have
any past experience or knowledge in either the law or in environmental issues.
Phil Coppinger, currently a
second year student at BC Law,
took the class several years ago.
Coppinger credits the class with
sparking a career interest in environmental law, as he went on
to pursue a masters degree in
environmental studies as well as
a law degree.
"I can't say enough good
things about this class," said
tal

Over the past seven years,
the base
for a unique partnership between
the main campus and the law Plater said.
The class offers highly moschool: an intensive introductory
course in environmental law
tivated law school students the
taught in cooperation with a law opportunity to gain a unique facility in a complex field of law
school seminar.
Again this spring, the course while introducing undergraduwill be offered through the poates to the law through analysis
litical science department as a of a highly chargedpublic policy
basic course in legal systems as topic.
Students will be amazed at Coppinger.
well as the special challenges of
"The teachers were intellienvironmental law.
how accessible the legal system
gent, articulate and extraordinaris, and how important it is that
Undergraduate and graduilywell-prepared for the classes.
ate students are introduced to a non-lawyers have a basic anaThey managed to spark intense
wide range of substantive legal lytical understanding of the legal
system,"
Plater adds.
debates over environmental
topics, from the common law to
complex regulatory statutes, as
The environmental law class policy issues while always mainwell as to analytical problemhas remained consistently popu- taining the focus on law and lelar among
solving techniques used by lawBoston Colyers.
"This class is completely
lege underUnder the cooperative argraduates
rangement, the environmental
unique and
something
law class is taught by pairs of since its insecond and third year students at ception in
no other undergraduate class
1991. Stuthe law school
this semester
the department will offer five dents take
can."
the
class for
teaching
sections. The
teams
work closely with law school any number ?Professor Zygmunt Plater
professor ZygmuntPlater in the of reasons.
Many are interested in apgal process. I would recommend
months leading up to the start of
the course as well as during the plying to law school after graduthis class to anyone, regardless
are
ating,
building
semester itself.
while others
of their viewpoints and their in"This class is completely on their interests in environmenterests."
Boston College has been

"

offers

?

A Christmas Wish List
We asked some Heights editors and staffers to share their deepest,
darkest Christmas desires with us. Here's what they said ?read at
your own risk!
Matt Gelb, Sports Editor: "Stuff."
Laura Tholen, Editor-in-Chief: "Ice skates, a hobby for Sundays,and a
little watch which constantly reminds me how much time I have now ."
Mike Prospero, Editorial Assistant: "A Cuban cigar and Jack Daniels."
Anne Marie Borrego, Review Editor: "Strom Thurmond's retirement and
a paid expense account at Barney's."
Matt Scamardella, Production Editor: "Answers to the perfectionist predicament and a box of Vivarin for next semester."
Carrie Sbrolla, Assoc. Ad Manager: "An excuse to wear my secret Santa
gift and more column inches than I'd know what to do with."
Tricia Campbell, Features Editor: "Bagels and raw hot dogs from Tom
Masterman."
Wendy Prygoda, Copy Editor: "Beavis and/or Butthead, more clothes,
and maybe a Ken to go with my Barbie."
Lori LeFevre, Asst. News Editor: "Patient and understanding assistants
and roomies."
Chris Miller, News Editor: "Time that I know I won't have."
Amy Gunderson,Assoc. News Editor: "A job that pays enough for me to
still eat and more free dinners from The Heights."
Charlie Murphy, Features Editor-elect: "White socks and an Indiana
Jones hat."
Brian Thomas, Asst. Features Editor-elect: "A beer editor who actually
does her job."
Tom Masterman, Asst. Features Editor: "A muffler, a mirror, and an

internship."
Mike McKenna, Asst. Sports Editor: "To be named head football coach."
Jorge Ribas, Asst. Review Editor: "To find my take-home exam that's
due tomorrow."
Pete Gerken, Editorial Assistant: "A car, so I don't have to wait for the
bus."
Jen Blakeslee, Asst. Production Editor: "Anne Marie's go-go boots and
'to be like Mike.'"
Shawn Mead, Assoc. Photo Editor: "A comped trip to Vegas!"
Kevin Biegel, Asst. Review Editor-elect: "The United States, or maybe a

blimp."
Kevin Breen, Photo Editor: "An all-expense-paid Spring Break and a
i .
job."
Jim Gruber, Technology Director: "After my secret Santa gifts, I couldn't
ask for anything more."
Stephanie Patafio, Business Editor: "A lifetime supply of Dunkin' Donuts iced coffee."

The

ten

law students

com-

petitively selected to teach this
spring's sections represent an
impressive wealth of experience
and accomplishment.

Instructor

Deirdre

McDonnell, who holds two political science degrees, sees the
class as offering an opportunity

and the Massachusetts Attorney
General's office, hopes to draw
from her extensive experience to
keep the class focused on real
problems, cases and individuals.
Her teaching partner,
Howard Brown, concurs. Brown,
an Arizona resident who recently
clerked for the Supreme Court of
the Navajo Nation in Window

"/ can't say enough good
things about this class. The
teachers were intelligent, articulate and extraordinarily
well-preparedfor the classes.

?Phil Coppinger, BC Law
to get beyond

abstract theory

and into real world, practical
solutions to environmental problems.
"This course gives students
the tools to actually see how the
law addresses real conflicts," she
noted. "Even as a citizen, people
can look to the law for a wealth
of practical solutions to problems effecting communities and
the nation."
McDonnell,

who

has

worked for the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, the Sierra Club
Legal Defense Fund in Alaska,

Rock, Arizona,

witnessed firsthand how shortterm thinking impacts individuals
and the environ"

ment.

"Foreign
coal companies
regularly came on

the reservation
and helped themselves to natural
resources irresponsibly,with very
serious consequences for the
Navajo people," Brown said.
"Discussing how the legal
system attempts to require an
accounting for such hidden costs,
and for other non-monetary values, is a major element of the
course," he added!

Space is still available for
the spring semester class sections. The classes will be held
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 3:00-4:15
4:30-5:45 p.m., and
6:30-7:45 p.m. The class is listed
under course number PO 307.

To all of The Heights seniors, who will be
sorely missedhere every Sunday: I don't
know how to say goodbye to people who
have meant so much to me. May you all
have the best of luck always, and never
forget The Heights...especially Yarsis
Tersace, happy hours (even though 1..... 4
never actually got to any), tree-climbing,
and so much m0re...1 love you guys.
To some non-seniors who will also
be missed:
Tom: You were a great assistant
I just wish I had
gotten to know you better. You're welcome at 29
Cummings parties anytime, you know that...as long
as'you bring Prinn Dogg.
?

Miller: You better stay in touch, even though there's
no parking on my block. And when you come over,
be sure to wear your new socks and your mesh
underwear.

And to the new Features editors:
Charlie and Brian: I couldn't ask for two better
guys to take over my baby. I know you'll do a great
job, and may you always work together as well as
Tanqueray and tonic.

LOVE, TRICIA

To the Heights seniors:
You've left behind you a
strong legacy. I wish you all
the best of luck in your
future endeavors.
To the new Features editors:
Brian and Charlie, I know
you'll do a great job with the
greatest section. Anything
you need, just ask. TOM
_
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CASH PAID FOR BOOKS
ENTER OUR BUYBACK CONTEST AND WIN ONE OF MANY PRIZES (TOTAL VALUE $2,000)

You will not get more money for the following books anywhere,

ANYWHERE!!!
Anderson: Business Law
Bodie: Essentials of Investments
Brealey: Fundamentals of Corp. Fin.
Maki: Finite Mathematics
Sommers: Vice and Virtue
Woods: Casework

12th '95
2nd'9s
'95
4th '96
3rd'93
4th '90

$36.50
$35.50
$33.00
$29.50
$20.00
$30.00

BRING IN ALL YOUR BOOKS, THEY ARE WORTH MORE THAN YOU THINK!
THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF TITLES THAT WE WILL BE PURCHASING!
BRING YOUR BOOKS TO: BOSTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
DECEMBER 9-21

Monday-Thursday, Dec. 9-12, 9:00 am-6:30 pm
Friday, Saturday, Dec. 13, 14 9 am s:oopm
Monday-Thursday, December 16-19, 9 am-6:30
Friday-Saturday, December 20, 21, 9am 5:00 pm
-

-

|

Books are valuable, guard against theft!!
?

SOUTH STREET
NO FEE

APARTMENTS

EXCELLENT LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUSONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...

WALKING DISTANCE TO BC
(7 MIN.)

ONE, TWO & THREE
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $800 TO $1400
INCLUDES
HEAT & HOT WATER
?

LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS
WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE
CABLE READY BUILDING.

CALL
DONEGAL TRUST
617-738-7870

BOSTON BRUINS PRO SPORTS SHOP
SPORTING GOODS
North Station Concourse
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02114
SALES/CASHIER OPPORTUNITIES
**

Full and Part-Time Openings

**

Nights, Weekends and Holidays (are a must!!)

**

Flexible Hours Available

**

MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE TO APPLY

/jSfeX
iHISITf

APPLY IN PERSON:

Monday Friday
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
-

-

Boston Bruins Pro Shop

North Station Concourse
Causeway Street
Boston, MA 02114

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE!!!
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Trash-talking and unsportsmanlike play

My name is Tomen
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2
Basketball/I

Women's

BASKETBAU/V
vs.

Colgate

Conte forum
2:00 PM

4

CONTE FORUM

VOLUYBALI/l

rone Rats vs.

Marvels
6:00 PM

BASKETBAU/V

INTERMEDIATE

ICE

-
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If you find running to be a little too lonely for your liking, you
we not a one at least you won't be when you join me for a
group run. We're talking a decent
|Oej here. No marathons. No sprintto the fimsh. Just some healthy
exercise?and good company. Join me
Wednesdays °* 5 p m at me Plex
(except dunng finals and break).
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Warn t0 reHeve some stress before F|na|s Week? Kick out
the jams at a soccer challenge in front of O'Neil, December II
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address: tomen.tse@nilce.com.
If you
NIKE HQ directly, use: sports.page@nike.com.

more fun for everyone involved and a 5-1 record.
Kemp's team was 1-3 the previous season. He
believes the team's improved attitude and performance this past fall
j
. ,
i
ii
J were no comcidence. When the games were played cleanly, it was
much mote enjoyable," Kemp says. "Our team unity and fair play
helped us to set as far as we did."
??,.

°

campus, includingthis SportsPage, so
ifyou want to see something that's

on his intramural football team. He's also
its unofficial coach. This past season, Kemp
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football is as good a forum as any to take
a stand.
Kemp plays center and defensive back
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aren't necessarily applauded in sports, but
they aren't always discouraged either. In
Karl Kemp's opinion, intramural
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The StreakLives On UCon win 17th
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This Week in Sports
Men's Hoops vs. RU, p. 22
Hockey Splits Series vs.
Black Bears, p. 23
York Wins 500th, p.23
Gelb & Breen
'The Last Call,' p. 24-25

?

vs. BC
By Jason Browning
HEIGHTS STAFF

!

After BC fell to UConn

|

Saturday night, 61 -54. he could
only shake his head in frustration. Despite the numerous
successes and triumphs that
have made up the stellar career of BC senior forward
Danya Abrams. a select number of goals still remain. And
one of those is to beat Connecticut. To walk off the court
victorious against the vaunted
Huskies, who have racked up
17 straight games against the
Eagles. To laugh in the face of
the roaring Husky fanatics who
make the opposition's trip to
Gampel Pavilion in Storrs. CT
akin lo a Christian walking
into the Colessium. To beat

back four years of frustration
unrefined behavior of UConn
head coach Jim Calhoun.
For Abrams. setbacks
against Connecticut are particularly difficult. It was at
Gampel almost four years ago
where the fuzzy cheeked
Abrams had his coming out
parly in the BIGRASTconference with 21 points and 9 rebounds in a close loss. Abrams
pulled in nearly identical statistics during the return
matchup that February, but was
forced to watch Husky Donyell
Marshall walk off the court
after the second overtime with
his hand raised in victory.
There have been other tough
losses against the Huskies
like when the unranked Eagles
took UConn to the final 30
seconds tied before bowing out
in December 1994. or losing
by one last year in Hartford.
\u25a0?I'm still a little off. but
that's not an excuse for me not
going out there and stepping
up and hitting some free
throws," Abrams stated. "'l'm
a player. I have to go out there
and play hard."
This one really hurt, be- a

j

!

.

at the hands of the crass and

-

BC forward Danya Abrams
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR
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See UConn, p 26
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Sports Shorts
Women's hoops gets first win
Last Sunday, while most of the student body was making their
way back to Chestnut Hill after Thanksgiving break, the women's
basketball team defeated Colgate, 76-34. It was the Eagles* first
victory of the season.
Leading the slaughterfor Boston College was senior co-captain
Holly Porter. She poured in 29 points, thanks in part to her making
10-13 from the field. Sophomore center Whitney Steele had a
double-double with seventeen points and 11 boards. Junior Aimee
Mcguire finished with nine points.
Boston College was hoping to keep its momentum going when
they traveled to Worcester to take on the Holy Cross Crusaders.
Unfortunately, on Friday night things were not meant to be for the
Eagles. They fell behind by 18 at the half and could not recover.
Boston College had trouble finding the cylinder in the first 20
minutes of play, hittingjust 27 percent of their shots.
Their shooting improved in the second half, outscoring the
Crusaders 37-31. Holy Cross went on to win 68-56. Steele led all
scorers with 25 points. Freshman Alissa Murphy had a career-high
12 points. Senior Holly Porter finished with six points and 14
rebounds. With her 14 boards, Porter became the BC all-time leader
in that department. She passed Sarah Behn who pulled down 682
rebounds between 1989-93. Holy Cross improved theirrecord to 51, while the Eagles dropped to 1-2

Three named to US Junior Team
Three Eagles were named to the United States Junior Hockey
Team which will compete in Switzerland over winter break. Sophomore Marty Reasonerand freshmen Jeff Farkas and Blake Bellefeuille
will represent BC, which is tied with the University of Minnesota
for most participants.
Bellefeuille was also named Hockey East Rookie of the Week
for the week endingDecember 1. It was the second time this season
Bellefeuille has received this honor.

Clarkson victorious on ice
On November 29, Boston College lost to Clarkson University
by the score of 6-3. Boston College fell behind early, and they could
notrecover. They were outscored in the first period 4-1 and that was
the game. The Eagles added one goal each period. Blake Bellefeullie
scored the first goal for BC and was assisted byMarty Reasoner. The
second goal was knocked in the net by defenseman Joe Harney, who
was assisted by Jeff Farkas and Brian Callahan. Mike Mottau ended
the scoring when he put one in the net in the third period. Brad
Carlson and Bellefeuille assisted on the goal.

BC sloppy in BIG EAST
opener vs. Scarlet Knights
By Matt Gelb
heights sports

editor

Bedard was six for six from
the floor and two for two from
three point land andfinished with
17 total points.
Danya Abrams struggled
throughoutthe game, going 4 of
13 from the field and 5 for 10
from the line for 13 points and
nine boards.
"I thought we had our share
of good opportunities in around

"I hope that a sign of a good
is a team that doesn't play
very welland still is able to win,"
assessed Boston College head
basketball coach Jim O'Brien after his team listlessly defeated
Rutgers, 73-64, in the season's
BIG EAST opener last Wednesday night.. The Eagles improved
their record to 3-0 overall
"I thought we were lethargic. I thought that we were very,
very, sloppy. And because of that,
I think that we were very, very
fortunate to win this game. We
easily could have lost this gamp,"
O'Brien eplained.
BC took a 38-30 lead into
the lockerroom at halftime. The
Scarlet Knights opened the second half with an 8-3 run, but
that's as close as they would
come the rest of the night. AlthoughBC could not put Rutgers
away, the closest the Knights
came in the final five minutes
was nine points.
"I don'tknow you guys felt,
but I almost flet that when the
dman horn finally sounded, everyone in the building said
'Thank God this is over... It just
seemed like the damn horn put
both teams and all the fans out of
theri misery at the same time."
Antonio Granger and Andy
Bedard were two of the few
bright spots for the Eagles.
Granger hit five of seven from
behind the arc and finished with
a game-high 19 points.
Antonio
team

Granger,

the basket. The thing that's a
little bit alarming is that in the
last three games we've missed a
lot of opportunities in close.
"We are a drastically different team when [Scoonie Perm]
plays. We're not the team right
now that people are talkingabout
being one of the top teams in the
country. We're not anywhere remotely close to that right now."

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / SHAWN T. MEAD

who scored 19

points, grabs a rebound.

BC outskates Wesleyan
The women's ice hockey picked up their second win of the
season when they dismantled Wesleyan College by the score of 8-1.
With the victory, the Eagles improved their record to 2-5 on the
season. Boston College took control of the game in the first period
when they outscored Wesleyan 5-1. Laura Trayham and Erin Magee
each scored two goals in the first period. Theother goal was scored
by juniorRyan McLeod.
,In the second period, the Eagles continued the scoring brigade
as Trayham completed her hat trick. Genevieve Missirlian added a
goal five minutes later to make thescore 7-1 with one period to play.
The Eagles final goal was scored Trayham. At the 8:33 mark,
Trayham netted her fourth goal ofthe game. She was assisted by Erin
Magee on the goal. It was Magee's fifth assist of the game. Gena
Nolin also added two assists in the game.

HolaSfStop^asketball...

hmnnmtums\d Ticket

Foley gets first NFL start
Former Eagle and current New York Jet Glenn Foley got his
first career NFL start yesterday versus the New England Patriots.
With both starter Neil O'Donnell and Frank Reich injured, Foley
completed 22 of 45 passes for 227 yards, two interceptions and one
touchdown in the Jets 34-10 loss to the Pats. The Jets are now 1-13.
"I didn't play well, the team lost," said Foley following the
game. "It was my first time in there, that's noexcuse but three years
on the bench and there are a lot of things that happen in a game... The
last two weeks of the season are huge, and I'm going at it like it's a
playoff game."

The Sports Staff wishes
you and yours a Happy
Holiday season and a
prosperous New Year. Be
sure to come and write
for Sports next year for

the 1997 Sports Editors,
Peter Gerken and Jim
Gruber.
Who knows, we may

even

have a football coach by then.
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Eagles split two against Black Bears at home
Questionable goal leads to third period disaster Taylor breaks record in 5-3 win
By Dave Booher
HEIGHTS

staff

For two periods Friday
night, fans saw an exciting, hardhitting, fast-paced hockey game
in which Boston College battled
back from a 3-1 deficit against
the Maine Black Bears to tic the
the
game. The only problem
game had a third period. And
when the final buzzer sounded,
the Eagles were behind 6-3.
Much of the blame for the
loss was placed on a questionable goal scored by Maine at the
14:48 mark. As BC goalie Greg
Taylor lay on the ice with a Maine
player on top of him, the Black
Bears netted their fourth and the
eventual game-winning goal.
Head coach lerry York carefully discussed the incident. "The
winning goal was controversial
from our angle," said York. "Our
bench thought an opposing
player knocked Greg down. The
ref thought one of our guys
pushed their player into him. All
we know is he didn't fall down
on his own."
Assistant coach Scott
Paluch explained what he saw
on the replay video. "It should
havebeen a call," he said:"There
was definitely a man in the
crease. Our guy was close to him
but wasn't touching him. It has
to be called."
The Eagles were led by the
normal heroes
sophomore forward Marty Reasoner and senior
goaltender Greg Taylor.
Reasoner took part in every BC
score with two goals and an assist. Taylor was strong in his
return from a hand injury, collecting 31 saves in the losing
?

injury form as he would not let
Maine score again. Five minutes
of stellar goaltending bought BC
time until the Eagles could tic
the score.
Coach York was pleased
with Taylor's first performance
since November 16th. "Greg
played very well. He's been out
five games and came back and
made some great saves," said
York. "He was exceptionally
strong. It looked like he may
have been fighting the puck early,
but he came on strong."

The goal did more than
change the score: it succeeded in
demoralizing the team according to York. "That fourth goal
was big," he said. "I thought we
lost our poise and didn't play the
same after it. We just have to
learn how to react to things like
that."
The Eagles sought revenge
for the perceived injustice, and
co-captain Dave Wainwright was
penalized for plowing through
Maine's Gorriti when he went
behind the net to play the puck.

at Boston College, and his per-

By Drew Gallagher
heights

staff

Friday night, the men's
hockey team looked like a kid
having his lunch money taken by
a class bully. Saturday, that kid
fought back and exacted his revenge, as BC retaliated against
Maine with a 5-3 win.
The same BC team that allowed itself to be lulled from its
game a night earlier remained
focused and determined throughout the contest. Instead of being

?

effort.
After an interference penalty on lamieO'Leary, a call that
was highly unpopular with the
crowd, Maine scored on the
power play to regain a two goal
lead, 3-1, at 11:06 of the period.
Trevor Roenick, younger sibling
of Jeremy Roenick of the Phoenix Coyotes, was left wide open
beside the net and tapped in a
long pass.
Reasoner closed the gap just
30 seconds later when he deflected a shot from the point by
freshman Mike Mottau over the
shoulder of Gorriti for a 3-2
score.

For the remainder of the

period, Taylor returned to pre-
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Marty Reasoner, who had a great weekend vs. Maine, handles the puck in BC's 5-3 victory.
Reasoner struck again at the On the ensuing powerplay, BC distracted by an early Maine goal
8:01 mark of the period. He colstood and watched as Parmentier where goalie Greg Taylor lost
lected a loose puck in front of broke free to the net and slipped his stick, the Eagles responded
20 seconds later with a goal of
the net, used his tremendous
the puck through Taylor's pads
reach to push the disk across the giving Maine a 5-3 lead.
their own. They scored three
times on the powerplay while
York was upset with his
goal mouth and flipped it by the
down and out Gorriti.
killing every penalty of their
team giving up the goal. "We
own, including a five-on-three
York praised Reasoner for
took a stupid penalty," he said.
his performance. "Marty had a "We fell asleep on their next goal.
in the second period. Needless
tremendous first half of the game, We can't let that happen."
to say, this was exactly what
Bad luck continued for the coach Jerry York wanted to see
collecting points on all three
Eagles just over a minute later, from his team.
goals," he said. "He couldn't get
in the flow in the third period.
at the 12:47 mark. A weak shot
"I thought this was a critical
game," said York. "Wt kind of
from the point deflected offskate
Nothing seemed to happen offensively."
and slipped, unseen, past Taylor, challenged ourselves to come
The Black Bears' questionback and play well enough to get
making the final score 6-3.
a win. Our play tonight was betable goal described above came
Coach York expressedconat the 14:48 mark of the period
cern about the Eagles final peter from beginning to end."
BC (7-7-1, 4-4-1 Hockey
and was scored by another sibriod performance. "It felt really
East) received outstanding
good going into the third peling of a star. Steve Kariya,
brother to Paul Kariya of the riod," he said. "We had come goaltending from Taylor, who
Mighty Ducks, shot the puck into back from down 3-1 to tic the came up huge several times on
the net past a BC defenseman
game. We have to be better in the Maine power plays. In making
25 saves, Taylor broke Scott
forced into the role of goalie third when we're in close
Gordon's record for careersaves
when Taylor was knocked down.
games."

formance earned him the game's
first-star honors.
Maine got on the board first,
taking advantage of a play where
Taylor had his stick knocked
away. David Cullen sent a shot
in from the point which Taylor
blocked, but Dan Shermerhorn
collected the rebound and
wrapped it in for a 1-0 Black
Bear lead. It would not last long.
After a Maine penalty to Brian
White, red-hot Brian Callahan
scored three seconds into the
power-play and 20 seconds after
Maine's first goal to tic the game
at one. Jaime O'Leary won the
face-offin the Maine zone to cocaptain Joe Harney, who fed the
puck in front where Callahan put
it into an open net.
Less than two minutes later,
the Eagles took the lead. Coming down the right side, Nick
Pierandri fed Chris Masters in
the high slot, who one-timed a
bullet past Maine goalie Javier
Gorriti to make it 2-1.
In the second period, Maine
tied it up at two on a goal by Matt
Oliver, but BC took the lead again
just two minutes later. With the
power-play winding down, freshman Mike Mottau put a shot in
from the point. Marty Reasoner
took the rebound from the right
side into the slot, and fired it past
Gorriti to give the Eagles a lead
they would not relinquish.
Callahan scored his second
power-play goal of the night by
knocking in Masters' rebound
with 7:27 left in the second period. The senior from Chestnut
Hill leads the team with 14 goals
and 22 points.
Maine staged a comeback
attempt late in the third period,
as a point Shot by White found
its way through traffic and past
Taylor to make it a one-goal
game. But Reasoner squashed
the Black Bears' hopes with an
empty-netter, his fourth goal of
the weekend.
Boston College faces
Commenwealth Avenue arch-rival Boston University Wednesday night at Walter Brown Arena.
The Terriers, although depleted
by graduation, are ranked third
in the country. "That'll be a terrific game," said York. "The rivalry is getting back to where
it's starting to be more of a factor. You don't want to miss that
one."

York reaches 500-win milestone versus SLU
By Dave Booher
heights staff

Milestone accomplished.
On Saturday, November 30, BC
head hockey coach Jerry York
earned a position among college
hockey's all-time elite coaches,
when the Eagles defeated St.
Lawrence 6-4. The win was career victory number 500 for York
and made him just the eleventh
coach to accomplish the feat.
York joins two former Eagle
benchminders in the exclusive
club
John "Snooks" Kelley,
who collected a record of 501-243-15 in 36 years at the Heights
and Len Ceglarski, whose 673-339-38 career mark with BC and
Clarkson is third on the all-lime
win list.
York downplayed the immensity of his feat and turned
his attention to the season at
hand. "You're just coaching, and
it's a milestone people talk
about," he said. "But, personal
goal s have to be secondary, team
goals are what are important."
York avoids taking all the
credit for his 500 victories, directing the praise lo the players
on the ice. "I'vebeen fortunate,"
?

said York. "I've been at three

Upon his return, York became a stabilizing factor. On the

differentuniversities where players all had a will to win."

The 500 victory plateau took
York 25 years of head coaching
for three different schools. His
coaching career began in 1972,
when York, age 26, took over the
helm of Clarkson University. In
seven years with the Golden
Knights, be compiled a 125-87-3 record, winning the ECAC
championship in 1977. Next,
York assumed command of
Bowling Green University. With
the Falcons, York notched a 342-248-31 record in fifteen years,
including a national championship in 1984 and five CCHA
titles.
In the summer of 1994, after then BC head coach Steve
Cedorchuk resigned, and after
Mike Milbury, now of the New
York Islanders, accepted the job,
only to resign two months later,
BC athletic director Chet
Gladchuk made the call to bring
York back to his roots.
Jerry York attended BC from
1963 to 1967. He played four
years of non-scholarship hockey
and his senior season was named
captain, team MVP, and earned a
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Jerry York
spot on the All-American team.
He graduated with a degree in
business administration, and
later earned a master's in education.
BC's fortunate son was re-

turning to anything but the perfect job. The team which played
at the Heights had hit an all-time
low. On the ice, the Eagles have
been without a winning season
in six years, and have not finished higher than fifth in the
Hockey East since 1991. In adjdition, at the time of York's aft
rival, BC had off-ice problems
resulting from promising more
scholarships to players than were

available.

ice he preached work ethic, determination, and defense as the
keys to success. He made the
most of the players he had inherited, and the team improved
gradually, eventually defeating
rival Boston University in the
final game of last season. Off the
ice, as well, York has taught discipline, dealing suspensions to
several players for violating team
rules, and benching other players for poor grades.
Senior co-captain Joe
Harney has played three seasons
for York, after one year under
Cedorchuk. He explained the
difference York has made to the
team. "His first year was an adjustment for all of us," said
Harney. "The second half of last
year, his system really started
working for us. He knows the
college game well. He's a big
reason things came together for
us."
Fellow captain Dave Wainwright is pleased with the direction the BC hockey program is
heading. "York's presence has
brought a lot of positive energy
to BC," he said. "The team is

only going to get better. I think
in years to come he's going to
have dynasties here."
York has laid the groundwork for perennial winners in
his optimistic attitude and focus
on hard work. York is also batting .1000 in his recruiting. In
just three years time he has reeled
in huge recruits like superstar
Marty Reasoner, and top prospects Jeff Farkas and Mike
Mottau. The second tier players,
like Matt Mulhern, Blake
Bellefeuille, Brendan Buckley
and Tony Hutchins all have tremendous talent and potential.
Between wins number one
and 500 there was 24 years and
20 days. Wins 400 to 500 took
six years, nine months and 27
days. Let's hope that York and
the BC hockey program will not
have to wait long for win 600.
Before Friday night's game
against Maine, York was honored in front of his home crowd.
After the game he reflected on
the ceremony. "It's nice, sure,"
he said. "But, it's about time to
gel it over and done with so we
can move on to the season at
hand. Hockey East action and
the playoffs."
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November 23,1984 to November 23,1996 Full Circle
-

MATT GELB
On my three and one half
hour trip back from Storrs, Connecticut this past Saturday
through the snow and sleet and
slush and various other forms of
precipitation, my mind wandered
in and out ofconversations about
Pink Floyd and Rush and Led
Zeppelin and Eric Clapton. My
last official road trip as Sports
Editor of The Heights was coming to an end. No more front row
seats at the NC AAs. No more air
conditioned press boxes in Mediterranean climates. No more appearances at the likes of Fat
Tuesday's or Duke's. And no
more Sunday mornings and days
and afternoons and nights and
early Monday mornings in
McElroy 113. It's all over. And
here are some thoughts to stimulate the minds of all, many, a
select few...
November 23, 1984... The
Miracle in Miami... For the first
time in their young lives, BC
enters the minds of those little
kids who love sports at an early
age... "He takes the snap...He
drops straight back... Has some
time... Now scrambles away
from one hit...Looks...Uncorks
a deep one for the end zone...
Phelan is down there... Oh, he's
done it!... He got it! He got it!...
Touchdown!
Touchdown!
Touchdown! Touchdown Boston
College!... He did it! He did it!
Flutie did it!... He got Phelan in
the end zone!... Touchdown!... I
don't believe this!... My goodness... What a play!... Flutie to
Phelan... 48 yards... No time on
the clock!... It's all over. It is
over... Boston College has won
this football game."
Random... There are two
things that Ihave experienced as
a result of The Heights which I
would have never expected to
experience duringmy four years
at BC. To be honest with you,
these two things would have
probably never happened to me
at any time duringmy life. Atrip
to Hawaii and an offer to write a
story for Sports Illustrated
stemmed from covering the same
sport during the same season.
One, however, was a rather positive experience (Hawaii), and
one was a rather, uh, different
experience. Who would have
ever thought a sports fan would
turn down an offer to write for
the most recognized sports journal in the world? I would have
never thought it would come
down to me saying, "I don't get
paid to sit down at Conte all day
waiting for another press conference. I don't get paid toknock
on fellow students' doors. And I
don't get paid to miss class all
day and do some investigative
reporting." Anybody out there
who thinks that's what the role
of The Heights is on this campus
is gravely mistaken. That's why
the ESPN's and Sports
and Boston Globe's
of the world pay their employees
big
the
bucks.
Any other dedicated sports
fan who happens to be a senior at
BC has been through the same
three and a half years of dedication that I have. Any other hard
core sports* enthusiast who happens to be a senior at BC has
laughed and cheered and jeered
and complained and praised
through the same three and a
half years of sports that Ihave...
Who at this school will soon
forget this past football season?
Before the national media storm
hit BC the Saturday following
the Pitt game, rumors of a gambling"situation" (to put it lightly)
began to spread throughout the
campus like a highly-contagious
disease. Many knew what was
going on well before the Pitt

game, and many close to the situation or close to those close to
the situation knew a little more
than they ever bargained for.
Although it was disappointing
to hear that student-athletes had
been gambling some against
their own team
the controversy brought to life an issue
that had been simply taken for
granted. College students
gamble,college athletes gamble,
and if an investigation like the
one at BC was initiated at any
other school in the country, at
least 13 players would be suspended without a reasonable
doubt. The question thatremains
to be answered, however, seems
?

-?

be in the backfield wreaking
havoc on the quarterback or the
running back or whoever else
dared to handle the ball behind
the line of scrimmage...
November 23, 1993...The
Kick... "Is there one more
miracle left for Boston College?
We'll find out in the next five
seconds... The snap is down...The
kick is up...The kick is g00d...
The game is over!... Boston College has upset the Number-One
ranked Notre Dame Fighting
Irish... David Gordon has won
the game for Boston College!..."
Basketball. Billy. Howard.
Malcolm. And who could forget
backboard-shattering
the

dition of the previous year's
squad. A 7-4-1 record, a 30-11
victory over Notre Dame at
home, and an Aloha Bowl Championship. We, however, begin to
think about the future of football
without any senior leadership.
We begin to question Dan
Henning's ability as a motivator.
What will happen?... We found
out a year later. 4-8.
The school year is 1995-1996. Danya and the boys are
coming off a horrible '94-95
and hopes are not that high. The
future of our program has left
the building, as big time BC bust
Chris Herren broke his wrist, got
in some

trouble

and has trans-

to
ferred
Fresno State.

surprise,
surprise. The

But

other

local

boy, Salem's

Jam c s
"Scoonie"
Perm, comes to
the rescue as

Kerry Kittles, Samaki Walker,
Wallace,
Jerry

Rasheed

Stackhouse, et. al. (Samaki
Walker?)),the opportunity to see

Stephon Marbury in his final
collegiate game (and his most
outstanding
a career-high 29
points) was absolutely refreshing.Although we at The Heights
do pooh-pooh the idea of student-athletes leaving the fine institution of theirchoice, Marbury
certainly appeared ready for the
jump after his Yellow Jackets
spanked our Eagles...
?

November 23, 1996... No
Hail Mary to shock Miami and
the rest of the sporting world.
No last second field goal to top
the Number One team in the nation. Just the final game of the
Dan Henning era ? an old-fashioned drubbing at the hands of
the once-mighty Hurricanes.
But for this fan/so-called

journalist, the opportunity to
come full circle was unprecedented. It was here, the Orange
Bowl (actually it was the Orange

the BIG EAST Bowl on TV), when 12 years ago
Rookie of the to the day I fell in love with
Year,
Jim Boston College for the first time.
O'Brien
is Doug Flutie droppedback. Doug
named Co- Flutie scrambled. And Doug
Head Coach of Flutie let fly a Hail Mary that
the Year (along will never be forgotten, that will
with our good never be over shadowed. Not by
friend
Jim The Kick, not by any Final Four
Calhoun of appearance, not by any Beanpot
UConn), and
Championship,and certainly not
by any gambling scandal-laden
"The FranHEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR KEVIN P BREEN
once
chise" is
5-7 football season after which
The site of the Miracle in Miami at the Orange Bowl.
again named
the head football coach [may
not to be talked about in public Gerrod?
First Team All-BIG EAST. havebeen forced to] resign[ed],
?
Washington State... see ya Scoonie hits a last second runIf the point-shaving allegaBC could be playingBU or Holy
ning three at home versus Cross in the Division I-AA Nations and rumors which swirled later. Number One North Carowere
are
a
seat.
and
team
campus
Rutgers,
around
and
lina... Take
Indiana... No
the
is off to tional Championship game at
nothing but contrived falseproblem! Second cover of Sports
the Big Dance for the second Nickerson Field or in Worcester
hoods, then who the hell made
Illustrated this school year. The time in three years.
when we're in our 80s and we (at
them up and why the hell were Elite Eight. The Final Four just
Coach O'Brien appears to least I) will still remember what
students' lives and safety being waiting. Only one problem
haveThe General Robert Monthappened at the Orange Bowl 12
threatened by fellow students, those damn Florida Gators! Of gomery Knight's number as BC years ago to the day ofthis year's
especially those students' wellall the games the Eagles could handles his Indiana squad, elimifinal football game. I, along with
being which had nothing to do have or should have lost, this nating the Hoosiers in two of the
many, many college football fans
past three NCAA Tournaments
with the situation and just hapwas not the game. Florida took
will never forget... Never.
pened to know too much? Talk care of UConn... Oops, I mean
this time in beautiful and
amongst yourselves...
Donyell Marshall took care of sunny Orlando. (Disney World,
Matt Gelb (CSOM '97) is
UConn, and the Final Four was
Universal, and two-for-one at
With the gambling controthe 1996 Sports Editor of The
versy seemingly put to rest or right there for the taking. But it Houlihan's was great, as the benHeights. Gelb would like to take
buried, depending on how you
was still an amazing and excitefits ofmy editorshipkicked into this moment, since he forgot to
ing run...
high gear.)
look at it, the Athletic Departin his wish list, to thank the Photo
The
school
year
ment took another shot when two
is 1994And of all the amazing Staff for all their hard work and
of head basketball coach Jim
-1995. Mark Hartsell, Pete hoopsters that have faced BC in dedication without which the
O'Brien's top local recruits were Mitchell, Stephen Boyd and the past few years (Ray Allen, Sports Section would just be,
denied admission after it apMike Mamula continue the traAllen Iverson, John Wallace, uh, words and more words.
peared as though they had already been promised a spot in
A special thanks to Reid Oslin, Dick Kelley, and the rest of
the Class of 2001. And as the
basketball season kicked offand the Sports Information Staff, as well as Mr. Tom Peters, for
the recruiting "situation" began
all of their help and effort in facilitating us at The Heights.
too cool down, Dan Henning was
supposedly/reportedly forced
into or aided in choosing to resign as head football coach. And
with the search for a new coach
entering week three without a
In a tradition that began I don't know when and was continued so well by my predecessor, the much
stand-out Lou Holtz-like candiJohn T. Nash, I present to you my Wish List for Christmas 1996. In other words, if I had my
date, the state of the football respected
druthers, I'd give the following to the following:
program resembles that of ChapThe Fam...Mom: All the love and thanks in the world for everything that you have done for me in the
ter 11. Unless the basketball team
past 21 years, six months and twenty some odd days, minus the few days my name was Chris in the
makes a mad dash for the Final
hospital before you guys adopted me. IfI am able to go through life as strong as you have, I'll be fine.
Four this coming March, the athI wouldn't be where I am today without you.
letic aura which Boston College Dad: All the thanks and love in the world foreverything that you've taught me... which is more than you
puts forth to the public may be
probablywill ever know. And thanks for this year's Thanksgiving. I hope I'll make you happy and proud.
scarred for a long time to come. Amy: saxophone that does everything for
you so you don't have to work so hard... and a record deal
A
And only time will tell what the
someday.
scars will do to the applicant
The Friends...Broder: Mad props and another phone ca11... Jay: An apartment in New York City or
pool, alumni dedication and
Boston and a reason not to be there during the day... Kellogg: Tubby B's... A55: Some dots and a trip
overall nature and idea of this to a bah for a little vvvvvvvhhhhhhhh...KPB: A few more trips and a few more Heismans... O'Neill and
fine institution which Father Boffa... Another road trip with Waaaaard... Geary... A job as a tour guide in Miami... Lexi, Kara,
Monan spent so much time buildnew ceiling... Amen: A few new dance moves... Mead: Cement shoes, a few more
ingup. But let us digress to more Amanda and Liz: A
friends, and fairways and greens (in regulation I hope)... Scammer: A few beers and a long discussion
prosperous times...
about life... and congratulations and good luck... Resty: A new taste in music and a perfect hair cut...
Theschool year is 1993-94. Chet: A pair of clippers and a jumpshot... 825 minus Tholen: Some more flavor ice and a big fat thanks
As freshmen, we, the members for being the
way you are... Nash: Another well-oiled machine some time in the future and a mentor for
of the Class of 1997, are about to
were for me... Ed and Chachi: Thanks for getting me started... Gerken and Gruber: No
be spoiled beyond belief by one you like you
scandals,
a coach to write home about, and memorable road trips... AMB: Someone else to torment
of the most successful seasons more
you
since
I
won't
be around... Tjricia: You know what... McKenna: Some more rides for your Theme
of sport this university has ever
Park... Steph: Comeback Section of the Year... Prospero: Respect... News: More scandals so you can
experienced.
like have sports on the front page all the time... The Sports Staff: Thanks for makingthe section the
Football. How can I explain
paper... Wendy: Some thanks for the most unappreciated and unrecognizedjob well done...
it? Every time Glenn Foley and best in the
of the 1997 Board... Another goof ball who will make the meetings long and keep everybody
Darnell Campbell touched the Therest (and
pissed)... Myself: Sundays, Saturday nights,Ridalin and basketball... Everyone else that
ball, we expected something laughing
I missed not because I forgot you but because I did this at 2 in the morning...Just ask me and I'll
great to happen...and it did. And
tell you... LT: What do you get for the person that has everything... a new jacket, a well-deserved and
every time the opposing team
likeable job, a good long talk, and thanks for being one of the most, if not the most, significant person
snapped the ball, we expected
my life the past year.
Mike Mamula and company to in
/

?

?

*****

Christmas Wish List 1996

Call
Last
P.Breen...The
Kevin
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Henning resigns; players, students react
From HENNING, p 1
Henning's third season began with a heated quarterback
controversy. After naming
sophomore Scott Mutryn as the
team's starter, junior Matt
Hasselbeck publicly berated
Henning, calling his coach's de-

having the same
feeling
when
Coach Coughlin
left here. 1 just
have this feeling
of emptiness, a

gamblinghad anythingto do with
it. That improved his status, because he was only concerned
with the integrity of the program

ning, people are
not happy.

[Stephen] Boyd, not Henning.
He had absolutelynothing to do

and the school."
Many students felt Henning
void that can't be made the right decision. "It was
filled right now." bound to happen one way or an"Everyone other. He basically got fired anylikes
Coach way," said one junior. "When we
Henning, he is a won the Aloha Bowl against
players' coach," Kansas State, that was a team
Hasselbeck said. that belonged to [Tom] Coughlin
"Everyone enjoys and was led and motivated by a
him. But when bunch of seniors like [Mike]
you are not winMamula, [Pete] Mitchell and

cision "ridiculous." Hasselbeck,
however, replaced Mutryn late
in the Eagles' season-opener in
Hawaii and led his team to a
come-from-behind 24-21 victory, winning the starting job in
the process. Later in the season,
Henning openly admitted that
every week he was looking for

"We don't
have thetalent we
had when we were
Henning addresses the media prior to the
winning,
the
suspension of 13 players due to gambling.
speed and the size.
Any time you make coaching
both of us agreed that new leadership was in order."
changes it's tough
I've had
now
second
in
not
three quarterback coaches since
Although
Henning
downs and is
did
school history with 28 rushing confirm it, the coach and I've been here. I don't think the
touchdowns.
Gladchuk seemed to have differAlthough it had been specuent priorities when it came to the
early
Henning
suspension
lated
on that
and expulsion of
would no longerbe with the team players, both during the gamThe search for a coach to
replace Dan Henning, who reblingcontroversy and in the past.
following this past season, a nationally-publicized gambling While Henningwould have liked signed November 25 as head
football coach at Boston Colscandal, which led to the susto pursue more extreme punishlege, was still in progress as of
pension of 13 players (including ments for certain offenses,
reportedly
press
two players who bet against BC
was
more
time. By all accounts, the
Gladchuk
versus Syracuse), only added to
concerned over the team's rather shortlist of successors compiled
high graduation rate. "I believe by Director of Athletics Chet
the rumors.
It has been reported that in the education rate," Henning Galdchuk reads as follows:
Steve Logan, Head Coach,
may
Gladchuk
have forced said, "not the graduation rate. I
?
After signing
Henning's hand in his resignadon't think [the graduationrate] East Carolina
tion, however, Gladchuk exshould be shot for as the number a contract etension, Logan's
namewas effectively eliminated
plained it a bit differently. "It one goal."
just seemed to be in the best
Responding to Henning's from consideration. East Carolina finished 8-3 this season and
interest, as I recall him saying, it
resignation, Mutryn said "I'm
just kind of shocked to tell you will be joiningConference USA
was in the best interest of Boston
College that we look for new the truth... It's something that net season.
Charlie Weat herbie. Head
leadership; that was basically the we're going to have to get
Coach, Navy
crux of it," Gladchuk said. "It
Weatherbie"
through it together.
was a mutual understanding, a
made
it clear that he was happy
remember,
"You have to
he's
mutual agreement. When you been in the pros for 20 years. at Navy. After falling to Army
start to analyze and y*ou start to
And 18-year oldkidsaren'tpros. this past weekend, Navy finished
I thoughthe did a goodjob adaptthe season at 8-3 as well.
break it down... it creates a sceRandy Edsall, Jacksonnario, it creates a picture, it creing to it"
an
ville Jaguars, Assistant Secimpression
right
ates
and in look"I feel like I'm lost
?
ing at that, it was something that now," Walker said. "I remember ondary Coach
Edsall. who
someone to replace starting run-

ning back Omari Walker. Walker
questioned his coach, wondering what he needed to do to prove
he was worthyof the role. Walker
finished the season one yard shy
of 1,200 yards, added 13 touch-
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with it."
One senior said, "I thought
was an insult to everyone's
intelligence that the athletic department said he resigned instead
of being fired. I think it's good
that he's gone. He was never the
right choice."
Many close to the program
it

did question the haste in which
Gladchuk hired Henningfollowing the departure of Coughlin.

Henningwas unproven as a successful head coach at both the
professional andcollegiate level.
"Frankly, this NFL opinion
that he is some kind of offensive
genius is amazing," said a disgruntledsenior. "I mean, did you
ever really have confidence in
the system he developed here to
score points at crucial moments
in games?"

"All I have is one season to
gauge his performance, and with
all the losing and ineplicable
behavior that's been going on
and the 5-7 record, I don't see
why anyone would want him as a
coach anymore," eplained one
freshman.
Gladchuk has failed to make
a decision regarding Henning's
successor, however many names
have been mentioned since the
position has been vacated.

Search for new coach continues

?

?

served as an assistant under Tom
Coughlin at Boston College for
three years, is currently one of
Coughlin*s assistants at Jacksonville. Edsall. 38, served as a recruiting coordinator at Syracuse
in 1989 and 1990. and is known
as an ecellent recruiter. He played
for Coughlin, who was the offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach, at Syracuse. Edsall
appears to be at the top of the
current list.
Kevin Gilbride, Offensive
Coordinator, Jacksonville Jaguars ? Gilbride. 45. who is famous for his confrontation with
Buddy Ryan while working for
the

Houston Oilers, has had

coaching stints at American In-

ternational and his alma mater
Southern Connecticut State.
*Both Edsall and Gilbride
were dubbed "good coaching
material" by Coughlin. and both
have epressed interest in the va-

cancy at BC.
Mike Price, Head Coach,
Washington State
Price has
a losing record at WSU, but is
well respected for attracting
quality players to a unique geographical location. Price coached
Drew Bledsoe. The Cougars went
8-3 in what would have been
Bledsoe's senior year of eligibility.
Sonny Lubick, Head
Coach, Colorado State
Lubick, 59, was 7-5 this year at
CSU, and has epressed interest
in the job. Lubick served as defensive coordinator under Dennis Erickson at the University of
Miami and was named WAC
Coach of the Year in his second
season at CSU.
Others who have been mentioned in the media: Brad Scott
(South Carolina), Jim Reid
(Richmond) and Jim Tressel
?

?

(Youngstown State).

Poor shooting by BC leads to Husky victory
From UConn, p 21
cause Abrams

had the ball in his
hands when he wanted it. With
2:14 left in the game, Abrams
was sent to the free throw line
for two shots as the Eagles
trailed, 53-52. Although he was
unable to convert on either charity throw, BC still had a chance
as Mickey Curley blocked
UConn forward Kirk King's shot
into the seats with 1:51remaining. The Eagles set their defense,
but Connecticut's Ricky Moore
broke down the pressure and
nailed a jumper as the 35 second
clock expired, which put UConn
in control with a 55-52 lead. BC
held one last stand as Antonio
Granger blocked freshman Richard Hamilton's attempt, but
Duane Woodward missed a difficult drive at the opposite end
with 20 ticks left. The Eagles
fouled to stay in the game, but
UConn converted all six oftheir
remaining free throws to win the
contest by a final score of 61 -54.
"Bottom line is that I didn't
make my free throws and little
chippy shots I usuallymake nine
out of ten times," Abrams ex-

plained.
One could make the case
that free throws were the difference as BC shot only 47.4% from
the line for the game, while the
Huskies hit for 75% oftheir free
throw attempts. It certainly hurt
as the Eagles missed five free
throws in the second half, four
of those down the stretch. But
BC head coach Jim O'Brien felt
that his team's overall shooting,
not just the free throws, contributed to

their demise.

"I tell our kids all the time
that the teams that win games in
this conference are the teams that
step up at the end of games and
make plays. We didn't make the
plays that we needed to at the
end of this game," commented
O'Brien. "They made some big
shots throughout the game and
we didn't."
BC's shooting woes started
early as they missed their first
three free throws and didn't score
a field goal until a few minutes
in when Granger hit for three to
pull the Eagles within one at 7-6.
BC mananged to build an 18-14
lead behind the strong defensive
play of Curley, who blocked three
shots within a three minute span.
UConn wouldn't let the Eagles
pull away as they recovered to
take a 27-24 lead behind the
steady play ofHamilton. Say this
for Calhoun
The man can recruit as evidenced by the fact
that his team goes nine deep and
everyone of those nine make an
impact.He appears to have found
another player in Hamilton, who
has a smooth jumper from three
point range and can also beat
you off of the dribble.
Despite Hamilton's scoring,
BC came back to tic the game at
the half and moved ahead 39-34
on an Antonio Granger's threepointer. UConn came back to take
a 49-44 lead before Abrams and
Woodward put BC up 52-50.
When asked after the game
whether a certain guard from
Salem could have made up the
difference, O'Brien took the high
road. "We played with who was
here and didn't get it done," he
noted. "To speculate on those
?

detracts from the kids
who played hard here today."
That certain player will be
back for the upcoming rematch
in February,
when Abrams
and the rest of
the Eagles will
take one last
crack at UConn.
Inthe meantime,
BC will look to
iron out some
wrinkles which
O'Brien has become concerned
with in recent
weeks. "Anybody
who
matters

People can say whatever they
want about how they beat us this
many times, did this, did that,
it's justbottom line, they stepped

up and made some shots and we
didn't. It's been the exact opposite in many other games since
I've been here."

thought they
were going to
play as bad as

[UConn]

Pitt

did

was

dreaming," he
said. "And anyone who thinks
that because we
are ranked that

wecanjustshow

up

and win
is also
crazy. We have
some serious
work to do if we
want to become
the team that we
thinkthat we can
be."
The frustration
on
Abrams' face
was evident as
he spoke about
BC and UConn.
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN
"It's not a streak
or anything. Ricky Moore, who stepped up for UConn late in the game, goes after the ball.
games
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The time has finally come for
me to say good-bye to The Heights,
and as my job of Associate Photography Editor. The new photography
editors have been elected and take
over starting next semester. As I
leave, I just want to clarify a few
things that I think I have been asked
about a thousand times over the last
three and a half years, reflect on a
few things, and thank some people I
have had the privilege of working
with.
First, I just want to explain a
little of what The Heights is all about.
There are 29 members of the Editorial Board who donate their free time
to put this newspaper together. We
do not get paid at all for the service
that we S§oo&B&Nfi]&M n so
iHl
times consist ot spending ridiculous
hours in the office working on our
sections, and passing up on opportunities So do other things because the
paper had to get done. But we don't
even think twice about it. The newspaper is funded t(K>% through advertising. The University does not give
us anßmoney at all, nOWmSK have a
M
HHHf
facultjriadvisor to answer 10. And
finally, the one cpiestfofl I think I
have heard more than any other, no,
the answers to "Voices From the
Dustbowl" are not made up, the
people actually say them. A friend of
mine once said, The Heights is the
best internship there is, because we
actually do everything ourselves.
There is no standing around and just
watching or being a gopher.
Over my term of the last two
years, I have done more things, gone
more places, and meet more people
than I ever would have imagined. I
have photographed almostevery sport
at BC, and have been allowed to go
on the road with the football team,
the hockey team, women's basketball, men's basketball, women's soccer, men's lacrosse, and women's
lacrosse, to name a few. I was able to
travel Philadelphia, West Virginia,
and Pittsburgh with our football team.
I have had the best seat in the house
for BC sports for the past two years.
I have photographed numerous concerts and bands in that time, probably
J
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my favorite being Adam Sandler last
year. I have photographed news
events, major press conferences, set
up features photos with friends, and
worked with marketplace.
But before I leave, I just want to
thank some of the people who have
made a difference, helped me and
worked with me while I was here.
Kevin
I never would have
imagined we would have started out
the way we did. Promotions in about
a week?!! We got to do some pretty
cool things in our two years. We got
through it, and you did an incredible
job as Photography Editor, it was
great having you as my boss. You
should feel honored to have followed
Matt and Dan.
Uelb- We sbaied some gieai,
times and memoriesO'hili?), you
made a great roommate on the road.
The sports section has never looked
better. The changes and new things
you did will make it look greHfor
Lets see if wecaljind
a waUTe*".»h knows what you mean.
And Tree, get yourcheesehead ready
for the Stlper Bowl!
Laura- As EIC, you did anavvesomejob. You had to deal with two
of the biggest stories in years in your
one term, and handled them with class
and professionalism. It has been a
pleasure working with you and being
?

with

me bugging you forchecks. And
hey, we didn't spend too much!!
Anne-Marie-The Goddess'section is amazing. Keep up the great
work and maybe someday that CD
player will be fixed.
Prospero- You're on your way.
Keep up the good work, thanks for all
your help and fixing my computer
?

?

when I needed it. Lets go Islanders!
Steph- You made the business
great again. Sorry about all the times
we either lost or didn't get your pictures.
The rest of the Board- Thank
you all. It was a pleasure working
with every one of you.
My parents and my sister Jenny,
for all the support they gave me over
|s.the past three and .1 lulf years.
Mall West. Dan Levesseur, and
Pete Manis. who taughtme from when
I was a freshmajj everything I now
know about photography. Thank you,
I never could ha\ c done this without
your help.
Risha, Rob. and Dan Its your
section now. good kick with il. Just
remember to have fun while you are
doing it. I know you three will do a
great job. Just remember, big pictures-food. Fdiir pictures on one

-

?

?

?

?

?

0

?

-

page-not good.
Sports Information(Reid, Dick,
Jeff, Sue) and Tom Peters and Chet

Tania Vazquez Bids
Farewell to The Heights
First of all, I want to thank
God for giving me the strength
to make it this far. I want to
thank my family for always being there. Mom and Dad, I love
you. Kevin, simply stated,
you're the greatest! I know that
I will probably never have the
opportunity to work with someone like you again so I want to
tell you that I admire you very
much. It's going to be veryweird
not working with you anymore
because it has been so long but
1 will never forget what a great
photo editor you were.
Shawn, although I really
wasn't into the "Sports thing"
with you, I still think that you
are a great photographer and I
hope that everything goes well
for you. Risha, I'm counting on
you! Anne Marie thanks for
always being so cool and fun
loving. Matt, 1-2-3-4 get you're
woman on the floor! Hey Congratulations on Editor in

Special Event Manager

?

friends.
Rob- It was sad to see you leave
last year, but it was great to have you
back this year, even though you and

Gladehuck forgiving me all the passes
and allowing us to travel all over the
country with the athletic teams. We
would not be able to do this without
your help and support.
Hooligans-sorry the article
never got written, I'll see what I can
do for next semester.
And finally all my roommates,
past and present, for me missing
things because I had to work(Geo, I
actually did work Senior week Soph,

?

Lee spent more time in the office
than all of us combined! It was great
working with you while you were
here, and to have you around this
year to cheer us all up.
Tania - You were always there
be
counted on. If I couldn't get a
to
picture done, or needed a roll processed, you were there. Thank you
for everything, you made a awesome
assistant.
Scammer- I have known you
since you started here, and you have
worked harder than most people. You
have truly earned your new position
as the new Editor-in-Chief. Good
luck, I know you will do a great job.
Lexi- Thank you for putting up

?

?

?

?

Chiefship! Laura, you are an
excellent leader and I think that
you are a very strong person for
keeping the staff "under control."
To the Heights Staff, Congratulations on a great year!
To all of the lamaica Volunteers, thanks for a great retreat!
Now it's time to fundraise!!!
Thanks to all of my roommates, Sonia, Cory (who has
seen the rain, been there, done
that, GOTTHET-SHIRT), Kevin
(check it, charge it, coupons, gift
certificates, and food stamps, and
Pete who is "going down the
hole."
Last but not least. Thank
you Mark for always being there.
Thank you for being such a wonderful listener and a great friend.
I love you very much. Oh! and
don't forget Clifford and Dexter
and Augustus and Stefan. Ps.
HAPPY BELATED 21ST
BIRTHDAY. Muah! Muah!
Muah! Muah! Muah! Muah!

Attn. DecemberGrads!
Put your fundraising skills to work for Easter Seals. We are seeking a
self-motivated, high-energy person to help manage our volleyball
fundraising event. Strong attention to detail as well as the ability to
manage several tasks simutaneously is necessary. Previous sales/
fundraising experience a plus. Full-time, temporary position (JanuaryMarch) is perfect for recent grads looking to get their feet wet.

Please mail or fax to: Carol Cady, Easter Seals, 1225 StatlerBuilding, 20
Park Plaza, Boston, MA02116. Fax: (617)482-2670. No phone calls
please.

year!).
So as I walk out ofMcElroy 113 for
the last time, all I can say is its been
real. From now on, my credit reads
"Senior Staff, great. Thanks to all

Easier Seals thrives on diversity. Individuals of all backgrounds are welcome
on the Easter Seal team, regardless of gender, age, disability or ethnicity.

the friends I have made here, but I
gotta go. See you all from Sports
Illustrated. LATER!!
Shawn T. Mead A+S '97 Associate
Photography Editor 1995 and 1996.

MASSACHUSETTS EASTER SEAL SOCIETY
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Empowering People with Disablities

1799 COMMONWEALTH AYE
254-8309

MUST SHOW COLLEGE ID DOES NOT APPLY TO SALADS
?

?

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER DIN_EJN_ONLY_
\u26 6

CHOOSE FROM PLAIN, PEPPERONI, OR PESTO
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER DINE IN ONLY
?

$2 OFF
on any $15 purchase

BLUESTONE BISTRO
DINE IN CARRY OUT DELIVERY
not valid with any other offer one coupon per customer
?

?

?

Centre SKI&

if

SNOWBOARDS

§

Boston's Best Discounter

\u25a0
\u25a0

Complete multimedia computer customized for students
Campus Z-Station* features:

Powerful IntePPentium'processor
Large capacity hard drive
,
. j j_ \u25a0.
ii
.i
Plenty ofmemory to run toda/s
hottest applications
Plug & Play Into your campus network with a high-speed modem
\u25a0 Desktop Systems include Microsoft* Natural'
<eybo d
icrasof' M se
,
,?
ft
f study
\u25a0 Loaded
with Microsoftsoftware
for
andh*fun
Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPoint. Microsoft Access, Schedule*. Encarta 96 Encyclopedia,
Microsoft internet Assistants
Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft InternetExplorer 2.0
Microsoft Plus!
Games for Windows 9s
Norton Antivirus and more
\u25a0 Hewlett Packard Color Deskjet available
?
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IDECUT QKIS

BestDealsontheNew Parabotic Skis
e.g.,ElanSCXPackagesStartat $279-*
Buy 'em-Try 'era with NO Risk
FreeStratton Lift Tixw/NewRossignol Ski or Boot

Morrow,Sims,Nale Snowboards.

BondSnowboard+Bdgs+Boots §389f?
?New/Used «Tune-ups 'Rentals 'Season Leases

1193 Centre Street (OppCVS)

332-0300

Newton Centre

MC/VISA/DISC
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THE OPPORTUNITY YOU WANT.

to inv felloe

...

THE FLEXIBILITY YOU DESERVE.
jHk

MASCO is a charitable corporation, established to plan, develop, and enhance the
Longwood Medical and Academic Area
We are now seeking Call Center Service
Representatives. If you have excellent
customer service skills end can help meet
the challenge of serving our clientele, call
us todayl

Sff|j|
CALL

CENTER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

(Mo telemarketing involved})
Requirements include:
Excellent customer service and communication skills
Ability to type 35 wpm

Whole houses, huge
condos or multiple units
in same building. The
best always go first
don't delay call us
today.
We pick up on
campus.

?

?

You'll enjoy:

?Full-time, Part-time, on call hours (We Offer Extremely

Flexible Schedules)
Days. Evenings or Weekend shifts
Starting salary of $7.25 an hour
?Free on-site parking after 3:oopm on weekdays and ail
day on weekends
A location easily accessible by the T
com! by for our open interview hours on tutsoays from
2-4 p.m.. Thursdays. 9-11 a.m. or mail/fax your resume to: 375
Longwood Aye sth Floor. Boston. MA 02215: Fax: (617) 632-2810 or
Cau. (617) 632-JOBS (5627). Training sessions begin Jan. 6th
MMHMHMangBigH through Jan. 10th from
8:00-4:00. We are an Eouai
WW
?
?

?

I
HfIHiBBHI
BHRmRmRBHUmHKNKH

-

Opportunity Employer valuing
diversity in THF WORXFtACt.

Heller Travel

Student Travel Specialists. WEST student and
faculty discount airfares,

IHHXER

(TpaveL

146Massachusetts Avenue at Berklee
Boston, MA 02115 617 236 4300
?

3 credits,
3.5 hours/day,
3 weeks.
?

luiil
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Ac Newbury College, we're offering a variety ofexciting and affordable
courses during our Wintersession program from December 30th through
January 16th. How does it work? Just cake part in one of Newbury's
challenging courses for three weeks (3 1/2 hours a day) and you can earn
three credits. Classes run Monday-Thursday, generally in a 9am-12:30pm or
6:00-9:30pm format. It's chat simple. Newburyalso has 13 convenient area
locations. So to get ahead or catch up on credits, or simply try something
new ? you can make the most of your winter break at Newbury College.

\u25a0'\u25a0:\u25a0\u25a0'.:

For more information,
call 1-800-NEWBURY
Microsoft Word, Excel, and
Microsoft Windows 95 AutoCad Rl3
Computer Service Technician
Also offering introductory and advanced courses in:
Accounting Finance Marketing Sales
Macroeconomics* Political Science Psychology
Sociology Child Development
Foundations of Mathematics Algebra Spanish
Intro to computers

Access

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

El

NEWBURY COLLEGE

Brookline, MA

02146

?
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101 Dalmations: A Disney classic remastered
vels in this movie. Only on a few
occasions in the film was it evident where technology had replaced reality. Since none of the
animals spoke, body language
was used to communicate feelings and thoughts.
The discipline and training
of the dogs is impressive. In the
creation of this film, it took 12
adult dogs and over 200 puppies, as well as a host of other
animals. The film makers tried
to use live animals whereverpossible and the puppies grew so
fast that each puppy was only on
the set for about a week. Makeup
artists had to paint and remove
spots and smudges from the puppies in order to achieve a level of
continuity. After all, no two Dalmatian puppies are alike.
101 Dalmatians is a heartwarming film for all. That is the
gift of Disney, their films have
no particular target audience.
John Hughes, who wrote the
screenplay and was a co-producer, has put out more than a
handful ofremarkable films, and
his most recent addition is no
exception. He has done an excellent job of turning a classic
Disney tale into a live-action
family comedy. So, in the midst
of studying for those dreaded
final exams, if you need to relax,
have a goodjaugh, and be thoroughly delighted, go see this
film.

By RACHEL COHEN
Heights Staff
101 Dalmatians: A live-action
family comedy starring Glenn
Close, Jeff Daniels and Joely
Richardson.

Everyone will want a puppy
after seeing Disney's live-action
reproduction of 101 Dalmatians.
Disney has taken their classic
animated tale, spiced it up with
live actors, adorable puppies and
amazing animatronics, and created a highly entertaining, feelgood movie for all.
It has been a long time since
I have walked out of the movie
theater with a smile plastered on
my face, that is, until I saw 101
Dalmatians. This film takes the
well-known story about a devilish woman who loves fur and
desires a coat made of Dalmatian puppies, puts a '90's twist
on it, equips it with an incredible
cast and succeeds in making animation come to life.
Cruella DcVil (Glenn Close)
steels the puppies of Pongo and
Perdy (whose masters are played
by Jeff Daniels and Joely
Richardson), planning on furnishing her wardrobe. But new
twists on the story add so much
to the movie. Cruella is now a
fashion designer, and Roger
(Daniels) creates animated video
games. Even the way the origi-

Glenn Close sports the famous 'do as the delightfully devilish Cruella DeVil in 101 Dalmations.
nal plot is reconstructed exceeds
Not for Disney. Glenn Close is ping, she is a shoe-in for Oscar
the animated version. How
straight from the drawing book. or Golden Globe nomination.
It is easy to see that extenPongo and Perdy fall in love is She looks a little different, a little
taller, and a lot meaner. Her hair
sive time, money and effortwent
hysterical as well as charming.
Their "love story" is even more
is two toned and she is adorned into the making of the film. The
enjoyable than their human counterparts, Roger and Anita.
If you think about it, bringing to life an animated character
like Cruella DeVil would be difficult if not impossible for most.

in fur. But it is how well Close
plays DeVil that brings her to
life. Who knew Glenn Close
could be so evil (besides the
burning bunnies incident)?
Close's performance is so grip-

animatronics are amazing, as
good if not better than in Babe.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that Jim Henson's Creature
Shop, along with Industrial Light
and Magic, provided the mar-

Hype profiles Seattle scene Daylight flickers
HYPE!: A new rock
androll documentary
directed by Doug
Pray and starring
Mudhoney, Pearl
Jam, Soundgarden
and too many other
bands to mention
here.
I'll take 'Popular Music' for 100,
Alex.
The answer is
Unsolved serial killings, coffee and beer,
cold wind and rain,
high school junkies
with recording contracts, and high
school nerds with
record labels.
What is the Seattle Music Scene?
Or so the world
is led to believe by
the new documentary
The gods
by director Doug
Pray, titled, in fitting grunge selfdeprecation, Hype!.
This movie is fast-paced,
slightly sloppy and occasionally
whiny. It is the perfect visual
companion to the music it presents. And that is what it does
best, with more than 20 live performances.
While all the performances
are good-each band having something to offer that is at least an
off-shoot of talent-a handful are
worth the seven bucks and trip to
Kendall
alone.
Square
Mudhoney booms and scratches
through a live version of their
...

get hurt and die, not
rock gods and untouchable divas.
The tragedy
becomes evident
with exceptional
live footage of the
Gits, fronted by the
late Mia Zapata,
who was raped and
murdered while
walking home from
a gig. The mixture
of Zapata's soul-induced voice and the
band's up tempo
rock is not lost in
this performance.
Also, Nirvana's first
ever live performance of "Smells
Like Teen Spirit" is
captured in this
film. The power and
misplaced innocence of this song
almost hurts. The
film and music keep
for
Grunge:
prepares
of
Vedder
success.
them alive, but theis
almost hit, "Touch me, I' m sick." performance reminds us of the
tremendous loss and the frailty
It shows the talent and benevolent inaccessibility which keeps
of life.
This film, however, is a celthem from being the next, uh,
Pearl Jam. Bands like the Fastebration. It showcases the talent
backs, Gas Huffer, Some Velvet and personality of a varied musiSidewalk and 7 Year Bitch shine
cal region. At its best, Hype!
rocks and tickles. Band memnext to the likes of nationally
established
acts
like bers show their winsome personalities and incredible talents.
Soundgarden and the Melvins.
Other performances, while
Even Eddie Vedder gets a laugh,
at his own expense, of course.
not of the same caliber, show the
depth of the Seattle scene and Although the documentary is
overdone, that is the intention,
the diversity of its sound.
This is not, however, only chronicling the most exploited
85 minutes of music. Most of the
music 'scene' in recent pop culfilm is dedicated to giving the
ture history.

Of course, he is also
the cabbie who happened to

By MATT SWENSON
Heights Staff ;.
DAYLIGHT:

Stallone).

Sylvester

Stallone s latest big budget action-adventure. A tunnel in
new York is closed off because
oj a large explosion, and

'Stallone goes into the tunnel
to rescue the survivors. Rob

Cohen directs.
1996 is the anniversary
ol Sytvestei Stallone's bestknown, and probably bestmade film ever. Rocky. II you
were to rent that tonight, you
would remember that Stallone
actually made man) good
films during his tenure in Hollywood. You may need to be
reminded of that because most

Medical Service, that is. until
one year ago.
Al'ier he helps the victims
outside the tunnel, lie ends up
at the place of his former occupation,asking to help those
:
stuck inside the tunnel. His
wish Is granted and he enters
the tunnel through lour giant
fans which are used for ventilation. Once in. he and the
twelve remaining survivors
\u2666
look for a way out.
While Stallone is labeled
as the star of the movie to
attract the audience, tne true
stars are the special effects
wizards who worked on this
project. The special effects
areclearlv the best part of the
movie and in the end, .act as '?
the saving grace of the film.
The e>cplosion >rmf%.bl<jj&&x'' ;!
off the tunnel is-SHwpiy.-spiec-.
taeular Even in a year where
movie fans have beep dazzled
In the effects ot Twister, Independence Day and Star

*he'was fired

Daylight's effects .stand out
as impressive.
As coca as the efl cts
ire,- the script and dialogue,
are not as successful, and even
the most spectacular fires and
cas

SE

resident bands of
Sehis friends that

By JOHN COYNE
Heights Staff

most

es
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Aftermath of Dr. Dre's Death Row departure
Dr. Dre
The Aftermath
Aftermath/ Interscope Records
Dr. Dre, the creative brain behind
Death Row Records, recently left Death
Row because he felt that his energies
were being constrained. Dre wanted to
stay committed to hip-hopbut also branch
off into different musical terrain: reggae,
R&B. jazz, and even a new brand of rock
& roll he's dubbed rock and soul. Suge
Knight, the head of Death Row Records,
wanted Dre to devote a large portion of
his time to producing the label's main
acts, Snoop Doggy Dogg and 2Pac. Conflict arose over this, and with his new
creative vision in mind Dre hit the road
and started up a new label. Aftermath
Entertainment, where he would be able to
do his "own thing". The Aftermath, Dre's
new album and first Aftermath Entertainment offering, is a hybrid of hip-hop and
R&B that sets Dre's vision into motion.
This ambitious album proves Dr. Dre is
not only one of the top producers in the
music industry, hip-hop or otherwise, but
also one of its savviest businessmen.
16 songs deep, The Aftermath features a number of new acts that will soon
release their own albums on Aftermath.
The album also features established artists who are making a fresh start on this
label, such as former Death Row artist
RBX and Los-Angeles based Alkoholik
rap-crew member King-T. KRS-1, Nas,
and B-Real of Cypress Hill, star, along

with RBX, on "East Coast/ West Coast
Killas" the album's first single. Multiple
keyboards pound, bass drums bang, and
sirens wail as KRS, Nas, RBX, and BReal come together uniting the East and
West coasts. The second single, Dre's
"Been There Done That", is a musical

feast featuring a steady drumbeat, rolling

bassline, jingling bells, keyboards, and

violins.
The new acts featured on The Aftermath show good potential. Mel-Man,
who raps over a strong, head-nodding
Dre beat on "Sh?tin' On the World",
showsahumorand lyrical flexibility similar to that of the rapper Redman that is
often lost in a world full of copy-cat
"gangsta-rappers" and so-called pimps.
A new R&B diva hopeful, Kirn
Summerson, has a smooth voice that flows
along over a bubbling sample of Isaac
Haye's classic song "The Look of Love"
in "Choices". Hands-On.a female R&B
trio, flips it over a strong bassline, crashing piano keys, and creeping violins in
"Got Me Open", which also features a rap
by Dr. Dre. Dre's remake of David Bowie's
extremely diverse. It combines different
"Fame", sung by the artist RC and featurstyles of rap, from west coast gangsta to
ing a rap by King-T, is a haunting song straight-upcast coast street skills, as well
featuring pianos, violins, keyboards, guias different styles of R&B, from raw,
tars, and a gong that pounds into your
soulful tracks to smoothed-out hip-hop
ears.
based grooves, poweredby both male and
Overall, The Aftermath is a strong,
female voices. It's really not fair to comsolid album. Accompanying Dre on the pare this album to The Chronic. That
production are Flossy P, Glove, Stu-Balbum was straight hip-hop, and showDoo, and BUD' DA, known collectively cased Snoop Doggy Dogg, a smooth new
as The Soul Kitchen. What makes The MC that really stood out. The Aftermath
Aftermath special is the fact that it is is not straight hip-hop, and resultingly

does not feature a raw, new MC comparable to Snoop's stature. Like The Chronic
however, The Aftermath has powerful
beats and is an album that will have a
strong effect on the hip-hop world, forcing the other players in this game to raise
the stakes and make moves accordingly.
It's not going to be easy. As Dre has
written on the inside leaf of The Aftermath album cover, "We don't set trip, we
set trends".
Keith Papa
?

Pumpkins' Aeroplane flies into new territory
****l/2
The Smashing Pumpkins
The Aeroplane Flies High
Virgin

There is
in the middle of the
booklet for the Smashing Pumpkin's The
Aeroplane Flies Hi%h in which lead singer
Billy Corgan and bassist d'Arcy are joyously jamming to what could be a new
song for their next album. Then, a few
pages later, there is one of former drummer Jimmy Chamberlin getting dressed
for the "Tonight, tonight" video. These
two pictures represent a bittersweet moment for the Smashing Pumpkins, who, in
the midst of a spectacular year in which
they had just begun touringfor their magnanimous double album, Mellon Collie
and the Infinite Sadness, were forced to
deal with the tragedy of the overdose
death oftheir touringkeyboardist and.the
departure of Chamberlin for related reasons. The various rumors, interviews, and
problems leads one to think: Is this it? Are
the Smashing Pumpkins done?
But, looking through the liner notes,
pictures and discography contained within
the uniquelypackaged retro 45's carrying
case of The Aeroplane Flies High, one
can see the lengths the band has taken in
order to insure its presence in the rock
world and to insure its fans that they may
be sticking around for a while.
Featuring five individual singles with
their respective b-sides, The Aeroplane
Flies High starts off where Mellon Collie
left, in the übiquitous and brooding mind
of Billy Corgan. The singles included in
the set are the radio hits, "Bullet with
Butterfly Wings," "1979," "Zero," "Tonight, tonight," and "Thirty-three." But
with these five songs are 28 more tracks?
28 more ragers, lullabyes, covers, and
rarities that are sure to be a delight to any
listener.
The variety of the music on Aeroplane
is unparalleled. The weepy "Jupiter's
Lament" stands out in sharp contrast to
the thrashing "Transformer." Corgan dictates his 'me against myself attitude on
songs like "Ugly" and "Blank," but moves
into uniquelyPumpkin territory with the
sentimentallyrich "Meladori Magpie" and
the wispy "Pennies." "Tonight Reprise"
is a delightfully scaled down ending to
"Tonight, tonight," with Corgan strumming emotionally on acoustic guitar.
Guitarist James Iha's excellent contributions are part of the success of this
collection. Known primarily for his
dreamy song writingand soft vocals, such
as on songs like "Blew away," Iha ventures into his own world with songs like
a picture

"The Bells," "Believe" and "Said Sadly"
Veruca Salt's Nina Gordon). "The
Boy" is a freshly orchestrated pop song,
something you'd expect from the
Lemonheads, not the Smashing Pump(with

kins.

various
also
very well done, especially the Cars'
"You're all I've Got Tonight" and Missing Person's "Destination Unknown."
There's also something oddly fascinating
about Corgan's rendition of the classic
"My Blue Heaven."
So, with the strength of The
Aeroplane Flies High, the Pumpkins appear to be right back on track. The longterm future, however, is less predictable
than ever. Corgan's liner notes say it best,
"The aeroplane flies high, turns left, looks
right." In many ways, the future of the
Smashing Pumpkins can be summarized
in that sentence?flying high with success, yet not really sure where their future
may lie and where the winds of rock and
roll will lead them.
Jorge Ribas
The

cover songs are

?

***l/ 2
Big Monster Fish Hook
Collecting Bugs and Pieces
Milkcrate Records

It's hard to tell exactly where Big
Monster Fish Hook fits into the Boston
music scene, where power pop, ska and
hard-core rule. Maybe that is why they
are constantly overlooked when people
argue over their favorite Boston bands.
Hopefully, this will change with the release of their first album. CollectingBugs
and Pieces .
Big Monster Fish Hook is a
minimalist outfit, consisting mainly of
vocals and acoustic or clean electric guitar. To keep things interesting, they add in
instruments like the xylophone, accordion andkazoo.
Singer Lisa Blanchard carries the
album. She has one of the finest, most
expressive voices to be heard in years.
She is perfect on"Yen A Mi" (which also
appeared on the Wicked Deluxe compilation), displaying range and the knowledge of how to use it. The vibrato she uses
at the end is the best vocal nuance this
side of Tracy Bonham's "everything's
fine" screech in "Mother Mother."
Blanchard also shines on the powerful opening. "Bicycle" and on "Blue Earring / Blue Eyeball." where her singing
runs the gamut from high and frenetic to
low and calm. On "Ether," she displays a
kazoo virtuosity that would make Bobby
Brady proud. "Worm" sounds like Trent

Reznor deconstructing a folk song.
Problems arise when Mark Massaro
takes over on lead vocals. His voice is
pleasant enough, but it pales in comparison to Blanchard's. "Ordinary Lotion" is
too ordinary, and the "la la la" chorus of
"LavaLand" gets old quickly.For a debut
album, Collecting Bugs and Pieces is
very impressive The question that remains is whether or not there is a market
for Big Monster Fish Hook.
?
Kevin Finn
?-';\u25a0? -:\u25a0?

**

Various Artists
Death Row Greatest Hits
The New and "Untouchable" Death
Row Records
In the ever-changing rap world,

artare rarely popular long enough to
gain the material to make a greatest hits
album. Most of those who have over the
last four years are on the Death Row
Label.. Thus, it made perfect sense that

ists

the controversy-laden record company
would release a compilation of their best
acts' best work.
The two-disk, 33-track set features
Snoop Doggy Dogg, Dr. Dre, and 2Pac as
the primary performers. The collection
also features, among others, Ice Cube, JFlex, Jodeci and Dat Nigga Daz. For the
most part, disc one is a remarkable mix of
the popular West Coast gangsta rap recorded since 1992 including tracks from
various soundtracks as well as the artists'
actual albums. Much of disc two contains
remixes of many of the widespread favorites including "Ain't Nuthin' But a G
Thang" and "Who Am I (What's My
Name?)" as well as previously unheard
tracks and other hits.
In tracks like "Hit 'Em Up," the late
2Pac highlights the poor relations between Death Row and their East Coast
rivals, Bad Boy Records. J-Flex takes the
insults even further by extending them to
Dr. Dre (who has just left the label) in his
song, "Who Been There, Who Done
That?" Nevertheless, the album is not
purely rap. The best of the few Death
Row R&B acts are also featured.
For the most part, the well-mixed
track list speaks for itself. For a new fan
who is looking to increase his or her rap
collection. Greatest Hits includes all the
essentials from six of the most popular
rap albums in the past four years. For the
longtime fan of Death Row. the album,
with its remixes and unreleased material
is to the rap world what the Beatles Anthology is to the rock and roll world.
?

Conor Sullivan

Less Than Jake
Loosing Streak
Capitol

Ska just keeps getting bigger and
bigger. While it's doubtful that the same

masses who made Alanis Morrisette number one would do the same for The Toasters or The Specials, the two-tone influence is leaking into popular music. Rancid and No Doubt come to mind,
Goldfinger even more so. Out and out
ska-punk has been around for awhile, and
the new album by Less Than Jake is about
as good as its ever been done.
Making their major label debut with
Loosing Streak, Gainesville's Less Than
Jake have alwaysknown enough to let the
horns take control when need be or to let
them sink into the background at the appropriate times. Driving guitar and bass
contrast perfectly with them, and never
once does the band fall prey to the annoyingly typical trend of bouncy pseudo
reggae a la Rancid's "Time Bomb."
It's a natural sound that doesn't
necesitate a knowledge of either of the
two genres to enjoy. There's nothingoverdone or complex about Loosing Streak.
It's just undeniably fun music. Don't let
the horns be a misnomer, though,because
many of the songs on the albums take off
at breakneck speeds and neverreally slow
down. "Automatic" and "Sugar in Your
Gas Tank" follow the formula, and the
band spices it up with enough changes
and energy to keep it going full throttle.
Two of the songs on the album, "Jen
Doesn't like Me Anymore" and "Johnny
Quest Thinks we're sellouts" are from
one of their previous releases, Pezcore.
They sound great here but the originals
are a bit stronger. They haven't played in
the Boston area since early summer, but
hopefully the strength of Loosing Streak
will bring Less Than Jake this way.
Kevin Biegel
?

Ratings Key
*****
****
***
**
*

Hulk Hogan
Andre the Giant
Junkyard Dog
Ted Dibiasi
Iron Sheik
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Hoskins shines as Secret Agent

Book

Ends
By JENNIFER BLAKESLEE
Heights Asst. Production Editor
This Year it Will Be Different
By Maeve Binchy
Delacourte Press, $15.95

Bob Hoskins stars as Verloc and Christian Bale as Stevie in Joseph Conrad's The Secret Agent.

By JOHN COYNE
Heights Staff
JOSEPH CONRAD'S THE SECRET
AGENT: A new film written and directed
by Christopher Hampton, based on the
novel by Joseph Conrad, starring Bob
Hoskins, Patricia Arquette, Gerard
Depardieu, Christian Bale and Robin
Williams.

It is radically unfortunate that Ted
"The Unabomber" Kaczynski is currently
being detained by the federal government. He will have to miss the new film
adaptation of his favorite novel, Joseph
Conrad's The Secret Agent. But then, are
movies to technically advanced for Ted?
Science and technology are not the
only victims in this violently dark film.
Men and women of varying levels of guilt
and innocence are blown apart, more literally than figuratively in this explosive
thriller. No word better describes this
film than dark. The film even manages to
look and feel darker than Alfred
Hitchcock's 1936, black and white rendition of this novel, titled Sabotage. Darker
than film noir. It is more violent in words,
insinuations and situations than anything
Tarantino or Stallone could produce with
fists and bullets. The shadowy depth of
the characters coupled with almost the
entire film occurring at night in the

First
By KEVIN BIEGEL
Heights Staff
STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT: The newest Star Trek film. Starring the cast of

Star Trek: The Next Generation and directed by Jonathan Frakes.

Star Trek movies come in three flavors; pretty good, kind of decent, and
painfully bad. The good ones capture the
essence of what made the series so popular, weaving together fantastic stories with
great action, not to mention a healthy
dose of humor. They might not be the
morality plays that the original Star Trek
sometimes was, but they certainly are
entertaining. The bad ones are boring,
sluggish attempts to pass off senseless
banality as genuine Trek.

The Wrath of Khan, The Undiscovered Country and The Voyage Home are
good. The Searchfor Spock and Star Trek:
The Motion Picture are decent. The other
two Star Trek films, The Final Frontier
and Generations, are just plain bad. Unfortunately, Generations was the first
appearance of the Next Generation crew,
and the fact that it reeked so terribly
threatened a whole legion of devoted fans

cramped streets and run down quarters of
the London slums in the 1880's, contrasts
the daytime innocence of life with the
nocturnal horrors of predicaments worse
than death.
The actors and their characters provide this film with immoral depth rarely
reached by films of any time or genre.
Bob Hoskins stars as Verloc, the obese
anarchist, dubbed a secret agent, but more
like a pawn. Verloc is not truly evil, but he
can be easily pushed to extremes and his
resistance to his cold and ruthless superiors is minimal. His character could never
be a hero, and Hoskins plays him quiet
and guilt ridden, but Verloc is too scared
of everyone and everything to fight and
too tied down by his family, to run.
His wife, Winnie, played by Patricia
Arquette, is beautiful and loving. Arquette
is the clear leader of the family. It becomes obvious that although she loves
Verloc, she also married him to protect
her younger brother, Stevie, excellently
portrayed by Christian Bale. Verloc takes
in Winnie and Stevie and even the motherin-law. Arquette is properly transported
to the 19th century in dress and manner,
but her British accent occasionally fades
and at times seems unable to keep up with
the demanding role, in which Winnie is
thrust through every shade of emotion.
Arquette is an acceptable weak link in the
film carried by characters and the skill of

their actors.
Stevie is the innocent, and every tragedy needs at least one. He plays the probably autistic brother of Winnie. Although
he is referred to as a mental "degenerate,"
his unknowing purity represents peace,
as a victim of violent change.
Gerard Depardieu and Robin Williams rise above the other exceptionalperformances. They are also conspiring
agents and anarchists. Depardieu plays
Ossipon, a stronger, more thoughtful version of Verloc. He is also guilt ridden by
his associates and their actions, and probably by some of his own. He, however,
seems less capable of the extremes
achieved by Verloc.
And Robin Williams, in a rare noncomedic role, so sinister as the Professor
(or the original Unabomber), he eclipses
any expectation for humor?as if he was
never Mork or Mrs. Doubtfire?but he
retains the quality that makes us 'want to
stare and almost like him and his murderous manifesto. This is undoubtedly a
major dramatic accomplishment for Williams.
Although this sounds contradictory,
there is no Alfred Hitchcock happy ending. Writer/director Christopher Hampton stays closer to the book and truer to
the characters than Hitch and this makes
the characters more timeless and much
more relevant to today.

Contact with next generation
(some without pocket protectors) with a
future of stinky Star Trek films.
The new Star Trek film, Star Trek:
First Contact, is the first solo outing of
Picard and the gang, and to the relief of
convention goers everywhere, it's really

entertaining. It's the most action oriented
Star Trek film yet, but it's smart enough
not to forgo the story.
First Contact is also smart enough
not to fall into the trap that has plagued
most of the other films, that being inconsequential sub-plots. Usually, whenever
a new character is introduced in a Trek
film they're boring, stupid or both. In
First Contact the inevitable sub-plot revolves around Alfre Woodard and James
Cromwell. Even with limited screen time
the writers were able to flesh out the
characters, and their story doesn't hinder
the movie at all.
The film also scores by making the
adversaries the Borg. They were always
the best bad guy s in The Next Generation.
Emotionless cyborgs with a seemingly
limitless drive towards destruction, they
were the perfect answer to all fears about
the corruption of unchecked technology
and power. The film improves on them,
with its massive budget allowing for won-

derfully grotesque makeup and effects.
There's some great scenes that would
have never made it to the series because
they're so nasty.
The best part about the Borg in Star
Trek: First Contact, though, is their Queen
(Alice Krieg). She's a totally unique character, owing more to Kathleen Turner in
Body Heat than any bad guy from a Trek
Film, and her sexual innuendos with Data
(Brent Spiner) are great. The film makers
have also included some sly nods to
trekkies. Robert Picardo, from Star Trek:
Voyager, makes a very funny cameo.
Barclay, who was in a hand full of Next
Generation epi sodes, also makes a cameo.
The biggest fault with the
film,though, is one which has plagued the
series since its first installment. With such
a large cast of characters it's often difficult to give each their due. First Contact
makes a valiant effort, but in the end it is
Captain Picard (Patrick Stewart) and
Data's show. Jonathan Frakes, who plays
Reiker, was a very good director on the
show. He does a fine job with the movie,
but his pacing is off and it takes a while to
get a hold on what's going on. There's
really no buildup; before you know it, the
film is in full swing.

Some parting words from the Assistant Review Editor:
This is my little space to write anything I want because 1 can. For those reading this section of musical reviews and entertainment,
enjoy!?AMß: Thanks for prompting me to come write for the section even though 1 was a crazy freshman. I never would have
discovered my secret talent and I'd probably still be an oceanography major (Benno!). It was fantastic working with you and
I'm sure you and Biegel will keep the section amazing. Thanks lo the board of the Heights for everything and good luck to the
departing seniors.
A shot out to my friends and roommates at 43 Fresh Fudge: Mike "Merriam!"" Merriam, Tim "Oh my God he's i.aked again"
O'Haraand Gladys "the" Cactus. Also: Jenn McLean and 1778, Crosby's Fat Ass Pub (1680), Michigan road-trippers, Kat and
crew. Pickford, Slater. Randall "Pink" Floyd, and that '50s greaser who fights the geek.

Ever since the release of the movie
Circle of Friends, Maeve Binchy has discovered a whole new audience and has
seen her books dramatically increase in
popularity. Unfortunately, her quest to
cater to this new readership has overcommercialized her novels and they are
no longer as "heartwarming" as they used
to be. Her latest is a book of short stories
called, This Year it will be Different and it
can be found at book stores everywhere in
the impulse-buying section close to the
cash register. The holiday cover screams,
"great gift idea" and many people will
buy it for the namesake, but they will not
be giving the classic Binchy novel that
they are accustomed to buying.
This Year it will be Different is comprised of 15 short stories that are meant to
be a true illustration of how the holiday
season actually is. Binchy does not sugarcoat the characters, or write happy endings. In fact, she is painfully realistic at
times. Sometimes this type of book can
be quite refreshing, but her stories tend to
be too focused on contemporary issues.
After reading them, one might be inclined to watch the classic It's a Wonderful Life to lift his spirits. Some of the
issues found in the stories include: stepfamilies dealing with exes, in-law problems, a husband's choice between a wife
and his lover, and a woman struggling to
survive Christmas without her late husband.
Another problem with Binchy's book
is that her style is too descriptive to work
in short stories. In the various tales,
Binchy begins with too much build up
and description, but ends abruptly. It
leaves the reader with an empty feeling
and the desire to know more.
In her older novels, like The Glass
Lake and Circle ofFriends, Binchy's style
parallels John Steinbeck's. Her descriptions are often what make the novels so
enjoyable. By the end of her novels, the
reader knows every character and is able
to paint a perfect picture of the Irish
setting. She makes the reader so involved
in the book that it is almost impossible to
put down. Sadly, the short stories do not
give you this sense of being a part of the
characters' lives. She bogs the reader
down with the expository details and does
not give enough emphasis to the most
important part of the story, the climax.
Perhaps if she left a little up to the imagination, the stories wouldhave been more

intriguing.
In comparison to her other works,
this book holds little merit, but it does
have some redeeming points. One particularly enjoyable story is "Christmas
Timing," which is about a husband struggling to decide with whom he should
spend his Christmas: his long-time lover,
or his wife. Throughout the story, Binchy
portrays the lover as being blindly in love
with the married man. What makes the
story so interesting and differentfrom the
rest is that the ending is completely unpredictable. Her development of the climax is the antithesis of a sassy outcome.
Even though the story does not have the
typical happy ending, Binchy still leaves
the reader smiling.
This Year it will be Different is
Binchy's effort to appeal to the masses
and frankly it would be in her best interest
to stick to the novels that won her fame in
the first place. Even if Mom loved
Binchy's other novels, it might be wise to
skip that impulse display at the counter
and search a little more for a better gift.
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1996: A Year in Review of the Artistic world
Marie Borrego
Heights Review Editor
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Pearl Jam
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Burden in My
Hand," Soundgarden
BEST NEW ACT: Tic: Fountains of
Wayne and Kula Shaker
BEST SOLO ACT: Ben Harper/Beck
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: The Burdens
of Being Upright, Tracy Bonham
WORST ALBUM: STP Tiny Music,
Songs from the Vatican Giflshop
BEST LIVE SHOW: Weezer at Avalon
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Placebo and
The Tree Ducks/Crysis (11 Cummings)
BEST MOVIE: Lone Star
BIGGEST WALKOUT MOVIE: Last
Man Standing
BEST DATE FLICK Beautiful Girls
(even though I saw it with a friend)
BEST LINE: ask Kevin P. Breen or "I
love you as an individual."
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Alanis Morissette
BEST COMEDIAN: John Stuart
WORST COMEDIAN: Dan Henning
and Jim Carrey
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: Erika
Dreyer as the "Dancing Queen" at WNBC
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Rent
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: I must remain impartial and
objective.
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY?: Daphne
Rubin-Vega, because she gets to wear
purple vinyl pants andkiss Adam Pascal
Anne

in Rent.

Jorge Ribas
Heights Asst. Review Editor
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Smashing
Pumpkins
SONG OF THE YEAR: "What I Got,''
Sublime
BEST NEW ACT: Moe
BEST SOLO ACT: Beck
AT.BUM OF THE YEAR: Dave
Matthews Band, Crash
Silverchair,
WORST ALBUM:
Frogstomp
BEST LIVE SHOW: Dave MatthewsFleet Center/Guster?anywhere
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Bela Fleck and
the Flecktones
BEST MOVIE: Georgia
BIGGEST WALKOUT MOVIE: The
'

Craft

BEST LINE: "Diesel!"? Dave from
Australia or "Well, that just shows the
corruption of our society."?Merriam
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Lolapalooza
(even Perry Farrell wanted out)
BEST COMEDIAN: The Kids in The
Hall and Tim "What's That on Your
Neck?" O'Hara
WORST COMEDIAN: Anyone on
ESPN Sportscenter
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: Toilet
scene from Trainspotting

SONG OF THE YEAR:
"Chicken Cow" by Wesely
Willis
BEST NEW ACT: Man, they
all suck.
BEST SOLO ACT: Wesely
Willis
ALBUM OF THE YEAR:
Ghostface Killar, Ironman
WORST ALBUM: Hootie
and the Blowfish, Fairwealher
Johnson
BEST LIVE SHOW: Face to
Face/Suicide Machines
BEST UNKNOWN ACT:
The Vandals/NOFX
BIGGEST WALK-OUT
MOVIE: First Wives Club I
Mirror Has Two Faces
BEST COMEDIAN: Shawn
T. Mead
WORST COMEDIAN:casts
of Melrose Place, 90210 all
should be shot, or Scan
Sweeny

MOST
MEMORABLE
SCENE: Jackie Chan beating
up a gang of New York punks
with a refrigerator in Rumble
in the Bronx
BEST SOUNDTRACK: NOT Beautiful
Girls
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Mighty Mighty Bosstones
Conor Sullivan
Heights Review Staff
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Dave
Matthews Band
SONG OFTHE YEAR: "Where It's At,"
Beck
BEST NEW ACT: Cake
BEST SOLO ACT: Henry Rollins
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Crash, DMB
WORST ALBUM: A Worm's Life, The
Crash Test Dummies
BEST MOVIE: Star Trek First Contact
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: ID4
BEST DATE FLICK: Romeo and Juliet
BEST LINE: "The line must be drawn
here!" Star Trek
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Demi Moore
BEST COMEDIAN: Jerry Seinfeld
WORST COMEDIAN: Brooke Shields
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: ID4,
blowing up the White House
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Romeo and
Juliet
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Rusted Root
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE LIKE AND WHY?: Scan
Connery- he's just too damn cool.

Brian Lumauig
Heights Review Staff
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Orange
9mm
SONG OF THE YEAR "Firestarter,"
Prodigy

BEST NEWACT: Gravity Kills
BEST SOLO ACT: Tracy
Bonham
ALBUM OF THE YEAR:
Pinkerton, Weezer
WORSTALBUM: Wither, Blister,

Burn+Peel, Stabbing West-

ward
BEST LIVE SHOW: Gravity
Kills at The Middle East
BEST UNKNOWN ACT:
Chemlab
BEST MOVIE: The Birdcage
BIGGEST
WALK-OUT
MOVIE: Maximum Risk
BEST DATE FLICK: Romeo
and Juliet
BEST LINE: "Ican't even look
you in your eyes without shaking, and 1 ain't faking, I'll bring
home the turkey if you bring
home the bacon." Weezer "El
BEST SOUNDTRACK: She's the One
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Michael Moore lecture
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY?: Wooderson
from Dazed and Confused because he
"keeps gettin' older but they stay the
same age."

Kevin Biegel
Heights Review Staff
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: SWV
Voodoo Glow Skulls

or

Scorcho"
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Courtney Love
(what a media tramp)
BEST COMEDIAN: Dennis Miller
WORST COMEDIAN: Tommy
Davidson (ex- "In Living Color")
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE:
Smashing Pumpkins as cartoons on"The
Simpsons"
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Escapefrom LA
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Definitely not the Bogmen
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU

LIKETOBEANDWHY?:DavidBowie
because he is one of the coolest men
around and he emanates the word "stud"...
that and he's married to Iman.

Rachel Cohen
Heights Review Staff
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Dave
Matthews Band
SONG OFTHE YEAR: "Say Goodbye,"
DMB
BEST NEW ACT: No Doubt
BEST SOLO ACT: Tori Amos
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Crash Dave
Matthews Band
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Guster or En
Train
BEST MOVIE: Seven
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE:
Barbed Wire
BEST DATE FLICK: Romeo and Juliet
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Mission Impossible
BEST COMEDIAN: Rosie O'Donnell
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: When
Mcl Gibson is killed in Braveheart
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Romeo and
Juliet
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Heightsmen
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY?: Either any
singer, because I can't, or Gwyneth
Paltrow (self-explanatory).
,

Kevin

Finn

Heights Review Staff
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Pearl Jam
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Losing Your

ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Beautiful
Girls
WORST ALBUM: Primitive Radio
Gods, Rocket
BEST LIVE SHOW: Neil Diamond
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Kevin P.
Breen: The one man show
BEST MOVIE: Phenomenon
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: Last
Man Standing
BEST DATE FLICK: The English Patient

BEST LINE: "I have two guns: one for
each of you." Doc Holiday
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Yarsis Tersace
BEST COMEDIAN: Matthew J. Gelb
with breakable objects
WORST COMEDIAN: Sinbad
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: 438:
bottle of champagne, allota friends
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Phenomenon
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: any sunny day on the Dustbowl
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Natalie
Portman, because she's all that and then
?

some.

Stephanie Patafio
Heights Marketplace Editor
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Rage
Against the Machine
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Killing Me
Softly," The Fugees
BEST NEW ACT: No Doubt
BEST SOLO ACT: Ani DiFranco
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Dilate
WORST ALBUM: Fair Weather
Johnson, Hootie and the Blowfish
BEST LIVE SHOW: Tori Amos or Hole
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Suicide Ma

Mind" The Lemonheads
BEST NEW ACT: Big Lick
BEST SOLO ACT: Aimee Mann
chines
ALBUM OFTHE YEAR: Aimee Mann, BEST MOVIE: 12 Monkeys
I'm With Stupid
BIGGEST WALK-OUTMOVIE: StripWORST ALBUM: Stabbing Westward, tease
Wither Blister Burn + Peel
BEST DATE FLICK: Romeo and Juliet
BEST LIVE SHOW: Mary Timony
BEST LINE: "I love it when you call me
Sterlings
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: The
Big Papa." -Notorious 8.1. G.
BEST MOVIE: IndependenceDay
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Alanis Morisette
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: The BEST COMEDIAN: Rosie O'Donnell
Crow: City of Angels
WORST COMEDIAN: Bob Saget
BEST DATE FLICK: The Truth About BEST SOUNDTRACK: Trainspotting
Dogs
Cats and
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORBEST LINE: Kay Hanley to me upon MANCE: Hello Shovelhead!
noticing my Letters to Cleo t-shirt: "Ya WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
look good in it, baby."
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: I would either
BIGGEST SELLOUT: The Olympics
like to be Beavis or Madonna. Beavis
BEST COMEDIAN: Steve Sweeney
because his simplicity makes him profound, sort of
Well, at least funny.
WORST COMEDIAN: Paul Reiser
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: the Madonna because she just rules, enough
toilet scene in Trainspotting
said.
BEST SOUNDTRACK: The Craft
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORKevin P. Breen
MANCE: The Mighty MightyBosstones Heights Photo Editor
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Rush
LIKE TO BE AND WHY?: Mary SONG OF THE YEAR: "Sweet
Caroline," Neil Diamond
Timony because her intelligence and creativity dwarf everything else out there.
BEST NEW ACT: Mike Prospero
BEST SOLO ACT: Jesse Peterson at
Laura Tholen
Mitch's In Ann Arbor
Heights "Lame Duck" EIC
ALBUM OFTHE YEAR: TestFor Echo,
Rolling
BEST MUSICAL GROUP:
Rush
Stones
WORST ALBUM: Any rap album other
SONG OFTHE YEAR: "Foreverin Blue than Run DMC
Jeans"
BEST LIVE SHOW: Neil Diamond at
BEST NEW ACT: The Wallflowers
the Providence Civic Center
SOLO
Neil
Diamond
BEST
ACT:
....
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The Good, the Bad and the Extremely Ugly
BEST LIVE SHOW: The Cure, in Irvine
Meadows, CA (They played for three
hours straight with no opening act!)
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Savion Glover
in Bring in 'da Noise Bring in 'da Funk

BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Rob Amen on
any given night in 408 Gabelli
BEST MOVIE: comedy: Tommy Boy:
saga/drama/sci-fi: Star Wars; western:
Tombstone
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: The
Fisher King
BEST DATE FLICK: Platoon
BEST LINE: "There have been very few
days like this. There was the day Lincoln
was shot, the day Kennedy was shot, and
now this."
Rob Geary on the end of
"The Streak"
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Andrew P.
Schwartz for missing Thanksgiving holi-

on Broadway

BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: Last
Man Standing
BEST LINE: Anything from the mouth
ofKPB
BEST COMEDIAN: Rosie O'Donnell
WORST COMEDIAN: Howard Stern
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Rent
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Dance Ensemble (and it's because I'm friends with many of the mem-

?

days

BEST COMEDIAN: Dave Boffa
WORST COMEDIAN: Bob Saget
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: Rob

bers)
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Claire Danes
in the water scenes with Leonardo
DiCaprio in Romeo and Juliet

Geary swearing Dave Boffa into the "Rob
Geary Travelling Troupe" on the sight of
the miracle in Miami.
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Top Gun
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: In a boisterous voice, "The
1996 Boston College Screaming Eagle
Marching Band!"
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Doc Holiday,
next issue.
Carrie Sbrolla
Heights Asst. Advertising Manager
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Rusted Root
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Wonderwall,"

BEST NEW ACT: Sublime
BEST SOLO ACT: Bruce Springsteen

ALBUM OF THE YEAR: The Rent

Soundtrack
WORST ALBUM: Garbage
BEST LIVE SHOW: Sting
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: My roommate,
Stacey Massigan, playing the guitar

BEST MOVIE: Dead Man Walking
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE:
Waterworld (Though it was officially from

last year, it was so terrible that it deserves
mention)
BEST DATE FLICK: Sense and Sensibility
,_\u25a0':,il.
I.l'M,,,"Hid
\u25a0y. ~'\u25a0
BEST LINE: "What are you talking
about?"
"Football. What are you talking about?"
from Trainspotting
"Shopping."
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Kerri Strug
BEST COMEDIAN: Jason Alexander
Martin
WORST
COMEDIAN:
Lawrence
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: Mark
Renton falling into the gross toilet in
Trainspotting
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Phenomenon
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFOR,-

?'

.

-...

..,

?

BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: Joe 's
Apartment

BEST DATE FLICK: I wouldn't knowmaybe ID4

BEST LINE: "We will

not go quietly
into the night." Bill Pullman in ID4.
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Shaquille O'Neal
BEST COMEDIAN: Adam Sandler
WORST COMEDIAN: Jim Carrey
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: death
scene in Romeo and Juliet
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Romeo and
Juliet
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Letters to Cleo
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Oprah?because she is a respectable female TV
journalist type.

James Gruber
Heights Tech. Director
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Weezer;
More than any other group today, these
guys inspire one to sing and dance (just
ask Cushing first)
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Don't Speak,"
No Doubt
BEST NEW ACT: Move over, They
Might Be Giants, the power duo for this
year was definitely Laura Tholen and
Kevin P. Breen.
BEST SOLO ACT: Jamie Walters/Ray
Pruit/Brian Thomas
one in the same?
'

...

great singers and great
guys
ALBUM
OF
THE

YEAR: Fizzy Fuzzy Big
and Buzzy, The Refreshments

ALBUM:
WORST
Crash, Dave Matthews

Band
rated?

...

Can you say over-

BEST LIVE SHOW: The
Gin Blossoms at the Monster-Truck Show (a.k.a the
WBCN River Rave this
summer)
BEST UNKNOWN ACT:
Dance Hall Crashers
BIGGEST WALK-OUT
MOVIE: 4 Rooms es?

MANCE: The University Chorale Spring
Concert
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Julia LoisDreyfuss, because she is funny, has good
hair, and gets to hang out with Jason
Alexander.

Wendy Prygoda
Heights Copy Barbie

BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Van Halen
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Supervixen,"
Garbage

BEST NEW ACT: Garbage
BEST SOLO ACT: Tina Turner. Billy
Joel
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Van Halen's
Greatest Hits
WORST ALBUM: The new Counting
Crows .
BEST MOVIE: A Time To Kill, (Beavis
and Butthead will be awesome)

pecially the first room
BEST DATE FLICK: Showgirls
BEST LINE: "Mojo!"? Suart Scott of
ESPN

MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: Karl
and Prospero at Upper Board elections ?
tension, drama, and excitement
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Nicholas
Cage, for a certain pool scene in Leaving
Las Vegas
Matt Scamardella
Heights Production Editor
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: The Fugees
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Killing" Me
Softly"
BEST SOLO ACT: Eric Clapton
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Alanis
Morrisette, Jagged Little Pill
WORST ALBUM: Snoop Doggy Dogg,
Tha Doggfather

BEST LIVE SHOW: Dave Matthews at
the Fleet Center
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Maryhouse?
Kinvara Pub
BEST MOVIE: Independence Day/Phenomenon (a toss up!)
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: Ransom

BEST DATE FLICK: Romeo and Juliet
BEST COMEDIAN: Eddie Murphy
WORST COMEDIAN: Adam Sandler
(he tries, though)
BEST SOUNDTRACK: The Nutty Pro-

fessor

FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Rusted Root
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY: Kevin P. Breen
Matthew J. Gelb
Heights Sports Editor
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Phish
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Theme from
The Bottom"
BEST NEW ACT: just some dudes/western cult.
BEST SOLO ACT: Willy Porter
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: Anything but
The Score (What did she say again?)
WORST ALBUM: Marilyn "Piss"
Manson
BEST LIVE SHOW: Phish/Western Cult,
in Bedroom 2
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: just some
dudes/Western Cult.
BEST MOVIE: Dead Man Walking
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: The
Mirror Has Two Faces (I didn't see it, but
I know it would have been)
BEST DATE FLICK: Beautiful Girls
BEST LINE: "UhhrightyaTubby Bitch."
BIGGEST SELLOUT: a certain writer
for a certain other paper we all know and
love
BEST COMEDIAN: Chris Rock
WORST COMEDIAN: Dan the Man
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: Any
one from Beautiful Girls (-in the ice fishing shanty or in the bar with "Sweet
Caroline")
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Injuries '96 ?
Shawn Mead in the Window,
Laura Tholen in the hall
WHAT
CELEBRITY
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE
AND WHY: Kevin P. Breen?
hey free dummy!

Amy Gunderson
Heights Assoc. News Editor

BEST MUSICAL GROUP:
U2-even though they haven't
released anything in a while
WORST NEW ACT: Antonio Banderas singing on the
Evita soundtrack
BEST SOLO ACT: Tracey
Chapman
WORST ALBUM: Alanis
Morisette's Jagged Little
Pill. ..(How many times can
you listen to "You Oughta
know"on repeat when your
roommate breaks up with her
boyfriend?)

Peter Gerken
Heights Editorial Assistant
BEST MUSICAL GROUP: Dave
Matthews Band
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Two Step,"
DMB
BEST SOLO ACT: Billy Joel
ALBUM OFTHE YEAR: Crash , DMB
WORST ALBUM: Anything by Marilyn
Manson
BEST LIVE SHOW: Matt Gelb and
Kevin Breen at weekly board meetings
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: Craig Kilborn
on"The Daily Show"
BEST MOVIE: Happy Gilmore

BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE:
Trainspotting
BEST LINE: "You can't stop him. You
can only hope to contain him." Dan Patrick
BEST COMEDIAN: Jim Carrey
WORST COMEDIAN: Anthony Clark
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: end of
Tin Cup
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: Flip Turtle
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BEAND WHY?: Tiger Woods
because he gets paid millions of dollars to

play golf.

'

-t'-

Tricia Campbell
Heights Features Editor
SONG OF THE YEAR: "Head Over
Feet" by Alanis Morissette
BEST SOLO ACT: Alanis Morissette
V.ORST ALBUM: Crash, DMB
BEST LIVE SHOW: Stinc
BEST UNKNOWN ACT: My roommates
on the acoustic guitar
BEST MOVIE: Dead Man Walking
BIGGEST WALK-OUT MOVIE: Four
Rooms
BEST DATE FLICK: That Thing You
Do
BEST LINE: "Ladies, can I see some
ID?"
BIGGEST SELLOUT: Rusted Root
BEST COMEDIAN: Matt Gelb
WORST COMEDIAN: Carrie Sbrolla
MOST MEMORABLE SCENE: The
"siren couch" at Upper Board Elections,
poised to pounce on Charlie Murphy
BEST SOUNDTRACK: Rent
FAVORITE ON-CAMPUS PERFORMANCE: A tic: BostoniansandFleabag
(are you happy now, neighbors?)
WHAT CELEBRITY WOULD YOU
LIKE TO BE AND WHY?: Susan
Sarandon, because Tim Robbins is the
ideal man.
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Mirror reveals beauty Stallone seeks Daylight
By Karen Leverich and Rachel Cohen
Heights Staff

The Mirror Has Two Faces: A romantic
comedy starring Barbara Streisand, Jeff
Bridges, Lauren Bacall, Mimißogers and
Pierce Bronsan. Directed by Barbara
Streisand.
Have you ever wondered what exactly it is that our college professors do
with their spare time? Hopefully their
relationships are not as backwards as the
one that develops in The MirrorHas Two
Faces. This unlikely pair, composed of
Rose, played by Barbara Streisand and
Greg, played by Jeff Bridges, are two
Columbia University professors who defy
all standards for dating in the nineties.
Even after marriage, their physical relationship is completely suppressed and
ignored. The Mirror Has Two Faces explores the obvious complications with

such

an odd arrangement.

The result is

a

light and amusing romantic comedy that
gives a fresh perspective on the combination of love, vanity, and what makes you
happy.
"Trees! They're so fascinating. They
don't even have to touch to propagate"
exclaims Greg (Bridges). This firmly de-

scribes his mindset

ing his character's warped philosophy
sufficiently to the audience. He would
rather look at his relationship with Rose
as a mathematical equation than deal with
the emotional attachments. The fact that
he can eliminate the need for all physical
attachment, as a man, is simply just not
likely, and Bridges does not realistically
deny such senses.
It would be an injustice to overlook
Rose's mother, playedby Lauren Bacall,
who nearly surpasses Streisand's performance. Bacall is extremely believable as
the beautiful, vain, imperfect mother who

does

not know how to relate with her
appearance daughter.
The only negative element of the
film is the sometimes sluggish dialogue.
However, Streisand's extensive efforts,
in directing, producing, and starring, in
average

The MirrorHas Two Faces are obvious.

The efficacy of the film is dependent
upon Streisand's performance. But, she
does succeed, and the result is a relaxing
and original film that can be enjoyed by
all audiences.

To those who will leave me
behind this next year...
I can't express how much you have all

towards his relation-

meant to me. From the late nights, to girls'
dinners, to meetings in NYC and random
late-night phone calls, I will treasure every moment with all of you.
LT: You've been great. And don't worry,
someone will be here to carry on your

ship with Rose (Streisand). It would be a
perfectly platonic arrangement, if it
weren't for the fact that Rose, a hopeless
romantic, does not share this philosophy.
Rose, at first, accepts the unrealistic conditions proposed by Greg, but ultimately

tradition of style and grace (well, let's just
hope I don't fall at elections). Gelb:
Sweetie, no matter what, I will always
think of you as being a part of some of my
favorite times at BC. So, if you ever want
Mexican food...KPB: Ahhhh...a fellow
New Yorker (sort of). You always had
something funny to say, and a fabulous

comes to the conclusion thatshe shouldn't
settle for less than her dreams. Thus, she
undergoes a physical as well as spiritual

change throughmake-up, health spas, and
a little fashion wake-up call.
The film is very amusing. Bridges
and Streisand bounce off each other and

air.
This keeps the film light and interesting.
As well, the film never delves too deeply
into the differences between men and
women, butrather focus' on what extent
people will go to just to achieve happi-

achieve an almost constant comic

collection of movie quotes to boot. Tania:
How ever will my Robsham stories sur-

vive without you? Then again, how will
we all? Patafio: Babe, if we could only get
there, we could go so many places together. What if I drive to Tori next time?
Amy: New York is ours...baskets of starch,

ness.

Barbara Streisand is mesmerizing in
perhaps what may be an all-to-familiar
ugly duckling turned beauty role.
Streisand, a seasoned actress, skillfully
plays upon common insecurities and is
therefore a character every woman can
somehow identify with. If not for
Streisand's enormous talent, Rose's transformation would be approaching the ridiculous.
Jeff Bridge's performance is inconsistent as the other half of the twisted
pair. He is believable as the goofy, out-oftouch professor, but struggles in justify-

Reba's fan club

at

Ernie's and all of thoe

Dallas B-B-Q. We can shop
like
and will! The Heights will
miss you and your enchilada recipe! Scoop:
If there was a scandal... Miller: I know,
don't worry, you'll be here. McKenna
and Tom: You'll have to leave 7 Priscilla
Rd. and visit us once and a while. Jorge:
What a God! You have no idea how much
the Review staff and I will miss you next
semester. I know the Italian music scene is
not the hottest, but I hope you enjoy it and
keep a critical watch over your section!
Margaritas

at

no others

continued from p. 29
major -.hoe executive, who is deter
to get out of the tunnel. He gives
good little performance and one can
only wonder howtauch better the film
would be if his role was bigger.
Brenneman is Madelyne Thorup :on, an
aspiring playwright on her way out of
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while, and at least his action career did
not end with a thud, but it ended in a
film which is a far cry from his early
like Rocky and

films

Rambo.

Thanks to the
review staff.
See you next
semester!

Judge Dredd mad The Specialist, so he

Good-bye to The Heights
The first thing that
mind is-WOW!-I can't believe it's over....Shortly
comes to

following that thought, however is-WOW!-what am I going to do with all of this
free time I am going to have next semester?.. Maybe I'll begin writing for the
paper...Maybe. Actually,I haven't written a thing for The Heights except for bills
for about two years?and the scary part is that I have found absolute comradery
and happiness from managing The Heights in the background without seeing my
name strewn all over the paper. I'm not sure I can exactly explain how the paper
gets into your heart and mind and won't let g0...a1l I know is that it has been my
Boston College experience. There is one thing that I am sure of, and that is that the
people are what makes The Heights. I have never met a more effective and
dedicated group of students working together for one common weekly goal.?lt's
been an adventure and a challenge- one I will never forget- ever... Mom- Thank you

life wisdom and your unconditional love. You're one of my best friends
and I love youlDad-1 value your advice and the risks you have taken in your life
more than you suspect. You have an incredible character and I am proud to be your
daughter. Laura- Fate brought us together, and I love you to death- we've come
farther than I could ever imagine possible a year ago today! I wish the best for you
and I hope we could do a few Sunday night dinners together next semester.
Amanda- Thank you SO much for your help this past year and more importantly
your friendship for the past four years!- I began all this with you?Who knew?
Kara- Classy's didn't kill you?in fact they probably made you stronger- somehow!- I love you woman and we're going to find something else to get early for!
Lizard- You made it!- You're an incredible person and I appreciate how you have
pulled subscriptions out of the archives!- I think you are awesome-Je t'aime!
Philippe- Go for it! I have all the confidence in the world that you can do it!- Be
aware and the rest is common sense!- Have a prosperous year and Mind Your
Own B.usiness. Steve- "cool kid"- help out Philippe would ya?- You're now the
tearsheet master! Kevin-1 can't imagine The Heights without you and your steep
bills! I respect your talent and Iadore your personality!- You're a very special guy
even if you think scary Larry jokes are funny. Gelb- How'zyourspackling talent?
MOD DESTROYER! I have to admit that I respect your passion even if you're
slightly out of control! Scammer-Congratulations!-Hold back on the anality
factor, but take the paper to another level! ? You' ye already put heart and soul into
your life so don't stop here! I wish you the best of luck!To the JUNIORS I hope
you have an incredible year and do me a favor and take the risk and enjoy every
moment including the frustrations because this is our paper!MALWAYS!
for your

?Lexi

HOLIDAY GIFTS
Premium (Honduran)
Cigars at wholesale
prices.
Great stocking
stuffers.
ALSO Handsome
Acrylic Humidors.
Call Classico dc
Continental and
ask for Neal
Class of '91 at
617-560-4984

Ihldme
11

set by these effects, and
consequently drag down the film a lot.
This | N Stallone's last action film for a

bombs that were just plain awful, like

?

You'll love the new comfort lien clog!

the standard

disappoint.
Stallone's performance isn't that
bad actually, and is Oscar worthy compared lo last year's disaster. Judgi
Dredd. Kit Latura isn't one of his prototypical su
«, and he seems
more comfortable in this film as a resuli Stallone has come off some major

*

*

vet) v,;;l. hut there art some excellent
pom. The effects arc amazing, especially the explosion of the tunnel Howci a.the rest of the movie can'l hold up

New York when the tunnel shuts her in.
Brenneman is coming off last year's
excellent Al Pacino/Robert DeNiro film,
Heat, in which she held her own with
DeNiro. So, she is certainly capable of
doing the same with Stallone and doesn't

?

"

lately.
Daylight is not a great film, or even

mined

?

Mor® colors
Clogs for men,

needed a step up. Daylight is not a huge
leap up. but it is certainly better than
most of the clunkers he's come out with
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SAVE A LIFE
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Emergency Medical
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Training Program Begins
January 16,1997

\

Tues. & Thurs.
Evenings
6:30 9:30 PM
-

Applications avail. @ BC
Police or
Call
Bill Mcintosh
(508) 584- 2939
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Garber Travel welcomes you Home wttn
I
/
the lowest prices anywhere, anytime, guaranteed.
\
/
let our travel professionals treat you to
\ the new and exciting offers you have been waiting for. f
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Nowton ? 76? Beacon St. (617) 966-2100
Brooklhw 1406 Beacon St. (617) 734-2100
Comm. Aye. ? 1047 Commonwealth Aye. (617) 763-2210
B.U. Bookstore ? Kenmcw Square (617) 353-2100
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The Classifieds
CHILDCARE POSITION available Jan. 13
or sooner: 2 children; flexible hours; 2 or 3
days a wk (either Monday, Wednesday, or
Friday) from 3-spm until the end of June, then
3 days 9-5 for the Summer. More hours if you
want them: 1/2 mile from BC; must have car
and know how lo swim. Please call Elm, 964-0184
Tired of Dorm Living? Live with a local
family for FREE! Perfect situation for BC
coed. 10 minute walk to campus. Live with
family. Babysit 6year old special needs girl
after school. Earn money. Private room and
bath. References required. Please call Alix:
Daytime 928-0010 or Evenings 332-5355.
Near Campus Occasional BabystttingGreat
for BC coed. 10 minute walk from campus.
Babysit 6 year old special needs girl. Alternoons. Weeknites, and Weekends. Call Alix:
Daytime 928-0010 or Evemings 332-5355
Looking for a mother's helper. 4 family with
a 4 yr. old girl + 20 mos. old boy. Approx. 8-10 hrs./week. Tues./Thurs. AM ideal, but flexible. Competitive wage. School of Ed major
We live 2 blocks fin. main campus.
lease Call 244-9512.
sleep
you winter break away...bam
Don't
$$!! If you love working with kids and have at
weekdays
least two
free. Parents in a Pinch
has great jobs! Three childcare refs are a must!
Call JOY 617-739-5437.
Childcare needed 2nd semester: Approx. 15
hrsAvk, afternnons. Walking distance from
Newton Campus. Must drive, car available.
Responsible, mature, non-smoker. Hours:
MWF 3-5; T/TH 1-5Call Valeric 244-8516.

Preferred.

|cave message.
Make
now for next semester.
Babysitter needed for 2 adorable "iris, ages 6
& 8. Definitely need Tues from 1:00-6:00 and
at least 1-2 other afternoons We are on the D
line. Knowledge ofBarbies, Friendship bracelets, and games a plus. Oppty for work over
Xmas break, too. Call Deborah @ 969-9654.

::^^^w??JF
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for 2 yr old needed. Easy walk to
campus. Call Novelle at 965-4329.
Warm and Energetic Babysitter needed (o
care for our 3 children ages 4,7 and 10 on
Mon., Wed., and Fri., from 3-6pm in our
Newton Centre home. Car needed. Begin
ASAP call 965-8142.
Wanted: babysitter tor second semester, lo
care for 1 year old in Newton home. Car
preferred. Job sharing apossibility. Monday &
Wednesday 9:00-4:00pm. 57.00/ hr. Call Lisa
at 965-6769
ANOIHLK GKLAI BC STUDEN'I
NEEDED to pick up three great kids from
Newton Highlands School. Tuesday and/or
Thursday afternoons. Car desirable. Call evenings. 332-0306 Sue or David.
Homefor the Holidays? Wanted: fun, loving,
reliable babysitter for kindergarten girl and 4th
grade boy in Newton. Call 965-7446 (Near D
line T Car preferred).
(Jhildcare:
days/wk. flexible days and
exact hours. 2 yroldboy start Dec. or Jan nonsmoker. Near Waban T call 964-5708
Au Pair offered. Spanish student (23y) In
home needed. Starting January, one month,
poss. longer. Call Susana (617)783-7093 before Dec 16.
FOR JAN lyy/Unldcarcneeded in"Newton:
Monday through Thursday, 3pm until 7pm.
Two girls, 8 and 10 years old: great kids!!!
Must have car. Please call Linda at 244-2202.
Student needed to babysit 3 year old child.
Time flexible 5-10 minute walk from campus.
Please call Sharon at 964-2444.
Babysitter

-

$1750/week possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For info
call 202-298-1142.
Help Wanted Men/Women earn $480 Wkly
assembling circuit boards/elec. componentsat
home. Exp. unnecessary, will train. Immed.
openings in area. 1-520-680-7891 Ext. C2OO.

Plan ahead! !! Spend your upcoming vacation
time earning up to$1450 participating in an 11
or H> day lull-time drug-tree sleep research
study at Brigham_& Women's Hospital. We
are seekingqualified MEN ages 18 to 30 only.
Study requires 3 week preparation period. Call
Gail now: 617-732-8093.
Delivery personal and waiLstaff wanted tor
part time jobflexible hours. No car needed for
position. $8.50 hour. Please call:
Nathan Rigoli. MIT catering 84 Mass Aye.
Cambridge. MA 02139(617) 253-5137.
Tncredible new business opportunity and
Greek fund-raiser. Telecommunications industry. Explosiveearnings potential for yourself and/or your house. Set your own hours.
Check out site: www.ELA-3800.c0m or call
(888) ELA-3800 for free information
Volunteers needed. Men/Women. Straights/
Lesbians. Researching the social foundations
of couple/gender behavior. Lookingfor

-
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1918 Beacon Street Cleveland Circle

Phone: 731-3232
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ThePioneer Group, Inc., conveniently located near Faneuil Hall, offers thefollowing |§
; great zuays to learn about the mutual fund industryand gain valuable real-world
experience you can put to use after graduation. Workflexiblepart-time hours during the semester, and possiblyfull-time during the summer and holidays.
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Boston College's Best Food
Lunch
Dinner
Breakfast
M-W 6:ooam 9pm T-F 6:ooam 10pm
?
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-
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GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
NINE BED Located near chansky sin a two
family brownstone in quiet neighborhood.
Hardwood floors, 2 modern baths, 2 modern
kitchens, Jacuzzis, parking $400-$450 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
NINE BED Ureal location near Lityside
lots of bedrooms, hardwood floors. Ig ultra
modern eat-in-kilchens,dw/disp.Citysideliving in the Circle! $385+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EIGH I BED'Walk to BL. Big apartments in
a 2 family house. El cheapo per person,
$350+ each. With this deal of a house there
will be plenty of $$$ left over for the meal
plan!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
ETGHI BED A brisk walk to BC and the
South St shuttle for those athletic types! Like
a fraternity - althoughwall bashers are strongly
discouraged - $350+ each.
GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SEVEN bt-u ureal house for great tenants,
off Sutherland Rd. in quiet neighborhood,
beautiful floors, three renovated bathrooms,
two kitchens, parking, laundry $425-$475
each.
GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIXBEDEXCLUSIVE! Wonderfullystunning sky lighted loft duplex in pristine house
off 1700block Comm. Aye., designerkitchen
and 2 baths, living room, dining room, fireplace, yard, parking, laundryand much more!
High on the hill, just like a Swiss chalet!
Guaranteed lo please Mom & Dad. $475+
each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

"Phantom Gourmet"
Rates Eagles a
$SS|
"Hidden Jewel"
Tg
As seen on the
Afew England Cable {*jjjr/
Network
jy

getting smaller

smell better.
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NINE BED Great townhouses near
Chansky's, new hardwood floors, modern
kitchens, exposed brick, parking available.
$425+ per person.

Eagles Deli |)
& Restaurant

Home

I

k

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTEMBER 1997 HOUSES, APARTMENTS,
AND CONDOMINIUMS, ARE AVAILABLE TO BE SEEN AND RENTED!!
GREAT PLACES REALTY HAS ANY
GREAT PLACES FOR ALL OF YOUR
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!!!
GREAT PLACES HAS THE MOST LISTINGS AND THE BEST EXCLUSIVES!
GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTS
GREAT HOUSES, GREAT APARTMENTS,ANDGREATCONDOMINIUMS.
CALL US NOW FOR THE BEST AND
GREATEST SELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 1997 LISTINGS. GREAT PLACES
REALTY RENTS GREAT PLACES!!
I WELVE BED Great value for the dollar.
Walk to South Street from this 12 bed, 3 kitchens, 3 living rooms, 3 bathrooms, porches, great
location. $400+ per person.
GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
i'WtLVt BED Mil would certainly love to
call this house a frat but it is BC territory. Huge
rooms, twokitchens, bathrooms galore, washer/
dryer, parking,and shuttle right out front, makes
this house a great place. $425 per person.
GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TEN BED EXCLUSIVE! Une ot the best
house off-campus! Completely renovated, two
brand new kitchens, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, loft,
hardwood floors, washer/dryer, parking, $460-$475 each. Good tenants only!
GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

HI

WK?\
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people

in stable relationships for in-depthinterviews.
Call Mark 739-2753. Serious inquiries only.
I ul'UKSto work 3-5 hours/wk at a Learning
Center in Newton: $15/hour will train. Car
required. Siring professional commitment necessary. Call (617) 964-4485 or send resume by
fax (617) 964-4485
January break Help Wanted
Starting rate $ 10. International firm has openings.Earn $80041600during 2-6weeks. PartFull lime. Flexible schedule. Secure summer
position/internship. Apply now. Begin after
finals, call (617)449-7997.
Area Promotions Representative Him
advertising company seeks an outgoing, reliable person to place posters on store windows.
Flexible Schedule/Special Projects. $10/
hr+gas. EOE (800)783-8424.
X-MASCASH Want to earn extra dollars to
pay for the holidays? Marketing. Co. seeks
motivated individuals for FT/PT positions.
Available call (617)932-9393.

Animated Instructors needed In present fun
science activities for kids at schools & parties.
Need car and experience with kids. Training
provided. Part lime. Now hiring for next semester. Pay: $20/1 hr. program. 617-643-2286.
People needed for X-Mas break to help tor
couple with multiplesclerosis living independently. Located on Comm Aye. near Reservoir.
Flexible shifts available: 6-9am. 12-2, 2-5, 5-8.
$ 1 n/hr Call Lisa 655-8767.
REAGENTS busy office in Newton L'enlre
seeks upbeat and energetic individual for lull/
part time position. Prof clientele, we do nol rely
on student business. Great earning potential!
Need car and motivation! Call Mike 332-0077.

I

H

HI
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Marketing Intern

Support our Marketing Communications Department with proofreacling, literature distribution, data entry, etc. May also invoh/e research projects on !ne
Internet Requires a background in Communications, Business or Liberal Arts;
an interest in marketing, production, and/or mutual funds; some general office
skills; and computer familiarity.

j

Account Services Representative

Establish new shareholder accounts, maintain shareholder records, communicate
by phone to customers, and generally provide high-quality customer service.
Requires experience in a business environment, computerfamiliarity, and excelr
lent mterpersonal/phone skills. Interest in the mutual fund industry preferred.

Receptionist
Greet visitors and answer incoming calls. Late afternoon/evening hours
:. (4:oopm-730pm). Requires strong phone skills; a courteous, professional
approach; ability to work well independently and with others; and 35wpm
typing skills.

Make the move that will workfor you now and well into the future: send/fax letter
Office, ThePioneer Group, Inc., 60
of interest and/or resume to: Employment
State Street, Boston, MA 02109; Fax (617) 422-4244. For more information, call
] our joblineat (617) 422-4 JOB. An Equal Opportunity Employer

on 6 8 Years
Investment Innovation
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SIX BED Live in luxury! This house

isoff the
1600 block Comm. Aye, wall to wall carpel,
two modem kitchens. 3 baths, washer/dryer in
theapartment, central a/c. parking. $400-$475
each. Only for the discriminating!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT

PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

SIXBED A stone s tnrow trom aslice ot pizza
at Blueslone Bistro. Renovated and new this
brick townhouse is just what the doctor ordered. Hardwood floors, carpet. 2 kitchens, 3
baths, parking, $425-$475 each.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

SIXBEDEXCLUSIVE! hiveminute walk to
in the heartof Chestnut Hill.Beautiful duplex in a 2 family, huge
modem kitchen. 2 baths, fireplace, laundry,
parking. Quiettenants only!! $425-$475

BC Main gates. Located

each.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVEBED EXCLUSIVE! lum ot the century Edwardian manor house, ballroom. 2 designer baths, 20ft. ceilings, European kitchen
with balcony, fireplace, skylighted loft bedroom with spiral staircase. Quiet tenantsonly!!
$2850.
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GREAT PLACES RENTS
PLACES

GREAT

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVEBED EXCLUSIVE! Single tamily attached townhouse,twofloors, 2 beautiful baths,
all white mode.n kitchen, cathedral ceilings,
fireplace, central a/c, laundry, parking, take
the T or drive to BC. $500 each. Beautiful

space.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED 1800 block Comm. Aye. Great
condo with two baths, huge amounts of space,
like having your own house, parking etc.,
$2300.

??HBBM
loCityside! Greal
on
down!

FIVEBED Come
apartmenl in brownslonc on a great location.
Steps from Mary Ann's and the Circle. Greal
kitchen with exposed buck! S4oo+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT

PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 954-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Off Comm Aye,
beautiful house, alarmed, new floors, beautifully modem kitchen and bath, laundry, very
sunny, porch,

parkine. exquisite $2400.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FUUK BH.ULovely condominium in house.
Beautiful floors,
modem kitchen and
bath, pristine condition, laundry,parking,walk
to shuttle at Chansky's. $400+ each.

ultra

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Huge Victorian
condominiums on 1600 block Comm Aye.
large living room, modern kitchen, with dw/
disp. hardwood floors, great building, parking,

$410+ each.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Near Sutherland kd, tour beds,
living room, eat-in-kitchen, modem bath, all
student building, $2000-$2200+.
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! oft Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modem kitchen and
2 baths, fun and funky, unique condo, great
steal of a deal, $ 1800-$2OOO.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900 "
?FOUR BED Near GtysTuVßestaurant,
hardwood floors, modem kitchen, modem
bath, great location, parking available,
$2300. GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES

{\u25a0WWiIMHWIFHiWMMWI'Pj
FOUR BED Walk to Chansky's! Nice apartment in good condition, good size bedrooms,
hardwood floors, porches andparki n<z, $ 16(X)-t

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

FOUKBED Near CfiiinSky's. cheap "steal oTa
deal! Newly renovated, hoys: apailmcnls. two
baths, parking, all student building! $1700.
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT

PLACES

GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOURBED EXCLUSIVE!! Very cute, very
modem and verysunny condo nearBluestone

Bistro, top floor, parking, laundry, $1400-$l6OO.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
IHREE BED
Designer hying in charming BackBay style townhouse,on
BC shuttle and T. exposed brick, 2 baths,
kitchen,
gourmet designer
yard with patio,
garage, living room, dining room, fireplaces,
very cozy and

unique! $2800.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED F.XCLUSI V E! ! Extraordinary,

unique, sumptuous and luxurious, 2 apartments available in ClevelandCircle mini mansion. ArchitecturalDigest living in the most
luxurious apartments anywhere!Beautiful and
exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur!
Great location, Cleveland Circle! $475-$550
each.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
IHKhfc Btu Huge Victoriancondo in popular student building near Chansky's, biggest
living rooms anywhere, alarmed, modem
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, deeded
parking, a deal! $375+-s4so+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

lop floor ot
living room,
dining room, eat-in-kitchen-porch. laundry,
parking, good tenants only! $2000.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
IHREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Greal apartment in 21X10 block Comm. Aye! Modem
kitchen and bath, top floor, elevator building,
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE!
house nearGreycliff dorm, large

Realty Resource Assoc, Inc.
1340A Commonwealth Aye.
Allston, MA 02134

617-730-5300
BOSTON COLLEGE

RENTALS SPECIALIST
WE HAVE MANY LARGE
APARTMENTS
AND HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR
SEPTEMBER 71997
DON'T WAIT...
MAKEAN

APPOINTMENT NOW!!!

II

$1675.

THREEBEDGreatapartmentincondobuilding near Greycliff dorm, modern kitchen and
bath, hardwood floors, porch and laundry.
Walk to school $1650.
GREAT PLACES

RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
IHREE BED EXCLUSIVE lop floor

in

elevator building near South St., modern

kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, sunny,

laundry, $1675.
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
'I'HKEE BED Dynamite three bed near2UOo
block Comm Aye.great kitchen with washer/
dryer, hardwood floors, good size rooms, perfect for four. $1800.
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
IHREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Near Blue-

stone Bistro, on Chiswick Rd., ultra luxurious
condo, newwall to wall, beautiful kitchen with
ceramic tile floor & washer/dryer, beautiful
new bathrooms,a/c, parking,

$1900.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900

THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Un Chiswick
Rd, in brownstone, pristine condition, great
kitchen and bath, porch and sunroom,parking,
quiet tenants only. $400-$450
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT

PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
1 HKEE BkD Ultra luxury living in contemporary townhouse style apartments. For the
discriminating palate only! Located off the
1600 Block Comm Aye. these duplexes offer

the best of all modem amenities, wall to wall,
central a/c,fireplaces, Jacuzzis, garage parking, $1800-$2OOO Quiet and serious tenants

only.

GREATPLACES

RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900

THESE ARE JUSI SOME OF OUR
RENTAL OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1997. CALL US NOW FOR THE
BEST OFTHE REST OFWHATS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!! GREATPLACES RENTS
GREAT HOUSES, APARTMENTS, AND
CONDOS!! SEE WHY THE COMPETI-

TION IMITATES GREAT PLACES. WE
OFFER THE BEST AND MOST COURTEOUS PROFESSIONAL AND RELI-

ABLESERVICE.CALLUSTODAY!! WE
ARE LOCATED TWO BLOCKS WEST
OF THE BC MAIN GATES, AT THE
CORNER OF MANETROAD AND COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREATPLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AYE
CHESTNUT HILL
(617) 964-8900

GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
SEPTEMBER '97 APARIMENIS and
ready to be seen and rented
HOUSES
TODAY! Whole houses...largeapartments in
houses...great 2, 3, and4 bedroom units in the
...

best B.C. buildings. CALL TODAY! We'll
you upand show you theLARGEST and
gick
EST selection of awesome off-campus

places.

utes!...s6,9oo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
14BEDS...C'ollistonRd. Rent the wholehouse!
Totally redone andgorgeous! 4 baths, parking,
gigantic rooms, 2new eat-in kitchens, porches
super deal for a huge gr0up!...56,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
U-14 BEDS...L'omm. Aye. at Chiswick. El-

mansion!

Two eat-in kitchens,
egant Victorian
four full baths, parking, yard, laundry in the
house, one of the be5t!...57,995.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

ÜBEDS...Waihngiordkd. house, absolutely
huge! Walk to the shuttle from thishumongous
BC pad! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms,m0re!...57,800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BEDS... Ihe heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large, renovated, 2 huge gourmet kitchens, 2
baths, full basement, awesome BC 10cati0n!...54,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
BEDS.-.bntire ultra modern nouse on
Chiswick Rd. Skylights, gourmet kitchens,
parking, 5 bathrooms, 4 levels of

n

luxury!. ..$6,900.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
party nouse on

10 BEDS...Awesome BC

Chiswick Rd! 2 kitchens, o parking, great
space for the boys to watch the gamefOne of
the biggest!...ss,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

Personal Care Attendant needed for
female disabled graduate student.
Care is needed for a variety of shifts
and tasks from swimming and exercising to care in my home (Boston area). Sensitivity, responsibility, flexibility as well as the willingness to follow directions are essential. Good pay and some flexibility
of hours. Willing to train.
Call 445-5813 and leave a message.

JACKIE

CHAN FIGHTS FDR AMERICA
IN HIS BIGGEST ACTION FILM EVER.

Dec 21st
fL. and receive:
Free Meal Plan &
$20 off per person

Noother rental office cancomeclose to

what we will offer you. AT HOME
REALTY...VOTEDB.C.'sBEST!...caII73Blistings below...
-1820. Read about our great
li. BEDS...Chestnut Hill Aye. near South St.
Rent all 3 floors of this beautifully renovated
building. 3 baths, 3 new kitchens, porches,
large rooms, walk to school in min-

Sneaker Sale!
Nike Reebok
Adidas Wilson
K-Swiss Prince
?

?

?

?

?

from $20.00 and up!

Adolph's Sports
841 Beacon St.
Newton Centre
Telephone:
(617) 964-6633

?

vSj.

x

(Jamaica & Cancun]

CHAN'S

Boston Flights! No Gimmicks!
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9-10 BEDS...Crosby Rd., One of the prime
BC houses. 2 kitchens, 3 full baths, yard, 2
driveways means tons of parking! L0cati0n!...55,175.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9-10 BEDS...Kinross kd. near bluestone Bistro. Huge house with 3 baths, large rooms, lots
of commonspace. Recently fixed up and ready
to

g0!...55,400.

!

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9 bEDS...BIock 3 threebedroom units, one on
top of another in the awesome Beacon St.
building. Great alternative to renting a whole
house. Across from MaryAnn's...s4,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BkUS...C?erald kd. Super bC location,won t
last long. 3 baths, 8 parking, gorgeous renovations, 2 levels of h0u5e!...55,350.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEDS...Crosby Kd. I kitchens, 2 baths,
modem and clean, parking, super BC location,
won't last 10ng...hurry!...55,000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEDS.-.kent two 4 bed units adjacent to
other
each
at 1705-1711 Comm Aye. Awesome BC building on Comm. Aye., each with
new kitchens,
1.5 baths, parking,

hurry!...ss,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8-9 BEDS...Awesome house on Gerald kd.
Ultra modem, 3 baths, tons of parking, laundry, be the envy of your friends in this one of
a kind beauty!...s6,oso
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Algonquin kd., right across from
BC main gale! 2modem kitchens, 4 baths, lots
of parking, yard, campus at your doorstep!...$4,750.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...l\ewly renovated, 3 level house oft
Comm. Aye. 3 full baths, parking, porch,
dining room, super nice and tons of
space!...s3.ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS,..Single ramily house, 4 baths, 3
kitchens, porch, great Wallingford Rd. location. This house is awesome and can only be
seen through u5!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Victorian mansion on Comm. Aye.
Huge gourmet kitchen, 2 full baths, porch,
parking, laundry in the unit, on the shuttle near
Bluestone, hurry!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Lake St. singleramily house! 2 new
bathrooms, 6 parking, modem eat-in kitchen,
beautiful house, you can't get closer to
8C...53,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6-7 BEDS...Wallmgtord kd. luxury

townhouse! Multi-levels, all new renovations,
3 full baths, 4parking,steps to shuttle...s4,loo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6-7 BEDS...Leamington kd. multi-level, ultra
modem townhouse! 3 baths, parking, huge loft
room, 2 kitchens, awesome p1ace!...54,2^)0.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...Comm. Aye. house near Chiswick.
All new modem kitchen, 2 baths, porch, yard,

working fireplace, a beauty...s3,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6BEDS...AyrRd. at Cleveland Circle. Newly
renovated with huge modern kitchen, large
bedrooms, full basement, spacious, 10cati0n!!!...52,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
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6 BEDS...Chiswick Rd., Renovated house,

painted & clean, multi-levels, huge rooms,
parking, great BCplace, on the shuttle...s4,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
SBbIJS..-Strathmore kci., at beacon m. Beautiful luxuryrehab with all new modern kitchen,
2 full baths, extra spacious and ready!... 53,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
SHEDS... I he hearlof Cleveland circle! Huge
eat-in kitchen, fullbasement, extra large rooms,
one of the best BC buildings and locations!. ..$2,000.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS... Beautiful building on Collision kd'.'
Modem eat-in kitchen, workingfireplace, lots
of space, justrenovated, looks great!.. .$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS...bxciusive luxury townhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3 baths, washer & dryer, fireplaces, alarm, yard, A.C., w0w!...52,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
a Bfcus..foster m. walk to class! cheapest 3
bedroom apartment in town. Large house,
parking, a steal at $1,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...The largest and nicest 4 beds are at
1705-1711 Comm. Aye. and we've got 'em!
location,
Gorgeous,
best
won't
last... hurry!. ..$2,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...Exclusive through us only! IbBu-1682 Comm. Aye. Totally renovatedand extra
huge! Oneof the best BC buildings. Modem,
sunny, awesome!...s2,ooo-$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4BEDS...Moreexclusives! IbXMbol Comm.
Aye. Humongous rooms, very modem, on the
shuttle, full ot BC people, very desirable location !...$1,900-$2,300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...Giant selection on Cummings &
Egremontßd. 2 baths, large kitchens, porches,
parking,super nice, super cheap!...sl,6oo.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...best deal in town! hgremonl &
CummingsRd. extra large & cheap! Sunny &
m0dern...51,275.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
38ED5...1653-1661 Comm Aye. tnormous
rooms, best BC building, Always gone early
so hurry tor this super BC pad!... 51,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...iyi2,iy42, and 1950 Beacon St.
Best Cleveland Circle building. Nice, clean
units, 2 baths, large rooms, great selection.

Hurry!. ..$1,400-1,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS... 100 many to list! Sutherland kd..
Town Estates, Gerald Rd., Foster St., South
St., Collision Rd, Beacon St., name it!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
Hundreds more! Apartments in house, large
apartments in buildings,luxury condos. Nobody can match our enormous selection and
great service. Call today. We will pick you up
and show you all the great BC places. WE
SPECIALIZE IN LARGE GROUPS! 738-1820...AT HOME REALTY...73B-1820...V0TED BC'S BEST!!
Have a place lo live next year? NEXT MO VX
REALTY has plenty of places for you... but
not for long! As everyone knows, the best
houses go quickly, so make your next move
to be in our office as soonas possible, so that
f
you and your friends don tmiss out on living

where you want to next year. THE NEXT
MOVE REALTY offers the Best Apartments the Best Service and the Best deals!
Located right ACROSS THE STREET!
Two doors west of White Mountain
Cremery.

Next Move Realty 527-6655
27A Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill,
MA 02167 Ph0ne:(617)527-6655
Awesome 10-bed house close to campus,
huge apartments, 5 baths, $350-S4OO each.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Fabulous all-new 5-bed house, 3 baths, great
party room in basement! Huge rooms, enormous space, on shuttle, $385 each for 6, $460
for 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
2-bed apartments close to campus heat included, grouping allowed, clean & spacious,
$350 each for 4.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
3-bed house on Crosby, parking, clean, huge
lvnroom w/fireplace, diningroom, $420 each
for 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
3-bed apartments in Cleveland Circle,
great location, $370 each for 5, heat
included.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed house'near Cleveland Circle, 4 parking,
clean, $450 each for 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
8-bed house on Crosby for $5000, bay windows, new kitchens, parking for 6.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
nVCREDIBXES=Sed apartment in house, I
baths, Jacuzzi, central air, 2,400 square feet,
parking for 4, will be all brand new! $400 each
for 10.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
3 & 4 bed apartments in Clandge House,
dishwasher/disposal, 1400+ square feet, parking available. $375 each for 4.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed apartment nearChansky s, back porch,

parking available, dishwasher/disposal, $365
for 6.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed apartments on Comm Aye, spacious,
baths,
back porch, parking available, heat
1.5
included. $440 each for 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Stop in Locked ACROSS THE SI REE I
two doors west of White Mountain Creamery. NEXT MOVE REALTY 27A Comm.
Aye. Chestnut Hill. 527-6655.
THE BEST SEPT 97 RENTAL SEASON
IS HERE. Bay Realty's 14th year at Boston
College: Now is the time torent that apartment
or house you want to live in next year. Don'l
wait! Remember, Big houses/apts. will be
gone by December. We are BC' s largest rental
agency and have the most exclusive listings in
the area. Tell us what you want and we will get
it foryou. We specialize in largegroups and we
will pick yi>u upon campus lo view apartments
or houses. Call 782-6666 ask for Ken Glass,
Mgr.
METRO REALTY CORP. has the nest oft
campus rentals. Some houses have already
been rented. Call now for current listings and
to see apartments. Ask for Sara or Lex 232-

-2255.

Sept. Apts

BAY REALTY
782-6666

"\u25a0'
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Working together means
you can

5 BR...Extra large, in Cleveland Circle, hardwood floors, 2 full baths, parking available $2600.
5BED...cm aquiet st, larger, modem,kitchen,
good for 6 people, heat and hot water in-

REALTY RESOURCE ASSOCIATES
INC., 617-730-5300 SEPTEMBER *97
RENTALS We are the best source for BC
students on apartments, houses, orcondo rentals. We have the best selection and largest
apartments available within walking distance
to BC, the T, or shuttle bus. Don't wait until
next year, call us today and make an appointment, orcome to ouroffice in Allsion at i 340A
Comm Aye. Tel. 617-730-5300. WE'RE
OPEN 7 DAYS!
Sept. Best Selections
782-6666
BAY REALTY
731-0101
HILLSIDE PROPERTIES,
Inc. 731-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT
HOUSING SPECIALIST
Attention Sophomores: Discounted fees,
Call today for best selections, Don't miss
our!!! Crosby Rd, Algoquin, South Street,
Foster St, Gerald St., Southerland,
Strathmore, Cummings Rd., CALL NOW
FOR YOUR SELECTIONS!!!
12 8R... Beautitul brick house on shuttle bus.
2 Kitchens, 4 Baths, Lots of Charm, Best
money can buy. ..sBooo.
12 8R... Whole house, 2 Full Kitchens, 3
Baths, 5 Mins walk to Shuttle Bus. Typical
Frat House, DON'T MISS OUT, PARTY
PEOPLE!...S7BOO
10 BR...Stunmng 1U Bk on Shuttle, Brand
new D/D, 4 Full Baths, Skylights, Beautiful
kitchen, lots ol"parking...s7ooo.
8 BR...beautiful whole house, quiet street, I
Full kitchens, 5 mins walk to campus, lots of
parking, CALL NOW $4000.
6 BR...Chiswick Kd., Ultra modem, 2 Full
Baths, Good for 8 people, Plenty of park-

cluded...s2soo.

4 8R...1n House, Ultra Modem, Wall to Wall,
Modem kitchen, 2 baths, skylights in the BR,
washer&dryerinunit. Parking, Fully Alarmed,
Best money can buy!! Good for 6
people $2400.
4 BR...Beautiful, In House, Lots or sun, Modem Kitchen and Bath, Washer & dryer, Plenty
of Storage, Minutes to school, Good for 6

people-- -$2200.

4 BR...Extra

large,

hardwood rioors,

com-

pletelyredone, bay windows, modem kitchen
and bath, on shuttle, great view, many available. $2000.
4 BR...Un Comm. Aye., C'landge House,
Working Fireplace, Parking, parking...slBoo.

4 BK...Jn nouse, brand New kitch & bath,
Hdwd firs, porches, prkg, 3 units avail, CALL
NOW FOR YOUR GROUP-$l7OO.
4 BR...Extra large, Modem kitchen and bath,
2 full baths, porch, laundry, on shuttle bus,
$425 per person $1700
3 BR..Un shuttle, large, hardwood floors,
modem kitchen, 0n1y...5900
3 BR...Across from school, Inhouse. Modem
kitchen, 1 & half bath, plenty of parking, Good
for 5 pe0p1e...52250.
3 BK...un comm. Aye. On shuttle, EIK. D/D,
Hardwood F100r5...51700.
3 8R...1n 1 own estates, W/W, Modem kitchen,
D/D, 2 full baths, prkg. swimmingpool, cable
TV, plenty of storage, walk to school.. $1450.
3 BR...Extra Ig, oriTshutde bus, Hdwd tloors,
modem kitchen & bath, porch, prkg, laundry,
only $325 m0nth...51375.
LOIS MORE AVAILABLE!!! CALL
NOW 731-0101 LOCATED AT 1694
COMM. AYE.

ing...s3soo.

6 BR...Un shuffle bus, in building. Ultra Modem. Cable TV, 3 Full 8ath5...52500.

Brighton? September apartments are in! Great locations.
1657-1800 Comm., 1945-1947
Comm., Sutherland Rd.,
Cleveland Circle, 1900's Beacon,
Foster St., South St., Chiswick
Rd., Euston Rd., and many others.
21 Years of student rentals.
Call All-Bright Realty 783-9151.
10% discount with this ad.
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For a Free Color Brochure
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www.skitravel.com

Brand New
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New England's lit

GOURMET VE6ETARIAN MENU
Vegetable/FruitJuices Appetizers Soups
House Specialties Entrees Desserts
?

?

Macintosh. More compatible than ever.
We don't know whoiyou'll be working with. That's why we make
Macintosh computers compatible. To help you easily work with
anyone. A Mac reads and writes disks for MS-DOS and Windows. Add SoftWindows software, and you can even run these
applications. So sharing is a snap. How do yon get started? Visit
your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Leave your mark.

?

?

Vegetarian Banquets

I »\u25a0

Over 70 Items to choose from
All Made ot Natural Vegetables, Seeds, Nuts
Grains, Legumes, Fruits, and Herb Spices

SALLY LING'S

fRI

Towards 21st Century
FOR A HEALTHIER AND BALANCED DIET
Offering the Best of Two%orlds

REGULAR GOURMET MENU:

All Our Famous GourmetDishes & SomeNew Creations

GOURMET TOTAL VEGETARIAN MENU:
Brand New & You Have Never Seen Them in New England
The Power Macintosh 7200/120 DOS Compatible runs MS-DOS and Windows 3.1 directly; other Power Macintosh models require SoftWindows
software. ©1996 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo. Mac, Macintosh and Power Macintosh are registered trademarks of AppleComputet; Inc. MS Dos and Windows are registered trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation, and SoftWindows is a trademark used
under license by Insigniafrom Microsoft Corporation. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to ' Xlividuals with disability. To
learn more {U.S. only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY800-755-0601.

OPEN DAILY at Langley Road (Cor. Centre St.), Newton Centre.
Tel. 617-332-3600 AMPLE FREE PARKING Fax 617-332-7463
?

?
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BEDS.. -Newly remodeled mansion on
Sept.
The most

houses

10

Chiswick! Breathtaking detail...by appointment only! $7000.
9TO BEDS... Legendary RcTTJse on
Kinross...Otis Day & the Knights favorite
place to p1ay...56200.
9 BEDS...Couldnt ask tor a hetter location. A
4 1/2 and a 5 bedroom apartmentright around
theeornerfrom Mary Ann's. Accessible to the
C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park

BAY REALTY
782 "6666
Subletier needed ASAP tor apt. on Comm.
Aye. Right on the T. $309 a month ht/hw
included. Avail until9/1/97 Call 562-8275.
Walk tocampus, Three bedroom, living room,
dining room, hardwood floors, modern eat in
kitchen, parking, & utilities included. Walk to
campus $2100 On Line Realty 731-5333
Seeking one female, own room, available
?:_

with basketball and tennis courts at the end of
the street!...s23oo
8 BEDS... the hearts Cleveland.Circle! incredible location, incredible price! Two four
bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the Cityside Bar & Grill.
$2500 and $1700!!!

now/great roommates.
$4uu per month includes heat and hot water.
Call Beth 914-967-0118.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange

for 15-20 hours of childcare/household help.
Homesclose to B.C. Call NOW for and semester placement. Student Housing Exchange.
277-6420
Ureenhnekealty hasthe apartments andhouses
that you want... Itis only a phone call away.
We will pick you up and show you the largest
and best selection of great BC off campus
ne Realty at
-5434.
places. CallGreenlineeded...just
617-731
drop in! Read
No appointment
about our great listings below...
Rent
(Near
24).
IS BEDS...Beacon St.
Store
all 3floors of this soon to be renovated building. 3 kitchens, 6 baths and large rooms..better
view than the Top of the Hub...52600 each
floor.
14BEDS...Colhstonkd.kent thewhole house!
Totally redone andgorgeous! 4 baths, parking,
gigantic rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and
porches. Monster!...s6soo or $3300 each side

say is that theirain't nothin' better. Comfortpeople. Modern kitchen & dishably holds
washer, washer/dryer in the apt. (not coin
operated). Has a full dining room. Spread out
over 3 levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL
WE REPEAT, ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!!! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will be gone in a matter of day5...54200.
6 BEDS...COOI 6 bed on tlie Righl ol South ST
Easy walkingor bikingdistance to BC (unless
you are super lazy). Sonice, we
rent it to
BU students. To cheap to 1i5t...52700.
4BEDS...Smackdabon Strathmore kd., Beau-

11

won't

tiful brownstone...superb uniquedetail, pahkin
inc. Don't miss this one $2300.
4 BEDS...Great home on Gerald. Suburban
feel...two seconds from the city! Maybe some
pahkin; inc. This apart, is so close to campus
you will have to think of new excuses to play
hooky and 0n1y...52300.
4 bLl>S...Lommonwealth Aye., Location,
location!! Plenty of space, cabin fever is impossible w/ a living room likethis...yours for
the low price of ...S2lOO.
3~BEDS.TCiiyside ai CTc"\ eland Circle, Block
them anywayyou like, only have a lew left this
auild ho yourhappy hi>ur!cheap..sl6(M)-Siy(Kl

(7 beds).

12BEDS...Wa!l 1ngtord Kd. House...absolutely
huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms. 2 kitchens, multibathrooms, mow. S74IK) all uiilities included.

[Home of Pete the Greek).

i LBEDS...hioik'ni"to\vuhouscon Comm Aye.
space& location...live like a Bostonian!
$6400 or $2200 each level (two 4 beds, one 3

great

bed).

OM*I-ifeS|?*

Thinkpad 355CS with 3 yr warranty.
or best offer. Call Harj 73 1-0101..

2 BEDS...Commonwealth Aye...All modern
porch, heat inc. & laundry. Cule, cozy, & only
$1600 (perfect for 4)
2 beds...Sutherland kd...What more do you
want? Everything modern, dishwasher + dis-

IBM

shuttle, heat,

Jamaica, & Carnival Cruises. CAMPUSREPS

posal, Cityside, Pino's, C line, D line. BC

hot water,...too much
to explode!!! $1350.

information...going

GREENLINE REALTY
1956 Beacon St. at Cleveland Circle

(617)731-5434.

The preceding is just a sampling of what we
have:. Many more exclusive listing.. We are
the'Baskin'Robins ofBC apartment
KUOMMAIE NEEDED lor One Huge
Double Bedroom! 1863 Commonwealth Aye.
right at corner of Chestnut Hill Aye at Cleveland Circle. Parking available. RENT NEGOTIABLE! Bus and T stops right outside
door. 2 mintues tocampus. House with
BC
students, all nice. Room fully furnished.
Washer/dryer, 2 kitchens. 4 bathrooms. Call
Andy at 782-2686.

rentals!!!!!

15

WWW.SUCCESS.ORG Free business education from the American Success Institute.
Entrepreneaurship andreal estate courses, articles, FAQ's. Retire rich in ten years. Also
French/Spanish versions.
Computers-Lowesi prices lor .students! Notebooks-PCs-Printers. Pentium NEC, AST,T.I.
Acer. 1-3 yr warrantys. Call for prices at 1or
email
to:
-800-696-2309

complete3@aol.com.
INLERNAIIONAL EMPLOYMENT Earn upto $25-$45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.

Korea. No teaching Ixickunuindor Asian languages required. For info, call: (206) 971-3570ext J50387

$2000+/month. World iravel. Seasonal
time positions. No exp. necessaiy.
call l-206-971-3550exi.C50387.

&

For

fullinfo,

$1500

pend per two-hour session. 338-7140for information and application. ;
MIKE. PhEd. student, glasses, well built,
drives jeep. Met NYC Oct .11, Asian roommate orfriend, please fax important, R.Barnett
Italian friend.
Garage space Available- tnrougn winter
months. Beginning immediately. Car must be
stored for winter. $100 per month, Newton

Spring Break '97 Earn a FREE trip and
CASH! Lowest prices to Florida, Canctin,
WANTED. Endless

-234-7007.

416-967-477£

Summer Tours 1-800-

NER on East Coast looking for Campus Rep
to promote Kodak SPRING BREAK trips
prices arid best
"Guaranteed" lowest package
incentives. You handlethe sales.,. wehandle
the bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau. Jamaica, S.
&
Padre, Orlando, Key West. EARN BIG $$
AND/OR FREE TRIP(S)
GREAT FOR
RESUME!!! 1-800-222-4432.
"MO ShoppingDays Lett! Now is thetime
to guaranteethe lowest ratesand best hotels
for Spring Break.Leisure Tours has packages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, &

,
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Center Call 617-527-5457..
ROOMMATE NEEDED lor One Huge
Double Bedroom! 1863 Cdrnmonwealth Aye.
right at corner of Chestnut-Hill Aye at Cleve- land Circle. Parking available. RENT NEGOTIABLE! Bus and T -stops right outside
door. 2 mintuestocampus.-Housewith 15 BC
students, all nice. Room fully furnished.
Washer/dryer, 2 kitchens,"4- bathrooms. Call
r~
Andy at 782-2686.

FOR

Florida. 800-838-8203.

CALL GREG AT 552-2220
Thank you to all the
devoted advertisers for
making my job interesting. Greg, good luck
with the section and be
ready to take charge.
Farewell to The Heights.
Best wishes.'!
Kara

"?SPRING BREAK , 97«»CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, KEY WEST,
SOUTH PADRE, MARGARITA, PANAMA
CITY. DAYTONA! FREE "MEALS &
DRINKS" PACKAGE FOR DEPOSITS RECEIVED BYDECEMBER 20! GROUP DIS-

COUNTS FOR 8 OR MORE! TROPICAL
TOURS INC. @ 1-800-931.8687.

Science Tutor: recent BC grad withdegree in
Biology! Tutor intro bio, genetics, organic,
labs. more. Reasonable fates. Free advice.
789-3658.
1-UKEIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS

needed for cross-cultural research. Business
or professional experience required. $100 sti-

REALTY

CLASSIFIED AD
INFO

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida. Best Prices. Best
Parties, GROUP DISCOUNTS.Space is limited, for free brochures. CALL TODAY 1-800-959-4SUN.

731-5333

Get FTooked up with your New apartment Today!
I Top

EATING PATTERN STUDY
FEMALE VOLUNTEERS, who are currently
BULIMIC, age 18-45, not pregnant and not taking prescription medications, are sought for a questionnaire
study regarding eating patterns and moods.

jSS&2y?.

HATS MH®MT

@

S®@«i?@

783-8833

"@ST

©MSID"

T-©MIIOT

Eligible participants will receive $20 for filling out rating forms for eight days over the course of one month.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Dr. Silke Naab,
Psychiatry Research Unit, Beth Israel Deaconness
Medical Center, Boston at (617) 667-5821 and ask for
the Questionnaire Study.

5 Reasons to shop at |

«ss».Wide
Selection! (good mix of \u25a0
mainstream & unusual titles)
\u25a0\u25a0«ss»Low Prices!
Bargain Section in Town!( «s»Bi'st
Trade-ins!
Knowledgeable! \u25a0
I«oeb» We're
(Jonas studies nightly lo
|
answer your questions)
Sell, & Trade CDs,
| We Buy,

l«2S»Generous

New, Used, Rare, and Vintage
I

JJ

10% OFF your entire
purchase with this ad

C©@«[S

th®

Cookies will arrive in 3 days or less
(not including weekends)

MB©<H]

1410 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA

M©SM

Visa, & AMEX
accepted

Mastercard,

LOGAN AIRPORT
SHUTTLE
ONLY $9.95

BOSTON BEATS
LIMO
(617)267-5856

FAX (617)262-5604

25 HUNTINGTON AYE
SUITE
COPLEY SQ.

ON TOUR NOV?

J

.

.
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Tapes, LP's, 45's

h
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U.G.B.C. Communicator
Stressing over finals?
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by ODSD. Layout/Design By Sarah BraunsteThr
Drop off submissions at McElroy 141, fax to 552-0050
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Deadline Wednesday at Noon.
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7:30 PM
4:30

PM?7:3O PM

Christmas Toy Drive for Gifts for the MSPCC for
Abused and Neglected Children
Lower Campus Dining Hall
Ages 5-16; items needed are T-shirts, gift certificates, etc.

17:30

PM

Mil

Habitat for Humanity Meeting in Merkert 127
Sponsored by Habitat for Humanity. Call Courtney at 656-8181.

8:30 PM? 1:00 AM
Senior Class Christmas Semi-Formal
World Trade Center, Boston
Buses leave from St. Ignatius starting at 8:00 PM until 9:30
PM. Bring twoforms ofpicture ID if you plan to purchase
alcohol at the dance. Tickets are $30 each, and can be
purchased at the McElroy Ticket Booth. Sponsored by Class
Government Center.

Evening Concert: The Boston Boychoir of the Archdiocesan
Choir School, Directed by John Dunn
St. Mary's Chapel
Free. Sponsored by BC Music Department. Call 552-4843 for
more information.
7:30 PM

Film: "In the Shadow of the Reich: Nazi Medicines," by
Prof. Michalczyk
Devlin 008
Sponsored by Jesuit Institute, Alumni Association, and the Fine
Arts Department. Call 552-8290for more information.
8:30 PM

Black Campus Ministry Bible Study-Lyons 316
Sponsored by Chaplaincy. Call Rev. McLendon at 2-3475 for
more information.

1:00 PM?2:OO PM
Friday Prayers in O'Connell House 102
Sponsored by ISSBC. Contact Hasan Fitaini at 621-9960 for

8:30 PM?1:00 AM
Junior ClassDance-Club Night Semi-Formal
Avalon, Landsdowne Street, Boston
Tickets are $15 each, and can be purchased at the McElroy
Ticket Booth. Buses leaving at 8:30 PM at St. Thomas More
Hall. Sponsored by Class Government Council.

if

more

information.

*Last Day ofFinal Exams*

8:30 PM?1:00 AM

Take Note: Residence Halls Close at 5 PM.

Snow Ball-Sophomore Class Semi-Formal
Sheraton, Boston

Tickets are $25 each. Purchase at McElroy Ticket Booth.
Buses leave from Shea Field entrance on St. Thomas More
Drive, starting at 8:30 PM. Sponsored by Class Government
Council. Call 655-6618 for more information.
,1..................................

*Study Day*
24 Hours

"Exam Cram" Study Place, Snacks, and Drinks
-

Murray House
Runs through December 19. Sponsored by Murray House.
Contact Mindy at 552-8460 for more information.

4:30 PM? 7:3O PM
Christmas Toy Drive for MSPCC
Lower Dining Hall
See Monday, December 9 for details.

I

\

'1

1

\

6:00 PM
Amnesty International Meeting in Gasson 204
Sponsored by Amnesty. Call Ivanna at 264-9938 for more

information.
7:00 PM
Environmental Action Center Meeting- in Devlin 117

Sponsored by EAC. Contact Sarah Gaudette at 730-5863 for
more information.

*Study Day*

I

10:00

i

Cookies and Cards
Women's Resource Center-McElroy 213
Sponsored by WRC Call 552-3489 for info.

;
:
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From the Office of the
:
Dean for
Student Development! j
\u25a0

*Final Examinations Begin*
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